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CASE mSTORIES:

Citse #1 (Accession 22916l: In tile Spring of 1978, tbis 65-year-old·male presented with intermitlent,
tennJnal hematuria of appro>dma.tely one month's duration. Cystoscopy demons!niled a tumor involving
the anterior bladder wall. Asegmentai cystectomy was penonned. (Contributed by E. R. Iennings, M .D.)
Case #2 !Accession 230811: A 49-year-old man presented for medical evaluation with a painful mass of
two months' duration in his left thigh. Radiographs showed no evidence of osseous involvcmcnr. An
inCisional·biopsy was performed. This was followed by a supra-aceiabular amputation of his left leg.
(Contributed by Horace Spear, M.D.)
Case #3 !Accession 26494): An 81-year-old man bad a hiStoey of a total laryngedomy in 1986 for
squamous cell carcinoma and a transurethral prostatic resection in July, 1988, for benign prostatic
hypertrophy. Six montbs later, a 2.5 em nia'ss was noted in the soft tissues of his right hip. An excisional
biopsy was perfonned. (Contnlmted by Dong Quach, M.D.)

Case #4 IAcctss!on '27601): A 16-year-old boy fractured his diStal (emurwhile playing football,
Radiogtaphs documented a fracture of tbe distal femoral melllphysis. In addition, an ill-defined
permeative, lytic lesion was noted in the mid-shaft of!he femur, with an overlying periosleal reaction. An
amputation was perfonned. (Contributed by Stacey Mills, M.D.)
CHse #S fAcce•<jon 18700): A 14-ycar-old girl complained of pain in her neclc and right ann of 'long
duration:• Radiographs sbowed.collapse of the sixth cervical vertebral body, possibly due to neoplasm. A
biopsy was performed, Jea<ting loa diagnosis of fibrous dysplasia. This was followed by curettage and
bone grafting. She,did wen for 10 years, and then developed recurrent symptoms of pain and numbness in
the neck and ann, with difficulty swallowing and a 'bony hard' neck mass. Radiographs demonstrated a
'honeycomb' bony mass to the right of the midline of'c6-C7, in the region of the prior cervical fusion. A
second local resection with vertebral fusion was performed, and the ~tient bas apparently been disease
free for !he subsequent 24 years. (Co.ntributed by Harlan Fulmer, MD.)

Case ft6 (Accession 24499): A 28-year-old woman bad pain in the left ann and shoulder of uncertain
duration. An x~ray disclosed a large lytic lesion in the nud shaft. There was a pathologic fncture.
(Contributed by Aaron A. Dubrow, M.D.)
Ca:fe #7 (Accession 27588): A 22-ycar-old man bad pain in the left part of his face {or about two weeks.
An X-ray showed opacification of the left antrum. cr-scans demonstraled destruction of the anlerior wall
oftbe .antral hone. (Contributed by Robert E. Fechner, M.D:)
Case #8 <AccessiOn 27453): A 38-year-old woman bad swelling and pain in her left ·Jmee for seven!
months. She had been operated upon before and bad arthroscopic removal synovial tissue. The
diagnosis is unknown, Allbe time of tbe presenr surg~ry, 36 grams of tan, brown and wbitc tissue
fragtnents were rempved th'at mearured 6.0 x 5.0 x 1.5 em in aggregate. (Contributed by Boleslaw H.
Liwnicz, M.D., Ph.D.)
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Case N9 fAe¢ssjon 15253): A 62-yeai-old man had a mass in his left wrist of several years duration. It
was painless a.nd perhaps had enlarged slightly over that time. Tbi:re was no evidence of bone
abnormality. (Contn'buted by Wafa Mithael, M.D.)

ca.. #10 (Accession 24404): An 83-ye.ar-ofd man compla.ined of nasal stuffiness. Radiographic
examination &bowed no dcstruction of bone, although the right maxillary antrum was opacified. There
was no evidence oflione invasion attbe tinit of surgery~ His prlot"bistory included e.xcis!oaof 'nasal and
sinus tumors' in 1974, buttbe material is unavailable. (Contributed by Albert Garib, M-D-)
Ca.<e #11 CAC«sslon 27494): A 62-year-<>fd mao presented with a mass involving the region of his right

tonsiL A local excision and radical necl: dissection were performed. (Contributed by Michael Kanter,
M.D.)
Case #12 CAssesslon 274541: A 47-year-old woman with a history of sareoidosis preseltled with a mass
in the left side of the soft palate wliith bad been present for four years. The elinical impression was a
benign tumor of minor salivary gland origin. She underwent wide local excision of the mass with
placement of-a palatarprosthesis. (Contributed by Arthur Hauck, M.D.)
Case #13 (Acces.•lon 274741: A 6-year-old boy bad a one-monlh history of recurrent epistaxis, a ten
pound weight loss and decreased appetite. Radiographic study showed a laq:enasopbaryngeal mass with
extension into tbe rigbt allleriorcraoial fos.... An incisional biopsy of the nasoph'!fYDgeal mass was
pedormed. (Contn'buted by G. W. Saulcel, M.D.)
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Ca<e #14 (At...,sslon 12930): A 41-year-<>ld woman presented with nasal obstruction of approximately
si:< months' duration. On pbY.sical c>Camination, the upper portion oftbe nasal cavity was completely
filled by a large, deep red, granular tumOr which bled easily. Tbe mass extended through the posterior
choanae, illlo the nasopharynx and gmw downward, obstructing the tight Eustachian lUbe opening, and
displacing the soft palate. (Contributed by Carter Afexande.r, M.D.).
c•~ ··~ (A<«ssion 27501): A 72-year-<>Jd woman present with 8 3-monlh history of teucSnniS with
decreasing stool caliber. Colo=opy demonstrated an intraluminal adenocarciuoma. Abdominal CT-scan
showed an •omental cake' and diffuse abdominal metastases. Ascites were also noted. She bad an
abdominal hysterectomy and unilateral salpingo-oopborectomy a number of years earlier. At the time of
laparotomy, tumordiffuscly iiwolved the serosal surfaces oftbe abdomen, with extension through the
colon in tbe region of the·sigmoid. The omentum was densely replaced by tumor. Tbe remaining right
tube and ovary bad serosal involvement by tumor. Adebulkingprocedure.was performed. (Contributed
by G. W. Saukel, M.D.)
.

Ca.<e #16 (Aesesslon 25060): A 36-year-<>ld woman bad an irregular mass in her breast. A 4.0 x 3.0 x
2.0 em area. of firm tissue was removed rbat contained two cysts measuring less than 1 em in diameter.
(Contributed by Douglas W. Andorka, M.D.)
Case #1'7 (A«..sion 14660): A 38-year-old woman nqtcd a mas.s in the upper portion of tbe right breast.
AI ill-defined ma5.S was palpated, and a biopsy was performed. A 2..S em specimen Wl!s removed that
showed soft, white fibrous tissue intennlxed with fa~ There wa.s no discrete lesion. (Contribuled by W.
Harriet Davis, M.D.)
Cuse #18 fAcrusion Z7586!: A 33-year-ofd woman bad c.\lcifications suspicious for can:inoma in-situ.
Tbe suspicious area was excised and there was no gross abnonnality. A 4.0x 3.5 x 3.5 em pie~"! of tissue
included several oofi white fibrous a.reas without a discrete lesion. Tbc block including the calcification
was identified and showed changes no different than present on tbe slides •vailable for study.
(Contributed by Robett & Fecliner, M.D.)
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Case #19 (At~ession 27493): A 57-year-old nulliparous woman bad a mass in her right breast. She did
notlcnow bow long it·had been present. On palpation it was finn, measured approximately 3 cmln
diameter, and it was thought to be invasive catcinorna by the surgeon. An cxcisional biopsy disclosed a
2.8 em fmn, white lesion with yellow strea)<s. It had an ill-defined margin. Tbe patient bad a prior
history of a breast biopsy in 1982. The slides are not -available, but this was descn'bed as having a spindle
cell proliferation, papillomatosis, and intnductal papillomas, plus complex sclerosis. It is said to have
been 'similar to the present lesion'. (Contributed by Joseph N. Carlleny, MD.)
Case #20 (Acses<fon ZS771l: A 29-year-old woman bad a breast mass removed in 1982. No further
therapy was carried out' at that time, and $be was admitted in 1987 with another mass in the same area.
Tb.ls mass bad increa&(:d rapidly.in size during the previous three months, and it now measured
approximately 7.0 ern in size. It was excised. (Contributed by E. W. Wasef, M.D.)
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CASE#1
History. In the Spring of1978, this 65 year
old male presented with lmerrniUent, terminal
hematuria or approximately one month's duration.
Cystoscopy demonstr.lted a tumor involving the
anterior bladder waU. A segmental cystectomy was
performed.

component, and one contained a focus of
moderately
differentiated
neuroendocrine
carcinoma ("atypical carcinoid tumor") (11).
Gr1gnon et al. reported other forms of neoplasia in
23% of thefT bladder SCUC (6). Bl omjoos et al.
round such foci in 39% or their cases (2).

Diagnosis. Small Cell Undifferentiated
Carcinoma (SCUC) of the Urinary Bl adder

lmmunohistochemfstrv, SCUC of the
urinary bladder show variable epithelial and
.neuroendocrine features at the lmmunohistochemfcat level (2,6,11 ,14,16). The following table
gives approximate rates of posftlvity for various
markers applied to these tumors:

Follow-up. Nine years later the patient
developed signs of urinary obstruction. A prostatic
adenocarcinoma (Gleason score 7) was detected.
This tumor did not resemble the prior bladder
tumor and there was no ovtdonce of recurrent
bladder neoplasm. The patient was alive and
disease free, as of 15 years after the diagnosis of
his bladder tumor.

SCUC OF URINARY BLADDER
Immunohistochemica l features

Gross Microscopic features. in the
resection specimen, the tumor measured 5.5 x 4.5
x 3.0 em and apparently extended through the
bladder m usculature. The overlying serosal
surface was free of tumor.
Light Microscopic features SCUC or
the urinary bladder is microscopically indistinguishable from ils far more common pulmonary
counterpart The tumors deeply Invade the bladder
musculature, commonly with complete penetration
and extension into the surrounding perlvesfcular fat.
The typical growth paUam consists of nests,
ribbons and sheefs of cells. Rosetto-llke structures
may be present. Necrosis is Invariably soon and
varies from small foci to larger areas of infarct-like
necrosis. Vascular invasion Is also common and
occasional examples will show hematoxylinstaining deposits around blood vessels (Azzopardi
effect). Cytologically, the tumors consist of a
mixture of •oat-like" and fntenmedlate.cells. The
former have small, uniform , often elongated,
densely hyperchromatic nuclei. The IaUer have
larger nuclei With coarsely stippled to, occasionally,
vesicular, nuclei. Nuclear molding and "squash"
artifact Is common, particularly In areas of oat-like
cells. Mitotic Ogures are Invariably abundant.
In our study, 6 of 12 (75%) tumors contained small foci (<10%) of other forms of
carcinoma (11). Seven had transitional cell
neoplasia, 3 had loci of squamous cell carcinoma,
and three had foci of adenocarcinom a. One tumor
contained a spindle cell, sarcomatoid carcinoma

NSE shows the strongest and most consistent
staining. Cytokeratin positivity is often focal and, In
many Instances, has a punctate perinuclear pattern
analogous to that seen in neuroendocrine tumors
arising In other locations. The above table refers
only to the SCUC component of composite tumors.
Clinical features. SCUC of the urtnary
bladder is predominantly a neoplasm of older
Individuals, with over hatf being 70 years of age or
older at the time or diagnosis (2.4-9, 11, 13-17,21).
In our series of 12 patients there was a slnl<ing
male predominance (10 males. 2 female) (11).
Other series have also shown a strong male (2 to
1) predilection (2.6,16}. Hemalurla Is the most
common presenting complaint. (6, 11). A minority
of putients will have a history of prior transitional
cell carcinoma, but lor most their SCUC Is their first
bladder neoplasm.
Treatment o! SCUC of the um ary bladder
usually consists of racfteal surgical resection with
adj uvant chemotherapy andl or radiation therapy.

Bladder/SCUC • 2
In one series, tlie five year survival rate was.35%
(6), and in our sltldy five of eight patients with longterm follow-tJp were dead of· disease With a median
Interval to death of only 4 months. ·Three patients
were living with unresectable disease (11). One
study showed no significant correlation between
stage and survival (6), but others have suggested
that survival does correlate with stage, and that
SC\.JC is potentially curable (1 6). In lhelr study and
review, tumors confined to the-bladder had a oneyear surviVal rate of 75% (16). Even more recent
studies have suggested that aggressive
chemotherapy, following radical surgery, may
result in somewhat improved long-term survival
(2,13).
Rare SCUC of the bladder have been
associated with ectopic hormone production,
Including ACTH .and calcitonin (15,17).

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

Carcinoid Tumor. As In other locations
the spectrum of neuroendocrine neoRiasla of the
urinary bladder Includes a better differentiated,
carcinoid-fil<e neoplasm (3}. The lattertumorn are
even more rare, lhan SCUC of the bladqer,
however. Colby reported a single example in a 30
year old male (3}. The tumor was histologically
identical to typical bronchial carCinoid tumors, and
the patient was disease free alter resection with
only a one-year follow-up. The tumor was easily
distinguished from SCUC, based on its much
larger. better differentrated cells forming organoid
structures. M~o tic figures were rare and there was
no necrosis.
The existence of neoplasms
intermediate betwe<:>n typical carcinoid tumor and
SCUC of the urinary bladder h·a s not been well
documented. One SCUC in our se~ies did have a
focus of better differenUated neuroendocrine
neoplasia which resembled so-called "atypical
carcinoid tumo(' of the lung.
Paraganglioma. Although unlikely to be
confused with SCUC on light microscopic features,
the neuroendocrine staining of a urinary bladder
paraganglioma may lead to confusion with carcinoid tumor or other neuroendocrine carcinoma.
Paragangliomas of the urinary bladde~ are rare
neoplasms with II>Jht microscopic features and
biologic behavior identical to·t hose of paragangll·
omas arising in more typical locations. Urinary

bladder paragang)iomas will expre:ss NSE, and a
wide variety of amine and polypeptide hormones
(12). The sustentacular cells·are frequently S-100
protein positive. Cytokeratin and EMA staining is
invariably negative. The latter finding is helpfui for
distinguishing paragangliomas from carcinomas,
regardless of tha site of origin.
SCUC of Prostatic Origin. The distinction
between high-grade transitional cell ca rcinoma of
the bladder and high-gra!le prostatic adenocarcinoma is often difficult. This problem is even more
severe with regard to SCUC because, the prostate
gl and may also give rise to SCUC which are
microscopically identical to their urinary bladder
counterparts (18,20). Over h.a lf of such cases will
be associated with areas of more conventional
prostatic adenocarcinoma, and this finding will
greatly aid In the diagnosis of a prostailc primary.
The majority of prostatic SCUC will be negative for
PSA or P,I\P, but abcut 17% will express this
marker {18} Thus, positivity for PSA or PAP is
helpful in supporting prostatic origin, but negativity
is of no value. The b..St distinguishing criteria are
probably those based on careful clinical and
radiographic evaluation of the tumor epicenter.

Malignant Lymphoma. The distinction of
bladder SCUC from lymphoma is extremely
relevant, clinically, and is easily accomplished with
the use of antibodies against leukocyte common
antigel) In addttion to a panel of epithelial markers.
Lymphomas of the urinary bladder are distinctly
rare neoplasms {1,10,19).

Transltlonal Cell Carcinoma. In our
exper(ences, the distinction between
poorly
dlfferentiated~nsltional cell.carclnoma (TCC) and
SCUC is not typically difficult. Although high-grade
TCC may have a sheet-lil<e growth pattern, tt is
composed of considerably larger cells with more
prominent cytoplasm. The presence of neuroendocrine differentiation in Immunohistochemical
preparations may be helpful in rare cases where
this distinction ·;s problematic.
There are rare subtypes ofTCC which may
be somewhat more difficult to distinguish from
SCG. Zukerberg and colleagues described a
lymphoepithelioma-like, undlfferenllated or highgrade TCC with features Indistinguishable from

Bladder/SCU C • 3
those of nasopharyngeal lymphoepithelioma
(22,23). Unlike SCUC of the bladder, the cells
were larger, with more otwlous cytoplasm. The
nuclei were chromatically unlfonn and vesicular.
ralher than the more typical hyperchromatic nuclei
seen In most SCUC. The carcinoma cells In lhls
variant may be very wklely separated in the reac:We
lymphoid component, but will stain for epithelial
markens (23).
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CASE#2
Historv. A 49-year-old man presented for
medical evaluation w~h a painful mass of two
months' duration In his lett thigh. Radiographs
showed no evidence of osseous involvement. An
incislonal biopsy was performed. This was fol·
lowed by a supra-acetabular amputation of his left
leg.
Dia9nosls.

Ep~helioid

Sarcoma

E~enofd sarcoma was first desclbed in detail
by Enl109erin 1970 (8). Subsequent studies have
emphal>lzed the clinical and light mlcroscophi
features cifthls tumor (2,3;17 ,18) , These studies
have repeatedly emphasized the c~nsidorable
diagnostic challenge which this tumor can provide.

Follow-up. The patient received postoperative
chemotherapy. Over the ensuing six months, he
,developed progressive shortness of breath with
radiograph.lc evidence of extensive pulmonary
metastases. He died wilh· respiratory failure and an
autopsy documented extensive pulmonary
parenchymal and pleural metastases.

)

Microscopic Features. The cJasslc microscopic appearance of epithelioid sarcoma is one of
nodular aggregates of ep~helioid cells wlth
prominent eosinophilic cytoplasm, surrounding a
central zone of less cellular collagen, often with
areas of central necrosis.
Neoplastic,
multinucleated giant cells may be present, and
there is invariably a spindle cell population. The
resultant Image superficially re.sembles a granuloma. There Is co.nsldereble variation, however, in
the spectrum of appe·arances which these·tumors
may assume, and there is a tendency for less
diagnostic patterns to occur In older, recurrent, or
metastatic lesions. In the latter, the tumor often
grows as sheets of epithelioid to spindled neoplastic cells
On higher magnificalion, the epithelioid cells of
epithelioid sarcoma exhibit mild to moderate
nuclear pleomorphism. Even In minimally pleomorphic C!ISes, the degree of such change Is·
sufficient to distinguish the lesion from a true
granuloma. ln some examples of epithelioid
sarcoma, the epithelioid cells have prominent,
glassy eoSJnophllic cytoplasm Whlch·may i:fistort the
nucleus peripherally, in a signet-ring-like pattern.
The glassy quality fo the cytoplasm is due to the
aggregation of large numbers of Intermediate

filaments, primarily vlmentfn and cytokeretin (see
immunohistochemistry) (4,11,14). A gradual, nonabrupt transition from the epithelioid lo the spindle
cell component Is typical. A variable lymphoid
Infiltrate Is present and, in some cases may be
marked, mimicking a lymph node.
Stromal mucin may be present in the
background, but epithelial mucin production is
absent (3). Iron stains may highlight areas of
hemosiderin, particularly within ·necrotic, granuloma-like nodules.
Immunohistochemical Features. Properly
perfonned and inlerpreted Immunohistochemical
stains can be of great value In arriYing at the
correct diagnosis. Conversely, lack of awareness
of the stain[ng "quirks" of epilhaliold sarcoma may
compound the diagnostic confusion often
surrounding these tumors. The following is a
composite of tile literature regarding the.immunohistochemical phenotype of ·these tumors
(1,3-5,13,16,19,20):

.,
~ ~qs~i,,~f,es

Epithelioid sarcomas are, In addUfon, notably
negative for leukocyte com,mon antigen,
myoglobin, Factor VIII-related antigen, 872.3 and
HMB-45 (1 ,13,19) .. Staining for CY.\Qker~tin, EMA,
a'nd CEA, taken out of conlexf, may lead to
confusion with a carcinoma. Likewise, staining'for
MSAand S100 protein may lead to confusion with
rhabdomyosarcoma or malignant melanoma (see
Oiff. Ox. below). Intermediate filament heterogeneitY In tbe form of mixed vimentinfcytokeratin
eXP.ression Is a commo·n and diagnostically helpful
feature of these tumors. Such heterogeneity may
progress in evolving disease, however. as typified
by the metastases In one case that also expressed
ncurofilaments (1 1). Epithelioid sarcoma is one of
a group of soft tissue sarcomas, also Including
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synovial sarcoma and extra-renal rhabdoid tumor,
cllaracteJized by the typical co-expression of
cytokeratin and Vimentin in relatively large,
diagnostically useful amounts. A much larger
group of sarcomas, including laimyosarcomas,
angiosarcomas, and others, Is known to
occasionally express much smeller amounts of
cytokeratin.
Epithelioid sarcoma
Clinical Featur&s.
presenls In patients from 4 to 90 years of age (3) .
About 75% are in their second to fourth decades of
life (3). There is a male predominance of almost
two lo one (3). Most patients present with a firm to
hard mass in the deep soft tissue, subcutis, or
dermis. Occasionally, the lesion presents as a
cutaneous ulceration, unresponsive to antibiofic
therapy. Pain is present In a minority (22%) of
cases (3}. Pallents are typically symptomatic for
several years prior to diagnosis, With some
Individuals symplomatio for a decade or more.
Aboul 20% of patients give an unsolicited history of
prior trauma to the tumor slle, ranging from
Immediately to decades earlier. In tha large series
or 241 cases from the AFIP (3), the tumors were
distributed as follows:

About 24% of cases involVed the skin and 28%
extended into underlying skeletal muscle (3),
Following initial surgical resecdon, about 75%
of patients develop local recurrences. These are
often multiple and typically arise proximal to the
prior resection site. About half of patients develop
metastases (3), most commonly to regional lym ph
nodes (46%) and lungs (3). Ultimately, over half of
patients with metastases had lung Involvement In
general, the more proximal extremity and trunk
lesions had higher rates of metastasis (3). OVerall,
31% of patients died of disease, with a mean
follow-up interval of over sbc years (3). Factors

afrocling prognosis included sex (females had a
better prognosis), age at diagnosis (better In
younger patients), small tumor size (no fatalities for
tumors <1 em}, high mitotic rate, tumor necrosis,
end vascular invasion_
Flow Cvtometrv I ONA Studies. In one study
of20 epithelioid sarcomas, 12 tumors (60%} were
dfplofd, seven (35%} were aneuploid, end one was
tetraploid (7). Ploidy status, or other features such
as mitotic rate, did not correlate with prognosis (7).
In a separate study of three probable cases. all
tumors were diploid and one was noted to show
trisomy-2 (15). There is some question , however
regarding the distinction between epithelioid
sarcoma and exira-renal rhabdoid tumor In this
study.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Granuloma Annulare. Epithelioid sarcoma
may be confused with any granulomatous process.
Because of its often necrotic center, a necrobiotic
granuloma such as a rheumatoid nodule or
granuloma annulare Is often suggested. The
Increased pleomorphism and true necrosis, rather
than necrobiosis, of epithelioid sarcoma should
allow distinction. The cy1okera6n posJtivity of the
latter tumors is also a key distinguishing feature
(23}.
Metastatic Carcinoma. The polygonal cells of
epithelioid sarcoma may easily be confused with a
molastatlc carcinoma and the oytokeratln positMty
of the neoplastic cells will add to the diagnostic
confusion. The characteristic granuloma-like
appearance and lransition from epithelioid to
spindled cells may be helpful diagnostic features.
The subcutaneous or deep location of the tumor,
with a Jack of en overy1yfng cutaneous component
Is also helpful. Arber and colleagues emphasized
I he value of CD34 positivity, seen In about half of
epithelioid sarcomas, but rarely found in
carcinomas (1).

Rhabdoid Tumor. The concepl of extra-renal
rhabdoid tumor has come under considerable
debate, and ~s status es an ·entity" remains
clouded. Although many different neoplasms may
exhibit a rhabdoid phenotype, there are soft-tissue
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tumors which are lndisUnguishable at light
microscopic,
electron
microscopic,
and
immunohistochemical levels from their renal
Such tumors also co-express
counterparts.
vimentlh and cytokeratin, out are typically easy to
distinguish from epithelioid sarcoma, being
comp-osed of sheets of much smaller cells with
vesicular nuclei, often prominent nucleoli, and
variable amounts of cytoplasm, Nonetheless, in
some anatomic areas such as the peMs and vulva
contuslon between eplthellold sarcoma and "extraren·al rhabdoid tumo(' continues (1 0,21 ).

epithelioid sarcomas was less common in synovial
sarcomas (1 in 7 positive) (3).
Malignant Melanoma. Amelanotlc malignant
melanomas may closely mimic epiL~eliold
sarcomas, in addition to a bewilderingly wide variety
of other neoplasms. A small number of epithelioid
sarcomas will express S100 protein (7-ll%), but
these tumors are HMB-45 negative. Cytokeratln
expression in malignant melanoma Is extremely
uncommon, but does rarely occur (9,25).
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CASE#3
Historv. An 81-year-old man had a history of
a total laryngectomy in 1986 for squamous cell
carcinoma and a transurethral prostatic resection
in July 1988 for benign prostatic hypertrophy. Six
months later, a 2 .5 em. mass was noted in the soft
tissues of his right hip, An excisions! biopsy was
performed .
The mass is
MicroscoPic Features.
predominantly composed of patternless s h.eets of
cells. lh some sections, the t umor has a focally
nodular growth peHem and appears to be centered
in the subcutaneous tissue. Where it can be appreciated, the tumor margin is sharply demarcated
from the surrounding tissues. The most prominent
cell component consists of spindled cells having
moderate amounts of amphophilic, focally vacuolated cytoplasm. There is a background popul ation
of slightly larger, more polygonal cells. The latter
have a uniform, vesicular chromatin pattern with
enlarged nucleoli. These cells bear a striking
resemblance to ganglion cells. Mitotic figures are
readily appreciated, but unequivocally atypical
forms are not identified. There are m ultiple, microscopic areas of necrosis, with the. proliferating cells
showing no spatial orientation with respect to these
foci. Scattered Inflammatory cells, particularly
neut~ophlls, are present as an add"iorial background component.
lminunohjstochemical Features. Antibodies
against m uscle specific actin and smooth muscle
actin stain blood vessels and scattered, small
spindled cells located throughout the lesion. The
larger, polygonal cells are negative. ,1\ntibodies
against desmln, cytokeratin (a broad spectrum
cocktaij) , and S100 protein are also completely
negative. The larger, polygonal cells label strongly
with antibodies against vimentin. MAC367, an
antibody directed against the L 1 antigen (2) shared
by neutrophils, some squamous cells, and some
histiocytes, stains scattered neutrophils only. KP1
antibody against CD68, another histiocyte marker
(1),1abels scattered, medium-sized polygonal cells
resembling histiocytes. Rare. larger cells show
so111e staining with this marker, but the vast majority
are n·egative .
DIAGNOSIS. Proliferative fasciitis
The microscopic appearance. of tihis tumor Is
Initially qu~e alarming and lad to consideration of a
variety of m·allgnancies, distinction from which ls

discussed in more detail below. Keys to the correct
Int erpretation of the lesion include its small size,.
relatively superficial location, rapid growth, and
albeft
disquieting,
cytologically
uniform,
appearance. Proliferative fasclitis I myositis has
been recognized as one of a group of
•pseudomalignanf' reactive processes for several
decades (4,9,10). Recently, tihe spectrum of this
proliferation has been expanded to include more
cellular lesions with focal necrosis (12). Seven of
11 callular variants were in~ially diagnosed as
sarcoma, often leading to aggressive surgical and
adjwant tiherapy. There Is no evidence that these
more cellular variants behave differently from more
conventional forms. Recurrence is vanishingly rare

(4).
Prolife'rali'!e fasciitis I myositis most commonly
involves the extremities. The role of trauma In tihe
development of this lesiQn in general and tihe
current case in particular is of interest. In the
original description of the entity, an asscciation with
prior injury was clearly indicated (1 0). In the
subsequent report of Intramuscular examples f rom
the AFIP, 9 of .23 patients (39%) with available
history Indicated prior trauma (9}. This was
followed by the AFIP description of more superficial
(fasciitis) examples, with 10 of 33 (30%) indicating
prior trauma (4). In tihe more.recent study of cellular "childhood" variants, only one of 11 patients
had a defintte history of trauma (12).
Several studies have addressed the
ultrastructural and lmmunohtstochemlcal features
of proliferative fascuUs I myosllls. All have failed to
document true neural or striate(! muscle
differentiation in the ganglion-like cells. The spindl ed stromal cells have, as In t he current case,
been noted to show myofibroblastrc fe.atures,
Including patchy labelling for actin (7,1 1}. Several
studies have suggested weak actin or myosin
positivity In ihe Q!lnQiion-like cells, as well (J,12,15).
Others; however, have noted a lack of any
myogenous staining, with a variety of markers, In
the ganglion-like com,onent (3,11). Mels and
Enzinger documented focal staining for CD68 in
tihe ganglion-like cells, suggesting histiocytic dltferenUaUon (12). The majority of ganglion-like cells
stain only for vimentin, however.
Not surp.l isingly, flow cytometric studies have
documented tihe diploid nature of the cells In
proliferative fasclltls /myositis (8, 11). Of somewhat
more lnterest, Dembinski et al. noted trisomy 2 as
an Isolated, clonal abnormality in an example of
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proliferative fasciitis (5).
Although originally
considered indicative of neoplasia, the authors note
that clonal karyotypic abnormalities (trisomy 7}
recently have been described In other non-necr
plasUc tissues. Interestingly, epithelioid sarcoma,
ar\ important differential diagnostic consideration
(see below) also has been reported with trrsomy 2
as the sole cytogenetic abnormality {6,11).
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Pleomomhic Rhabdomyosarcoma, Proliferative fasclitls I myositis Is often confused with
rhabdomyosarcoma. In such cases, the large,
ganglion-like ~us are misinterpreted as devel9ping
rhabdomyob!asts. Immunohistochemical stains are
of value In mal<ing this distinction. Although focal
weak actin positivity may be present in occasional
ganglion-like cells.ol proliferative fasciitis I myositis,
true rtlabdomyoblasls will show strong staining for
muscle spepfic actin, desinin, myosin, and
mypglobin. Vimentin staining may be correspondingly diminished.
Tho tendency of
Epithelioid Sarcoma.
proliferative fasciitis I myositis to involve the
extremities is similar to the distribution of epithelioid
sarcoma. Furthermore, the latter tumor Is also
composed of larger, epitl1eliold cells with prominent
cytoplasm, as \'1ell as sma ller s pindled· cells.
Epithelioid sarcomas often exhibit areas of
necrosis, as may be seen in the childhood variant
of proliferative iasciitis I myositis. In the former
tumors, however, there is often granuloma-like
rimming of the necroHc foci by epilhefioid neoplastic
cells. The neoplastic cells ol epithelioid sarcoma
exhibit, at least focally, considerable nuclear
pleomorphism, unlike the remarkable nuclear
uniformity seen in proliferativo fasciitis I myositis.
lmmunohlstochemically, the epithelioid cells of
epithelioid sarcoma exhibit (almost invariably)
strong .staining for both cylokeratio and vimenlin.
There may also be focal actin positivity in the
spindte cell component The strong cytokeratin
staining is of value In cfistinguishing this neoplasm
from proliferative fasciitis I myositis. Recently,
about half of epithelioid sarcomas have been noted
to show s!alnfng for hematopoietic progenitor cell
antigen (C034), also found in vascular neoplasms
(14). This may lead to some confusion with
epithelioid hemangioendothelioma , but, In the
absence of other vascular markers, C034 positivity

may also be used to support an eptthelioid
sarcoma diagnosis.
Malignant
Fibrous
l:!lstioc.v1oma.
Proliferative fasciitis I myositis may be confused
with a malignant fibrous histiocytoma having
prominent epithelioid cells.
As l!bove, the
distinction can be made on the basis of the
considerable pleomorphism exhibited by this
sarcoma. lrnmunohistochemistry Is of less value in
this distinction. CD68, present In the current case,
has been noted to be present In some studies of
MFH (1) and absent in others (13).
.E.I!l!.f:t!l.lloid Hemangioendothelioma. This
rumor is teSs. likely to be confused with proliferative
fasciitis I myositis, but it may contain polygonal.
epithelial-like cells, potentially causing confusion.
A myxoid stroma , stranding of cells, intra- and
Intercellular lumen formation, end overt
vasoformative features are helpful in this
distinction.
Immunohistochemical staining for
endothelial markers lnclutflng FVIII-related antigen,
Ulex europaeus, CD31 and CD34 may also be of
value. These tumors may show cytokeratin
positivity in occasional cases.
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CASE#4
Historv. A 18-year..old boy fractured his distal
fem ur while playing football. Radiographs
documented a fracture of the distal femoral
metaph}(siS. In addition, an ill-defined permeative,
lytic lesion was noted in the mid-shaft of l:)le femur,
wHh an overying pertosteal reaction. An amputation was performed.
Diagnosis. Ewing's sarcoma of bone (vs.
neuroectodelmal tumor of bone).
Follow-uP. The patient received postoperative
chemotherapy and was free of disease several
years after his resection.
Microscopic Features.
Classic Ewing's
sarcoma consists ofbroadsheets and large nests
of uniform, small, polygonal cells with scanty pale
cytoplasm and indistinct cell borders. The nuclei
are round !b oval with finely dispersed chromatin,
some hyperchromasia, and a variable number of
mitotic figures. In areas of'necrosls, recognizable
neoplasm often forms distinctive perivascular
cuffs. About 10% of cases will contain rosette-like
structures that, In reality, represent necrotic call
"dlop our of a contra I cell mass. Reticulin is typically scant, except around blood vessels·.
Schajowicz emphasized the presence of
cytoplasmic g lycogen as a helpful diagnostic
feature for Ewing's sarcoma (21). About 75% of
EY~ng's sarcomas will have prominent cytoplasmic
glycogen wil:lll:lle PAS tecnnlque, and about 10%
will be negative . Fixation In 80% ethanol, rather
than formaUn, may allow more consistent staining.
In 1980, Nascimento, et al. described 20 cases
of Ewing's sarcoma composed of larger cells wlth
more marked variation In nuclear~lze and shape,
a clear or vesicular nucleus, and prominent
nucleoli (16). This '"large cell variant" can more
easily be confused, microscopically, with large cell
lymphoma, but the glycogen positivity, reticufln
pattern, Immunohistochemical features, and ullrastructural findings are similar to .those of typical
Ewing's sarcoma. There are no radiographic or
clinical features to distinguish this large cell variant
from typical Ewing's sarcoma.
Telles, et al. emphasize·d that the uniform
histologic appearance or classical Ewing's sarcoma
may be altered by therapy. In their autopsy study of
patients treated with radiation and chemotherapy,
many tumors had a more pleomorphic appearance
than was seen Initially (27). These tumors had
large, vesicular nuclei with prominent nuclear

folding, and more prominent nucleoli. Some
resembled the large cell variant of Ewing's
sarcoma, but others were more bizarre with large
cellular forms and multinucleated cells. In spite. of
their marked cytologic transformation, neoplasms
that were lnnially" PAS positive; retained PAS
positivlly In these more pleomorphic cells (27).
Neuroectodermal rumor of bone was first
distinguished from Ewing's sarcoma by Jaffe In
1984 (9). Prtor to that time, these tumors had
undoubtedly been Included with cases of Ewing's
sarcoma. In their article, Jaff& and colleagues
stated that, "Any clear evidence of differentiation
would be incompatible with a diagnosis of Ewing's
sarcoma, even though the category of Ewing's
sarcoma may undergo progressive attrition as
newer techniques are applied" (9). Indeed, as
lmmunohi~tochemlcal techniques have progressed,.
an Increasing number of otherwise typlcai"Ewing's
sarcomas• have shown at least some lmmunoh!Stochemlcal evidence of"neuroectodermal·differ. entlation (see below). How to classify such relatively common cases is currently unclear.
Ca n I should we di stinguish Ewing's sarcoma and, neuroectodermal tumor? For the mQment, at least, attempts at their distinction seem
justified, based on several studies which suggest a
higher frequency of metastases at diagnosis, an
adverse response to treatment and resultant
poorer P.rognosis for tumors.with clear-cui neural
differentiation as compaied to Ewing's sarcoma.
The microscopic appearance of neuroectodermal tumor of bone depends, In part, on how the
lesion is defU1ed. It is clear that some tumors light
microscopically lacking differentiation and Indistinguishable from Ewing's sarcoma may exhibtt
utttastructurel and Immunohistochemical evidence
of neuroectodermal differentiation. Typically, such
"undifferentiated"' areas are composed of small,
"'blue cells" wil:ll scant cytoplasm, round to oval
nuclei with evenly dispersed chromatin, and one or
more distinct nucleoli (29). Glycogen, as demonslrated by PAS slalns, may be present In the
neoplastic cells, bunonds "to be in lesser amounts
than is typical of Ewing's sarcoma (9,29,32).
Most·neuroectodermal tumors of bone, as currently described, exhibit at least some tight
microscopic evidence of differentiation, however.
Several studies have reported focal Homer Wright
rosettes in all cases (9,10 ,13,24·,29}, otten in
association whh a fibrillary Intercellular background
(13). A lobular growth pattern is also common
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(9,13), and is best seen with reticulin stains which
showed reticular fibers surrounding large groups of
cells in a "basket-like" distribullon. There fs a
tendency for cells at the periphery of lobules to be
somewhat larger and exhibit evidence of gang6on
cell differentiation (9,29). Ganglion cell differ·
entia!ion may also be present In metastases.
The relationship of Ewing's sarcoma and
neuroectoderm al tumor of bone has been the
subject of numerous publications. Although In
many Instances, Ewing's sarcoma and neuroectodermal tumor of bone can be distinguished on
Immunohistochemical and ultrastructural grounds,
In some cases the distinction is arbitrary, and
whore the •&na is drawn" varies !rom study to study
(28,29). This difficulty was clearly noted by Jaffe,
et al.ln their initial description of neuroectodennal
tumor of bone and its distinction from Ewing's
sarcoma (9). These authors Indicated that, , ,
remains to be shown that the two tumors are
clearly and reproducibly separnble: It certainly
cannot be dona on previously published criteria.
Ewing's sarcoma may be the most undifferentiated
form of the neuroectodermal tumor' (9).
Jurgens, et al. suggested that criteria for the
diagnosis of neuroectodennal tumor should include
Immunohistochemical posltMty for neuron specific
enolase. In conjunction wtth clear-cui Homer
Wright type roset'.es and/or ultrastructural demonstration of dense-core granules (1 0). Using this
approach, neuron specific enolase positivity alone
would not oe suiftcient for exclusion from the
category or Ewing's sarcoma. Given the often
seemingly nonspecific st~inlng encountered with
antibodies to neuron specrnc enolase, this is a
reasonable approach. However, definite positiVity
lor newer, more specinc neural antigens such as
synaptophysln cr neurofilaments Is, I believe,
sufficient to place a light microscopically undifferenllated but otherwise compatible small cell tumor
In the peripheral neurooctodermal catogory.
Cvtogenetjc Fi ndings. Multiple cytogenetic
studies of Ewing's sarcoma, beginning with the
works of Aurias, et ar. and Turc-Carol, et al., have
cl early
documented
a
characteristic
t(11;22)(q24;q1 2) chromosomal translocation in
the cells of Ewing's sarcoma which is present In
about 85% of cases (2,18,30,31). A smaller
number or cases manifest a deletion from
chromosome 22. del(22)(q12). Identical genetic
abnormalilies have been found in neuroectodermal
tumor of bone, the so..called "small cell tumor of

the thoracopulmonary region," also known as the
Askin tumor, and small cell osteosarcoma (18) .

It thus seems likely that Ewing's sarcoma
represents the most undifferentiated end of a
spectrum of neuroectodermal neoplasms which
also Includes neuroectodermal tumor of bone, and
peripheral soft tissue lesions such as so-called
As!dn tumor, and peripheral neuroepitllelloma {28).
This group of l esions seems to be distinct from
m etastatic neuroblastoma (33) .
Immunohistochemical Feat ures. Ewing's
sarcoma is, at least currently. more noted for its
~ or immunologic staining, than for any
charactoristic posltivity, although this perception is
undergoing change. The immunohistochemical
profile of Ewing's sarcoma has been the subject or
a number or studies., and was recently reviewed oy
Steiner (24). Vlmentin •~pression is present to
varying degrees In the majority, If not all cases.
Occasional casas may e~press cytokeraUn, usually
In a minority of cells {8,24). Neurofitoments are not
typically present (24). Neuron specific enolase and
Leu 7, sensitive but not highly specific markers of
neuroectodermal differentiation, are usually absent
from typical Ewing's sarcoma, al least by the
conventional peroxidase.antiperoxidase technique
(24,28). Their presence in large quantities In a
small blue ceU tumor should suggest that the lesion
Is more likely a neuroectodermal tumor (24,28) .
This approach is by no means universally
accepted, however {32}. Furthermore, with the
Improved sensitivity of the avidin-biotin complex
technique for lmmunoperoxidaso staining, NSE.
Leu 7, as well as t he more neural-specific marker,
synaptophysln, are being reported as present In
greater numbers or otherwise apperenUy typical
Ewing's sarcoma cells (28,29). Additional studies
have documentpd high levels of the neural marker,
choKne acetyl transferase, in both E>Mng's sarcoma
end neuroectodermal tumor (15). These rumors
l ack the high levels of adrenergic enzymes
eplnepMne and norepinephrine, as seen In neuroblastoma (28).
Typical Ewing's sarcoma cells are negaUve for
leukocyte common antigen, surface immunoglobulins. lysozyme, alpha-1-antitrypsin, alpha-1antichymotrypsin, myosin , myoglobin, desmln, and
Factor Vllkelaled antigen {24). Both Ewing's
sarcoma and neuroec1odermal tumor have been
shown to share an overexpresslon of the
pseudoautosomal gene MIC2, located on the short
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arms of the sex chromosomes. with the resultant
production of large amounts of a specific surface
glycoprotein which can be detected by monoclonal
antibody HBA-71 (1 ,11) . In a large study of a
variety of neoplasms, this anllgen w as not detected
In tumors originating outside of the central nervous
system, except for trace staining In a single
pancreatic insulinoma (1) Importantly, 12 neuroblastomas lacked staining for this antigen (1 ).
Results of immunohistochemical staining for
neuroectodermal tumor of bone have been
somewhat variable owing to differences in
technique and progressllle Improvement In
available antibodies and methodology. Results
also vary depending on whether immunohistochemical findlngs ere used to define
neurOGCtodermal tumor, or the tumors are defined
by lfght microscopic, ultrastructural, or molecular
biologic techniques, and then studied for their
immunohistochemical profile. Combining the
results of several studies (9, 10, 13,26,29} yields the
following results;

Clinical Features. Of all patients with primary
malignant bone tumors, those with Ewing's
sarcoma have the youngest average age (7}.
Eighty percent occur in the first two decades of life
with a median age of about 13 years (17). Patients
over tho age of 30 years are quite uncommon
(22).
Although Ewing's sarcoma has been
described In children as young as 18 months,
children under five years of age with small cell
neoplasms of bone should be carefully evaluated
to exclude metastatic neuroblastoma. Ewing's
sarcoma has a definae predllecUon tor males
(1 .5:1) (7) and is uncommon in blacks.

localized pain and a mass ere the most
common symptoms. Most patients give a history of
pain for several months prior to the presence of
swelling. Some will have generalized symptoms
fncluding an increased sedimentation rate, lever,
anemia with or wl!hout leukocytosis, and malaise.
Such findings usually indicate disseminated
disease. A mlnonly of patients (about 10%) will
have multiple bone involvement at the time of
presentation. These probably represent metastases from a single primary, although multiple
prlmarles cannot be excluded. A much higher
percentage of patients that develop disseminated
disease (about 70%) wfll have Involvement of
additional osseous S>les later In !holr course.
The clinical features of patients with neuroectodermal tumor of bone are quite similar In most
rospee1S to those of patients with Ewing's sarcoma .
Medlan age Is approximately 15 years, and patients
have ranged from less than one year to 32 years of
age (10,13,20). Most patients are In their ftrst or
second decades of life. There Is a male predomInance of 2-3 to 1. About half will present wilh
fever or other systemic symptoms (20). Approximately one-third will have pathologic fractures (20).
Unlike Ewing's sarcoma, between one-half (20)
and ono-rourth (1 0} of patients with neuroectodermal tumor or bone \\<ill have clinically detectable
metastases al the Ume of initial diagnosis. Metastases have primanly involved bone, lung , and llver,
with lymph node involvement being less common.
Many, if not most, so-called "Askin tumors" of
the chest wall region represent peripheral
neuroectodermal
tumors
with
osseous
Involvement If these casas are considered primary
osseous neoplasms, then neuroectodermal tumor
of bone most commonly involves lhe ribs, sternum,
and vertebra of the chest region. Aggregate cases,
excluding rib and chest lesions, from several series
(12,13,20,29),1)ad the following distribution: fibula .
26%, tibia -19%, pelvis - 19%, scapula -10%, and
femur, metatarsal, humerus and radius - 6.5%
each. The predilection for the fibuie and less
common Involvement ofthe femur and humerus Is
unusual for osseous neoplasia.
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Ewing's Sarcoma vs. Neuroectodormal
The validily and value of this distinction is
discussed in data] above.

Ill!n2L

Small cell osteosarcoma.

By definition,
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osteoid production must be present In association
wi1h small, round to spindled tumor cells {3,14,23).
Typically, the osteoid Is sparse and has a delicate,
'lace-like" appearance. Rare examples of densely
sclerotic small cell osteosarcoma have been
described. Foci of cartilaginous differentiation are
present In at least one-third of casas. Typically, the
neoplastic cells grow In sheets and solid nests with
densely cellular areas.
A focal hemangio·
perloytoma-llke pattern wilh prominent, branching
blood vessels is common . Necrosis Is not
conspicuous and mitotic figures may be sparse or
rare.
Ayala, et al. divided small cell osteosarcomas
Into three histologic patterns (3). The most
common EWing's sarcoma-like paUem, seen in
two-thirds of their cases, consists of round to
pol~onal cells with densely hyperchromatic nuclei
or coarsely clumped nuclear chromatin. Although
the nuclei can be uniform, they often exhlbrt more
variation In sb:e and shape than is typically
encountered in EWing's tumors. The second or
lymphoma-like pattern consists of celts w~h slightly
lorger, more vesicular nuclei and prominent
nucleoli. This patlern resembles large cell
lymphoma or the large cell variant of Ewing'S
sarcoma. Small cell osteosarcoma may also
consist of closely packed, spindle-shaped cells with
only scant amounts of Indistinct cytoplasm.
Mixtures of these patterns may be seen.
The cells of small cell osteosarcoma may
contain cytoplasmic glycogen and , thus, this finding
cannot beo used for dlsllnctlon from Ewing's
sarcoma. ReHculin stains document an abundant.
fine reticulin pattern which surrounds Individual
cells and small cell groups. There are currently no
Immunohistochemical markers of value in 1he
diagnosis of small cell osteosarcoma, although
they may be used to exclude other possibiuUes
such as lymphoma.
Mesenchymal chondrosarcoma. Mesench·
ymal chondrosarcoma has a highly variable
mlcroscop<c appearance, both from lesion to lesion
The
and within any given example (5,25).
neoplastic cells may be small, round, oval, or
spindle shaped with scant cytoplasm. The nuclei
usually have Irregular clumping of the chromatin
and small nucleoli. Regardless of the shape of the
cells, they tend to be only modesliy pleomorphic.
W'Aotic figures are usually sparse, but occasionally
may be numerous.

The cartilaginous compenont of mesenchymal
chondrosarcoma is a diagnostic requirement, but is
usually only a small percentage of the lesion. This
compenentls cytologically low grade and sharply
demarcated from the surrounding slroma.
Mesenchymal ctlondrosarcomas also may contain
amorphous, sharply demarcated 161ands of
collagen resembling osteoid . These dense islands
lack the delicate, lace-like appearance of the
osteoid In osteosarcomas, Including the small cell
variant.
Mesenchymal chondrosarcomas are
frequently quite vascular with Irregularly
anastomosing vessels that impart a nonspecific,
hamangiopericytoma·like pa~ern.
The cartilage islands In mesenchymal
chondrosarcoma stain wi1h S-100, whereas the
non cartilaginous component does not. Swanson,
el el. concluded lhat the lmmunophenotype of
mesenchymal chondrosarcoma resembles that of
embryonic cartilage, but they did not find this
especially helpful In the differenHal diagnosis (25).
Lvmphoma. The cytologic appearances of
osseous large cell lymphoma are ldenUcalto those
of their far more common nodal counterparts.
There is invariably a diffuse growth pattern (4,6),
typically with a mixture of small lymphocytic calls,
as weU as a larger 'histiocytic" component. Nucl ei
exhibit marked variation In shapo, with the
predominant cells often having grooved or folded,
vesicular nuclei and prominent nucleoli.
Cytoplasmic glycogen Is absent and a complex
reticulin framework is lyplcally present In the inter·
cellular background. The latter is somewhat
variable, however, and may be lackJng in some
cases. lnlraosseous lymphomas often have a
prominent fibroblastic component, and this may be
associated wi1h spindli(lg of the neoplastic lymphoid
cells. The resultanlimage may be confused With a
spindle call $8rcoma, particularly In suboptimal
sections, but application of immunohistochemical
slalns for lymphoid markers such as leukocyte
common antigen should allow distinction.
OstrowskJ and colleagues noted other dlagnosUc
pitfalls (19). These included calls with clear
cytoplasm and signet-ring cells mimicking
adenocarcinoma, as well as clustering of
neoplastic cells In a pattern resembling carcinoma
(19).
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CASE#5
History. A 14-year old girl C<Jmplained of
pain in her neck and right arm of "long duration."
Radlograph.s showed collapse of the sixth cervical
vertebral body, possibly due to neoplasm. A biopsy
was performed, leading to a diagnosis of fibrous
dysplasia. This was fo110wed by curettage and
bone grafting. She did well for 1Qyears a~d then
developed recurrent symptoms of pain and
numbness rn the neck and arm, wiih difficulty
swallowing and a "bony hard' neck mass.
Radiographs demonstrated a 'honeycomb" bony
mass to the right of the midline of C6-C7, in the
region of the prior cervical fusion. A second focal
resection with vertebral fusion.was performed and
!he patient has apparently been disease free for the
subsequent 24 years.
Djagnosis. Osteoblastoma, recurrent
(portions of the following text abstracted from
Fechner & Mills (6)).

)

Microscopic Features. Osteoblastomas
are hypercellutar, haphazard proliferations of
fibrovascular tissue and interlacing trabeculae of
osteoid {1 0). The histologic appearance Is, in
many Instances, highly similar to that of ·osteoid
osteoma. It has been suggested that early lesions
have a pradominance of actively proliferating fibrevascular tissue wllh numerous giant cells, and only
focal osteoid formation. In older lesions, the
amount of .osteoid Increases until it accounts for
50% or more. of the lesionat tissue (4). There is
also conS(derabte intralesional variation with regard
to the thickness of the trabeculae and their degree
of calcification. Some areas of osteoblastoma may
show rather broad sheets of mineralized osteoid
with little intervening stroma. More typically, there
is a prominent fibrovascular tissue between the
islands and trabeculae that has a loose, areolar
configuration with prominent, dilated capillaries
(10). The osteoblasts are plump, actiVe, and have
scattered typical-appearing mitotic figures.
Although osteoblastoma may appear highly
cellular, there Is little or no cytologic atypia ln the
C<Jnventional form. Prominent osteoblasHc rimming
of the trabeculae Is present, at least focally.
Osteoclasis may also be numerous along the
llabeculae in areas of resorption. Unless there has
been a fracture or a previous curettage,
osteoblastoma Jacks a reas of chondroid differentiation (12,15). Osteobfastoma is one of the many
tumors which may undergo secondary aneurysmal

bone. cyst formation (13,19). In one study, of
osteoblaslomas, such foci were present in fS% of
cases (13).
Discussion. osteoblastomas are uncommon osseous lesions, accounting for less Ulan 1%
of excised primary osseous tumors and about 3%
of benign osseous tumors (4). Although, the
distinction between osteoid osteoma and
osteoblasloma is usually straightforward, in rare
Instances It may be <\!bltrary. Based on the
existence of such "borderline" cases and the
marked microscopic simifarity of osteoid osteoma
and osteoblastoma, some authors h~ve advocated
combining the iWo groups, often with subgroup
designations
such
as
'circumscribed
osteoblastoma" for osteoid osteoma and "genuine
osteoblastoma" for the larger lesions (16) or ' giant
osteoid osto;>ema• for osteoblastoma (3).
Patients range in age from 3-76 years;
70-90% are less than 30 years or age (8,13). Peak
incidence is in the second decade of life. There is
a 2 to 1, male to female ratio (8,13). Low-grade,
dull, aching pain, often accompanied by
tenderness over iha tumor s.~e is the most common
symptom (13). The duration of pain vanes from a
Lil<c osteoid
few months to several years.
osteoma, osteoblastoma of·the spine may produce
m uscle spasm, functional scoliosis or nerve
compression, and osteoblastoma of the long bones
may lead to muscle atrophy (9,11).
Osteobfastoma shows a distinct
predilection for the axial skeleton in general and
the spine in particular (2). Approximately 30-50%
will occur in the latter tocati.on, usually in the
posterior elements of the arch and spinous
processes. About 30% of osteoblastomas affect
the long bones, par1fcularly the lower extremity.
About 75% of the long bone lesions are centered in
the diaphysis, \·hth almost all of the remainder in
ihe metaphysis (8). 'in contrast to the typical
intracortical location of osteoid osteoma, many
ost eobi astomas· are intramedullary tumors. Rare
periosteal osteoblastomas have also been
described (7).
The radiographic features are vanable and
nondiagnos!lc but usually indicate a benign
process. Osfeoblastoma produCes a uniform.
expansile lesion that is well circumscribed and
predominantly radiolucent. Older pr previously
lreated lesions may show considerable ossification. Osteoblastoma usually lacks the intense
perilesional sclerosis seen in osteoid osteoma.
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"Sunbursr' or "onion skin' periosteal reactions of
the type seen wah osteosarcoma are rare.
Osteoblastoma does not cross an active epiphyseal
plate.
Grossly, Intact lesions aro well circum·
scribed and often surrounded by a shell of cortical
bone or periosteum. The leslonal t!ssue typically
measures 2 to 10 em. in size (12), and i!rusually
friable and deep red because. of its vascularity.
Prominent cyStic spaces may indicate secondary
aneurysmal bone cyst formation .

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

)

Osteosarcoma. The distinction between
osteoblastoma and osteosarcoma is typically
straightforward,
both radiographically and
histologically. However, about 10% of osteosarcomas may appear radiographically benign and,
conversely, up to 25% of osteoblastomas may have
radiographic features of malignancy (14). Dorfman
and Weiss have suggesled that problems in
distinction
between
osteoblastoma
ahd
osteosarcoma can be divided into four cat egories
(5). The first categol)' Is osteosarcomas that
histologically bear some resemblance to osteo·
blastoma (1). The ·second conSists of unusual
osteoblastomas that have undergone spontaneous
transformation into osteosarcomas. The third
category includes very rare clinically and
radiographically typical osteobla$1omas that show
bizarre pseudosarcomatous histologic changes
(14,16). Fourth, there are locally aggressiVe osteoblastomas With distinctive histologic features. For
practical purposes, only the first and fourth groups
cause diagnostic difficuiUes. Microscopic features
for distinguistiing osteoblastoma and osteosarcoma
have been well-described by Mirra (15) and similar
criteria have been applied by others (1,5).
Intact osteoblastomas, even of the
aggressive subtype, rarely if ever pr.oduce cartilage.
Focal areas of even low-grade cartilage should
strongly suggest the possibility of an oste'OSarcoma.
Fractured or previously sampled osteoblastomas
may, however, have a' reactive chondroid
co tripon ant.
Typical osteoblastomas are composed of
tlilck , Irregular trabeculae of osteoid and woven
bone. The inlervening.stroma is about as wide as
the osseous component and contains prominent
capillaries and osteoclasis. Osteoblastic osteosarcomas more commonly consist of zones of
compact osteo:d In a tightly knit or streamer pattern

with little intervening stroma. Foci with this
appearance may be seen in aggressive
osieoblastomas, but the osteobtasts In the tatter
lesion have a characteristic ep~helloid appearance
~5).

Osteoblastomas and osteoid osteomas
show areas of prominent osteoblastic rimming of
lesional osteoid. Osteoblastic rimming is distinctly
uncommon in the lesional tissue of osteosarcoma,
but may ba seen In a surrounding reactive
component.
A lthough the osteoblasls of
ost.eoblastoma are enlarged and focally m~oticalty
active, with the exception of the rare bizarre
osteoblastoma (14,16), they lack ttie pleomorphism of osteosarcoma and do not contain atypical
mitotic figures .
Most Importantly, oSteosarcomas Infiltrate
the surrounding lamellar medullary bone, often for
several c.entimetets from the main tumor mass.
Osteoblastomas grow with a pushing margin that
abuts the host lamellar bone, destroys ~. and.
replaces II With a well-defined tumor margin.
Infiltration of woven tesional bone for more than a
millimeter or so into the surrounding lamellar bone
should strongly sugg~st a diagnosis of osteosarcoma. Because tihe nature of this margin may
be of such diagnostic Importance. biopsies of
potential osteoblastomas should Include tissue
rrom the periphery ofthe lesion. Even In curettings,
however, it is helpful to.Jook for infiltration In the
form of fragments of lamellar bone that have
served as a "scaffolding• for the deposition of
leslonal woven· bone. Polarizing filters are of
considerable value fn making this distinction.
Osteoid Osteoma. Osteoid osteoma is
rarelyconfused with osteoblastoma because of its
usually clear-cut clinical end radiographic
differences. Although the nidus of an osteoid
osteoma Is quite similar, microscopically, to the
leslonal tissue of an osteoblastoma, there are
minor microscopic differences as documenied by
Picci and colleagues {17). The periphery of an
osteoid osteoma nidus often has a fibrovascular
rim, whereas this featu~e Is lacking ln osteoblastoma. The latter tumors, In contrast, often
have a lobulated or multifocal outer margin . The
nidus of an osteoid osteoma often shows a
dlstlnclly zonal pattern with central mat.uration to
thicker, more highly mineralized woven bone.
Except for this tendency toward central maturatfon,
the osseous tissue in an osteoid osteoma has
osteoid and woven bone at a relatively uniform
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stage of maturation In any given lesion. In contras~
osteoblastomas typically display considerable
variation in the thiCkness and degree of calcification
of the woven osteoid trabeculae.
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Giant Cell Tumor. As many as 40% of
giant cell tumors will produce woven bone.
Distinction from osteoblastoma is important
because giant cell tumor Is a more aggressive
neoplasm. Giant cell tumors of the long bones
almost invariably Involve the epiphysis, whereas
osteoblastomas are rare at this site (13). Giant cell
tumors are uncommon In the vertebrae and, when
pnssent, almost always arise In the body. Vertebral
osteoblastomas favor the arch and processes. In
ost eoblestoma, the giant celts are smaller, have
fewer nuclei, and many represent true osteoclasis
that pepper the surfaces of the osteoid and woven
bone. Osteoblastoma does not contain the large
zones of giant ceUs and mononuclear stromal cells
that are diagnosUc of giant cell tumor.
Aneurvsmal Bone Cyst. Osteoblastoma and
aneurysmal bone cyst have clinical and
radiographic similarities (13). Furthermore, as
mentioned above, osteoblestomas may have a
se~ndary aneurysmal bone cyst component
Marsh, et al. noted such components in 4 of their
25 osteoblastomas {13). Both l&Sions onen involve
the spine and, occasionally, they may be confused
radiographically. Aneurysmal bone cyst is highly
unlikely to be misdiagnosed microscopically as
osteoblastoma, but ell aneurysmal bone cysts must
be carefully examined to exclude the presence of
en associated primary lesion such as osteoblastoma.
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CASE #6
Malignant Fibrous Histiocytom a
Malignant fibrous histiocytoma was
separated from other soft tissue neoplasms
during the tY.,rtr 1960s, and the first desafptlon
of primary osseous MFH appeared in the
radlo'ogy literature in 1972. Many of the cases
reported since then have been Identified in
retrospective reviews of tumors originally
classified as osteosarcomas, fibrosarcomas, or
unclassified sarcomas. MFH Is rare, compared
with other sarcomas. Dahlin and associates
found 35 cases oi MFH from a review of 962
osteosarcomas
and 158 fibrosarcomas.'
Spanier and colleagues reviewed "approximately
400 primary tumors• and reclassified eight of
them as MFH.1• A retrospective study of over
1,500 primary tumors at the Rlzzoli Institute
yielded 42 cases2
The dense collagen that Is focally present ·in
MFH is indistinguishable from the collagen of
osteosarcoma. In the latter situation this is
referred to as osteoid or "malignant osteoid. '
The term "malignant osteoid" Is obviously an
erroneous appellation, but it is a shorthand
method of saying that the osteoid is !hough! to
be produced by the adj acent malignant oe!ls.
This of course forms the basis for the diagnosis
of osteosarcoma. The question is: Wllen is
collagen osteoid rather than mere collagen?
This cannot be answered with certainly unless
the collagen has become mineralized and thus
has become bone. There Is a clue, however, if
the osteoid has a complex filigree inlenacing
pattern. tn MFH, there may be small foci wi!h
this appearance, but for the most part, the
collagen is either present as long bands, broadly
hyalinlzed are.as, or arranged In a sloriform
pattern. To be sure, all of these can be seen
focally in osteosarcoma, but unless there are
areas of the clear-cut filigree pattern.
osteosarcoma can be eliminated.
Most authors noted that some of their cases
or osseous MFH had small areas of " true•
osteoid. Nonetheless, in the enthusiasm for this
new entity, there was general agreement that
small areas of osteoid were acceptable, and that
they did not deter one from the diagnosis of
MFH. One authority, ha.vever, excluded a
tumor from MFH even If there was a "single
microscopic focus of osteold."'0 The lower ijm~s

of allowable osteoid in MFH has never been
defined. In the past, the dlstlnctlon between OS
and MFH was believed to have clinical
relevance because of the seemingly better
prognosis of MFH. CurTently, however, OS and
osseous MFH are believed to have similar
biologic behaviors, rendering the distinction of
no clinical significance.
There is sufficient
evidence that these predominantly nonosteoblastic neoplasms belong In the spectrum
of OS, even if there Is only focal osteoid
production.• There Is also preliminary evidence
that MFH of bone responds to the
chemotherapeutic regimens that are effective for
OS.'·"
Radiologic Appearances. The roentgenographic appearance of MFH is usually !hat of a
radiolucent defect with fll-defined margins. MFH
Is most commonly localed In the metaphysis,
buill may Involve the epiphysis and can extend
Into the joint. •• The cortex Is often expanded
and frequently permeated by the neoplasm.
Unlike other malignant neoplasms, periosteal
bone formation is almost always absent unless
there has been a fracture. Rarely, there is a
sclerotic rim of bone along the periphery of the
lesion, suggesting that It Is a slowly growing
tumor. The metastatic potential of one such
tumor, however, was manifest within 2 years. ' 2
Nonetheless, most patients with a geographic
type of bone destruction do well. "
Between 10% and 15% of MFHs arise in
bones with a previous abnormality, of which
Paget's disease is the most common. The
second most oommon abnormality is bone
inlaid. McCarthy et al. found that 4 of their 35
casas of MFH were In bones with Infarcts. 12
The usual cause of infarcts Is exposure to
hyperbaric conditions.' In addition, Mirra and
associates reported an MFH In a 26-year-old
man with homozygous-S sickle cell disease and
multiple bone Infarcts." M FH has occurred in
previously normal bones that w ere in the field of
radlatton therapy for nonosseous tumors,'·' and
one MFH arose adjacent to a metal piece
inserted for a traumatic fracture 14 years
previously."
Mlcroscopjc Findings. Malignant fibrous
histiocytoma has an extraordinarily broad range
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of microscopic images.
There are great
differences in the proportion of fibroblasts and
histiocytes. with one or the other element
sometimes predominating to the total exclusion
of !he other.
The fibrous component is
espeCially likely to dominate large areas. The
storiform· pattern of fibrous tissue can be seen in
the cellular areas but is more clearly seen·in the
densely coliagenized foci. Some MFH are quite
vascular, with branching channels identical to
the "staghorn" configuration found in
hemanglopericytoma.
The nuclei of fibroblasts are small or markedly
elongated and can be densely hyperchromatic
or vesicular. There is a moderate degree of
pleomorphism, but bizarre nuclei are less
common than in histiocytes. The amount ·of
collagen in the fibrous areas may be sparse, or
it can be seen as thin or broad deposits
between the celis. Individual <;ells may be
surrounded by collagen.
Some of these
collagenlzed foci are indisiingoishable from
osteoid, and they account for the diag·nosls of
MFH as osteosarcoma in the past.
The histiocytes are mononucfeated or
multinucleated. The multinucleated giant cells
with bland nuclei are probably reactive,
especially those cells with an orderly
arrangement of nuclei identical to that of a
Toulon or a Langhans giant celf. Neoplastic
cells have nuclei that range from the mildly
atypical to the bizarre. One or more prominent
nucleoli Is the rule, and occasionally there is
clearing of the perinuclear chromatin so that
multilobated n\lclel resemble, or are lndis·
tinguishable
from, Reed-Sternberg cells.
Phagocytic debris may be seen.
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
There is one major caveat regarding the
di'agnosis of osseous MFH. Osseous metastases composed of spindle cells, with or without·
epithelioid-like neoplastic cells, can pose
tremendous diagnostic difficulty, The differential
diagnosis includes a variety of metastatic tumors
as well as primary osseous sarcomas such as
malignant fibrous histiocytoma, leiomyosarcoma,
and fibrosarcoma. Spindle cell (sarcomatoid)
carcinomas have been reported to arise in the
skin. upper aerodlgestiVe tract. and virtually

evel)l visceral organ.22 In particular, osse<Jus
metastases from spindle cell (sarcomatoid) renal
ceil carcinom<~s commonly involve bone and
may closely m1m1a malignant fibrous
histiocytoma. Immunohistochemistry is of major
importance In distinguishing between these two
lesions. Proper decalcification has not been
shown to significantly alier the intensity or
sensitivity of Immunohistochemical staining.•• It
must be remembered, however, that some
antigens are shared by both carcinomas and
sarcomas. Vimentln, almost Invariably present
in sarcomas, may be synthesized by carcinomas
and malignant melanoma. Cytokeratin, present
in most carcinomas, has been reported to occur
in skelelal leiomyosarcoma" and other
mesenchymal neoplasms Including MFH.2 1 A
useful diagnostic immunohistochemical panel for
spindle cell lesions includes cytokeratln,
epithelial membrane antigen, S-1 00, vimeritin,
desmin, and muscle specific actin.
The
presence of epithelial membrane an~igen or
keratin strongly suggests the diagnosis of
metastatic carcinoma. Diffuse S-100 positivity
suggests a malignant melanoma, given the
appropriate light microscopic appearance, and
this can be confirmed by staining with the
melanocytic marker, HMB-45.
If the cytokeratln, epithelial membrane
antigen, and S-100 stains are negative, the
differential diagnosis then lies among different
primary sarcomas (and rarely, metastatic
leiomyosarooma). Vimentin stains some cells in
malignant fibrous histiocytoma and fibrosarco·
ma, and may be present in leiomyosarcoma.
The. latter, however, strongly stains with muscle
s·peclfic actin, desmin, and smooth muscle actin.
Fomasler and Paley' found 10 reported cases of
metastatic leiomyosarcoma, mostly from the
uterus, initially presenting as a skeletal
metastasis. The metastases were often to
osseous sites that are uncommon lor primary
leiomyosarcoma such as the skull, spine, and
scapula
Some well-documented primary skeletal
leiomyosarcomas were in~ially diagnosed as
fi brosarco-mas or malig n ant fibrous
histiocytomas.16 Fibrosarcomas have a more
distinct fascicular pattern with sharply delimited
fascicles resulting in a herring-bone
Leiomyosarcoma shares with
arrangement.
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malignant fibrous histiocytoma foci of storiform
architecture, as well as scattered giant cells.
lmmunostalning for muscle specific actin or
desmfn doslinguishes leiomyosarcoma from
fibrosarcoma and malignant fibrous histiocytoma. The presence of occasional cytokeratin
poSitivity In leiomyosarcomas mandates the use
of a panel of immunohistochemical marKers. In
the event of equivocal Immunohistochemical
stains, electron microscopy may aid In differentiating epithelial cells from smooth muscle.
Malignant fibrous histiocytoma Is the usual
component of so-called ''dedifferentiated
chondrosarcoma." It has been well shown that
this is of a different lineage and does net
constitute dedifferentiaUon."'
The MFH
metastasizes in the absence or the cartilage.
The cartilage is almost Invariably low grade;
representing either an enchondroma or a grade
I chondrosarcoma. The MFH constituent is at·
the periphery of the lesion and is easily
encountered as the first abnormal tissue on a
biopsy. It will occasionally Infiltrate between the
cartilage, but often abuts it and may be removed
as the only tissue.
This emphasizes the
Importance of knowing the radiographic findings.
II appears that MFH arising in a cartilaginous
neoplasm has a worse prognosis than MFH
arising de novo. There are vlnually no survivors
of dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma in the prechemotherapy era, whereas approximately 1020% s urvive with amputation or de novo MFH.

for 18 years. Not all long-term survivors have a
low-grade tumor. Except for the one patient just
mentioned, the remaining long-term survivors in
the series of Dahfin et al. had no correlation
In
between tumor grade and prognoSis.'"
another study, the presence or absence of
osteoid-like matrix did not correlate with
survival. ' 2 Neither the bone of origin nor the
age of the patient are related to prognosis.
However, Capanna et al. found that the survival
rates lor patients with MFH arising in preexisting osseous abnormalities were significantly
lower than survival rates of patients whose MFH
arose In normal bone (22% vs 50%).2 Although
early reports suggested that MFH had a better
prognosis than osteosarcoma, the accrual of
more cases with longer lollow-up shows that
patients
long-term survival is about 18%
treated by surgery alone. '
One survivor
developed MFH In a second bone. 0 This patient
had multiple infarcts, and both tumors arose in
an area of infarct.
Adjuvant chemotherapy may benefit patients
who have had adequate surgical resections.
although In one report, it dld not prevent local
recurrences.7
Some patients treated with
multiple drugs before resection hed no viableappearing tumor in the resected lesion.""'
Nonetheless, the role of adjuvant therapy for
MFH remains to be more precisely determined,
just as it does for osteosarcoma.
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CASE #7
Solid Aneurysmal Bone Cyst
This case presents an interesting problem
because of the histologic appearances that can
be si!en in several lesions. The tissue avaijable
for your study has three major patterns. One is
a broad area of sparsely cellular fibrous tissue
occasionally containing a multlnucleatea giant
cell. This is, of course. not diagnostic of
The second Is a richly cellular
anything.
component with numerous multinucleated giant
cells that are set In a background of loose
fibrous tissue. Within this fibrous tissue are
histiocytes, lymphocytes, and a rare neutrophil.
Small foci of osteoid are formed as welL In a
few foci the mononuclear hlstiocytes are the
predominant feature and such cells would be
identical to what might be seen in a giant cell
tumor. The third major component consists of
vascular spaces of varying size. Some of these
are lined by giant cells and fibroblasts; none has
a flattened layer suggesting endothelium.
The earliest change In the vascular
component appears to be hemorrhage within the
fibrous areas or the giant cell-rich areas. This
extravasated blood Is then seen to surround
blood vessels which are presumably pre-existing
normal blood vessels. However, there are
vascular channels that are gigantic and far
exceed the size of normal vessels in the sense
that there Is no vascular wall of proportional
thickness. These spaces lack an endothelial
lining. They are typical of the vascular channels
that are seen In aneurysmal bone cyst
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Several craniofacial osseous lesions have
giant cells set In a loosely fibrous stroma as
seen In your case. To recapitulate the findings
of the solid areas described above, the
vascularity Includes normal vessels but also
unusual vascular channels the size of small to
moderately large arteries and veins. However,
they lack a muscular wall. These channels are
rarely lined complelely by flat cells that look like
endothelial cells. They more often have a
mixture of flat fibroblast-like cells and giant cells
or are lined by giant cells alone. Extravasation
of erythrocytes into the stroma is conspicuous.
Multinucleated giant cells sometimes are

clustered In the areas of extravasation.
The above constellation of findings Is found
in giant cell granuloma, the solid component of
aneurysmal bone cyst, brown tumor of
hyperparathyroidism. and cherubism. No group
of clinically diverse lesions more cleat1y
illustrates that there are only a finite number of
cells that can proliferate In totally unrelaled
diseases, and there are only a limited number of
patterns that they can take.
Giant ceQ granuloma, brown lumor, and
Cherublsm are completely indiStinguishable
microscopically; it is the clinical findings that
establish the diagnosis. Cherubism is a famllial
condition of childhood with massive enlargement
of the mandible of the maxillae. Solitary brown
tumor of the jaw may be the presenting lesion of
hyperparathyroidism ., It Is only affer these
conditions have been eX'Ciuded that giant ceU
granuloma becomes an acceptable diagnosis.
If one concentrates on the vascular areas of
this lesion, a strong case can be made for the
interpretation of aneurysmal bone cyst (ABC).
There ara fibrous septa separating vasculllr
spaces of vaJ)'ing size. As stated aboVe, the
vascular channels are not lined by endothelial
cells but, rather. cells that look like hisliocytes.
fibroblasts or multinucleated giant cells.
Moreover. there are some strands of osteoid
that have formed in these septa. This Is a
It becomes of
common feature of ABC.
diagnostic importance when the trabeculae are
wavy or bent as the septum assumes an
Irregular shap~;~. The osteoid rarely mineralizes,
therefore it Is flexible and this serpiginous
configuration Is diagnostic of ABC even when it
is seen only on a small biopsy. Obviously, it
does not rule out an underlying lesion, bul
identifies an ABC component The diagnosis of
ABC is not mitigated by the more solid areas
that are typical of giant cell granuloma (GCG).
As already mentioned, aneurysmal bona cyst
(ABC) has fields identical to glani cell
granuloma (GCG). The distribution of ABC
within the craniofacial bOnes is the same as
GRG. Roughly 60% are In the mandible, 35%
are in the maxilla, and the rest are in the cranial
bones.•·"·"·'.,' Interestingly, an ABC of the
ethmoid' and one in the sphenoid • arose during
pregnancy.
Another patient with a rapidly
enlarging lesion in pregnancy was diagnosed as
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having giant cell granuloma.• The IaUer is
probably better interpreted in retrospect as solid
aneurysmal bone cyst (vide infra).
The vascularity of GCG often includes some
closely
approximated
vascular channels
separated by narrow bands of stroma, V\lhen
lined by giant cells. these foci are, In effec~
miniature ABC. Strutners and Shear have
suggested that these channel~ (which they call
"microcysts") are Indeed the forerunner of
ABC 16·" Depending on one's threshold for the
diagnosis of ABC. the distinction between GCG
with many microcysts and ABC with broad septa
Is arbitrary. As with ABC in any location, the
possibility of an underlying lesion such as
fibrous dysplasia must be considered.
Solid Variant of ABC. This entire problem
is accentuated by the recent introduction of the
rubric "solid variant of aneurysmal bone cysL"
The term Is derived from lesions having a fibro-.
giant cell background with a minimal vascular
component. Sanerkin et al. , who coined this
term, reported four cases, one of which involved
the ethmoid and Olblt In a 5-year-old. •• Solid
aneurysmal bone cyst has gained a foothold In
the hlerature.>.l<> In lWo series from the Rizzoli
lnslftute and Mayo Clinic respectively, the
frequency of solid ABC was 7.5% and 3.4% of
"classic" ABC. Excluding the small bones of the
hands and the craniofacial bones, the distribution in long bones and radiologic features were
not different. Follow ~p was provided only In
one series and none of 15 cases had recurrence.' From a histologic standpoint, there has
been a great deal written and a great deal
poorly illustrated on "chondroid aura." This was
noted In nine of the 15 cases from the Rizzoli
lnstiMe and five of the eight cases from the
Mayo Clinic. This was variously described as
calcified cartilage matrix. calcified osteoid, and
calcified myxoid tissue of no further d ifferentiation.
The issue of defining the solid variant has
brought many to realize that It Is perhaps
nothing more than a giant cell granuloma. This
was the conclusion of Dr. Hubert Stssons in
1966 at the closed session of the lniernatlonal
Skeletal Society and also the opinion of Dr.
Howard Dorfman at the closed session of the
International
Skeletal Society in 1968.

(Unpublished minutes of Ule meetrngs}
Giant Cell Tumor. One neoplasm that
momentarily enters into the differential diagnosis
of GCG Is giant cell tumor (Gen. GCT is
diagnosed by the presence of sheets of
mononuclear histiocyles, which accompany the
giant cells. Quantatively, the mononuclear cells
scattered In the fibrous stroma of GCG are
lndisHngulshable, but sparsely scattered. The
greater quanltty of monocytes forming sheets of
the mononuclear cells in GCT distinguishes the
Jwo.
Does GCT ever Involve the craniofacial
bones? A review of 546 cases of giant tumor
treated at the Mayo Clinic yielded 15 cases; 11
of whloh were In the sphenoid bone.' Their
descriptive criteria and inustrations are
diagnostic of GCT. The fact that there are so
few reported craniofacial GCT reinforces the
caution with which the diagnosis should be
made. The importance of recognizing a true
GCT Is because of Its local aggressiveness,
which exceeds the usual ABC or GCG. Four of
the patients were dead of disease due to
uncontrolled local growth and four others were
alive w~h tumor but with major neurologic
abnormalities Including blindness.
Approximately 20 patients with Pagers
disease of the skull or facial bones have had
tumors diagnosed as GCT. Upchurch et al.
reviewed several of these cases and concluded
that they more closely resembled GCG."' Only
one of the cases in the Mayo Cflnic series
described above was a GCT arising in Paget's
disease.
Clinical Relevance of 9,nathlc ABC vs.
GCG. From a practical standpoint, there will not
be any Initial management difference whether
the diagnosis Is ABC or GCG. The lesion wQI
be cureHed. In a comptlallon of the Uteralure,
there are no major differences between ABC
and GCG.'0 Both have an age range irom 5 to
70 years of age. At least 90% of ABC occur in
patients less than 30 years of age and 75% of
GCG are less thim 30 years old. In both
groups, teenagers form the peak decade. There
is no difference in gender preference; Females
outnumber males lWO to one In both groups.
GCG Is slightly more common in the mandible
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(2:1) than ABC (3:2). l esions that have been
diagnosed as ABC do have a higher recurrence
rate of approximately 25%. The recurrence rate
for GCG Is In the range of 10-20%.
Pro blematic Cases that Rarely Get
Pubtlshlld . Thll exact classification of lesions
with the congeries found in this case ·can be
arbitrary. Naturally, there is a preference for
authors lo wrlle about cases in which they have
made a diagnosis. Similarly. edilors may not be
open minded to cases in \YIIich there is no
"clean• diagnosis. Occasionally. courageous
authors and equally courageous editors wMI
publish papers that discuss problems Without
arriving at a specific diagnosis. A good example
of this healthy phenomenon was published by
de Mello et al. They described a 4-year-old
with tumorous Involvement of the facial bones
by fibrous tissue, giant cells, and new bone
fonnatlon.' Slides from their case were seen by
a number of pathologists experienced In bone
lesions.
They generated a spectrum of
diagnoses that Included "giant cell lesion,"
"aneurysmal bone cyst with large areas of giantcell reparative granuloma," "benign fibreosseous lesion, not further classified." and ''Well·
differentiated osteosancoma.·
In a paper
illustraHng similar images in the sacrum, Dehner
et al, acknowledged that their cases •represent
a nosologic enigma• and gave them only a
descriptive diagnosis. • These are commendable
publications that bring the many uncertainties of
fibre-giant cell lesions Into the open and
sometimes stimulate further published
dialogue.'·"
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CASE #8
Pigmented Villonodular Synovitis
Pigmented villonodular synovitis (PVNS) is
a fibro hlstrocytic proliferation producing
innumerable villous and nodular synovial
protrusions. Large quantities of hemosiderin
result In a brown or tan color.
Pigmented vilfonodular synovitis' and
localized nodular synovitis (LNS) are often
viewed as variants of the same disease. When
the entire synovium Is Involved and there is a
major villous component. the process is inter·
preted as pigmented vlllonodular synovitis. The
presence of more solid, nodular masses in an
otherwise predominantly villous, diffuse synovitis
Indicates that PVNS and LNS overlap both
grossly and microscopically. The clefts that are
seen in solid areas of some cases of loca!ized
nodular synovitis are probably remnants of
spaces between fused villi. Despite these
similarities, the prognostic differences between
the two lesions warrant their separation.
The cause or causes of pigmented
viDonodutar synovitis or localized nodular
synovitis are unknown. Some authors view
them as benign neoplasms, and one case with
Most
trisomy 7 supports this concept."
pathologists, however, Interpret these as
As with almost all diseases of
reactive.
uncertain cause, an autoimmune pathogenesis
has been suggested.' It Is of interest that both
diffuse and localized forms of synovitis have
been reported In several patients with
rheumatoid arthritis.'" Some (if not all) cases of
PVNS diagnosed in patients with rheumatoid
arthritis actually represent a reactive synovial
proliferation. The association of pigmented
villonodular synovitis with hemangioma in
children raises the possibility that repeated
hemorrhage from an underlying vascular
malformation could be a cause.2 Hemorrhage
alone probably does not account for the lesion,
however, because the joint changes ln
hemophilia differ from those of pigmented
villonodular synovitis.
There Is a preponderance of females with
the ratio reaching as high as 2:1. Patients
range from 4 to 60 years of age, with most in
their third or fourth decade of life. Complaints
include pain. often accompanied by Intermittent
or steadily progressive swelling. There Is often

a progressive limitation of motion. Symptoms
range in duration from six months to 25 years,
W11h an average of six years. Two-thirds have
a bloody effusion.
More than 80% of reported cases of PVNS
have involved the knee. The hip joint accounts
for about 15% of cases, with a few examples
reported in the ankle, foot or hand, elbow, and
shoulder. Rare patients have had multiple joint
involvement, which tends to be bilateral and
symmetrical.·~·

Radiographic .Bone Destruction .
Approximately 25% of PVNS lesions In the knee
invade bone, and 80% of the cases that occur in
other joints such as the hlp, shoulder, and ankle
wiU have bone involvement'
PVNS can
infiltrate Into muscle.• and one case was
controlled only by amputation.,. Bone Involvement by PVNS can mimic a primary neoplasm
of bone when It Involves only one side of the
joint " These contain myxoid material, fluid, or
are infiltrated by the synovlum with all the
features of vmonodular synovitis. The cysts are
usually present in bones on both sides of the
affected joint. Rarely, only a single bona may
be Involved and the appearance mimics a
Computed
primary osseous neoplasm. "
tomography demonstrates the extent ol the
disease. It Is particularly useful in locating
recurrent lesions and demonslrating that popli·
real and posterior calF soft-tissue masses are
due to extensions from the knee joint itself. 3
Gross and Microscopic Appearance.
Grossly, the synovium is fight to darl< brown with
small yellow foci. It is usually diffusely Involved,
although small patches of normal synovlum can
remain. Occasionally, only a few square centimeters of synovium are affected. The villous
projections are variable in SIZe and shape and
number in the hundreds or thousands. They
may be filamentous, plump, or beaded. In
addition, there are often broad nodules. either
forming flat pads on the synovium or polypoid
projections above the surface.
Micular
cartilage can be eroded by leslonal tissue, 11 and
there may be extension Into adjacent muscle:
In one case involving the hlp, the· femoral head
was invaded via the Insertion of the ligamentum
teres.•
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Microscopically, the villi are covered by
reactive-appearing synovial cells containing
abundant hemosiderin.
The synovial layer
merges impercepfibly into the underlying ceUular
lnflHrate occupying the central core of the Vil li or
nodules. Hemosiderin Is also wfthin macrophages or lies tree in the stroma Foamy
hlstlocytes are common, and multinucleated
giant cells are always seen. Broad areas of
fibrosis can be present, and some villi have
densely fibrotic or sclerotic cores. The solid
nodules focally contain clefts lined by apparent
synovial cells. Lymphocytes may be present in
the stroma. but they rarely are promlnen~ and
other inflammatory cells are notably absenl
Mitotic figures are usually easy to find ill the
synovial and stromal cells, and may be
numerous.
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
TraumaUzed synovlum may react by the
formation of numerous well-formed villi.
However, the synovium maintains its pink or
light tan color and lacks the darner color of
PVNS Microscopically, the reactive synovtum
lacks lhe foam cefts, giant cells, and hemosiderin that are conspicuous In PVNS. Jolnts
Involved with rheumatoid arthritis may also have
villi, but these usually contain many plasma cells
and lack conspicuous hemosiderin.
lntraarticular hemorrhage In hemophiliacs
can elicit a villous change with large deposits of
hemosiderin confin.ed to the synovial lining cells.
The subsynovlal tissue, In contrast to pigmented
vlllonodular synovitis, is almost totally devoid of
hemosiderin. The viUous change is seen only In
the early stages of chronic hemarthrosis,
because later stages result In a flattened
synovium with underlying fibrosis. 19
Villonodular hyperplasia may also occur in
joints lhat have been replaced with prostheses
(vide Infra). The identification of foreign matenal
easily distinguishes this delrltlc synovitis from
pigmented villonodular synovitis.
A few cases of diffuse synovial neoplasms
with local bone invasion and distant metastases
have been reported." Their exact classification
and relation, if any. to pigmented vlllonodutar

synovitis are unclear.
Intra-articular localized nodular synovitis may
have synovial-lined clefts and resemble a
blphaslc synovial sarcoma. However, the cells
In localized nodular synovitis are not clearly
epithelial, gland-making cells. Instead, they
have the appearance of hlstiocytes.
Prog nosis. Pigmented villonodular synovitis
is difficult to eradicate, except In rare cases
where It Is localized to a portion of the synovium
that can be completely excised with wide
margins. Localized surgccal excision Is followed
by recurrent symptoms in 21 to 46% of cases:•
Spontaneous regression is rare. 11 An occasional case with extensive, destructive local growth
may require amputation."
Some patients
require hemlarthroplas\y, total arthroplasty, or
arthrodesis when there Is severe joint
destruction."" Symptoms may be relieved wfth
external beam radiation or the (ntraarticular
Instillation of radiocolloid. .,
It Is apparent that there are major clinical
differences between localized nodular synovitis
(LNS) and diffuse PVNS. Even if these are
simply quantitatively different expressions of the
same disorder, it is mandatory to separate them
In tenns of the prognostic Implications. Bone
Invasion and joint destruction do not occur with
LNS. As one mighl expect, segmental excision
of synovlurn will invariably cure LNS, • whereas
diffuse PVNS requires extensive synovectomy
with its attendant morbidity.
Malignant tumors arising In LNS have been
sporadically reported.• ·"
The cytologically
malignant component, which resembles either
malignant fibrous hl stiocytoma or clear ceB
sarcoma, Is accompanied by a blander
component of mononuclear cells and giant ceDs.
Whether these represent, In the case of
malignant fibrous histiocytoma, an extremely
well-differentiated part of the neoplasm or a preexisting LNS is a moot point, In lhe case of
clear oell sarcoma, the possibility that the
mononuclear cells and the giant cells are only
reactive cannot be discounted
Certainly no
lesion with the typical features of LNS has
metastasized.
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Dctrltlc Synovitis
Approximately 300,000 to 400,000 total join!
replacements are inserted each year worldwide.•
Prosthetic materials fall into three major
categories:
metals, polymers, and methyl
methacrylate, which is the cement used as a
filler between the prosthesis and bone. Most of
the metals are alloys consisting mainly of
chromium and cobalt, with smaller quantities of
other metals.
The polymers Include polyethylene, silicone elastomer. and proplast, which
Is a polymer of Teflon and carbon. All of these
substances have a distinctive appearance in
histologic seclions.
Metallic devices rapidly wear so the
synovlum Is gray or black within a few months.
Microscopically, metallic debris is a black
powder lying free in fibrous tissue or within
macrophages. The material Is birefringent and
may range from tiny round grains to small
rectangular rods up to 4 microns long.
The polymers that are abraded by articulation evoke a greater histiocytic response than
does metal dust. Slllcone particles are fainUy
yellow, have a nodular confoguration, and
measure up to 75 microns In diameter. They
are faintly luminescent but net birefringent under
polarized light. Polyethylene particles appear as
almost colorless shreds of various shapes and
sizes, and they are strongly birefringent•
Methyl methacrylate Is totally, or almost
totally, dissolved away during tissue processing.
The hlstlocytes that contained the cement have
a large, almost completely clear vacuole; and
clear holes can also be found In the stroma.'
The microscopic footprint for methyl methacrylate is barium sulfate, whlctl is sometimes mixed
with the cement to make it radiographically
visible. The barium has the golden, finely
granular appearance that all of us have seen on
the mucosa of the colon or In the appendix.
Silicone prostheses also have been
associated with severe synovitis that has not
only a histiocytic response but also a heavy
infiltrate of lymphocytes and, to a lesser extent,
plasma cells and eosinophils.• The synovial
reaction to silicone knee prostheses may be so
severe as to contribute to rupture of the pateDar
tendon." The synovial reaction may necessitate
removal of the prosthesis and arthrodesis. ••

Regional lymphadenopathy is another
complication of silicone prostheses.
The
adenopathy may appear from 5 to 9 years after
the Insertion of the prosthesis, and it may occur
even In the absence of synovitiS or malfunction
of the prosthesis.~•
Inguinal adenopathy
occuned in one patlent 9 years after Insertion of
a hip prosthesis'' RecenUy, sinus histiocytosis
due to the accumulation of cobalt-chromium and
lllan!um has been described.'
Aside from the local complications of
loosening and synovitis, the long·tenn systemic
effects, if any, are not known. Patients with
metal prostheses have elevated levels of cobalt,
chromium, molybdenum. and nickel in their
blOOd, unne and hair. 3 Allergic sensitiVity to
metals and methyl methacrylate has occurred.
and h has been suggested that loosened prostheses may be due to local tissue sensitiVity
with necrosis ratheF than to mere mechanical
failure. 3 Larger quantities of methyl methacrylate have been seen in veins at the termination
of hlp arthroplasties," and polymer fragments
have been found In the lungs of dogs with joint
prostheses.' A final concern Is the carcinogenic
effect of the various materials, since all of the
substances used in prostheses produce sarcomas when injected into rodents. The relevance
of these studies to humans remains to be
determined. Thus far, there have been only
three cases reported of sarcoma developing at
the stte of a hip prosthesis. One palient was a
77-year-<:~ld woman who developed pain 2 years
after a total hlp arthroplasty. A biopsy showed
malignant fibrous histiocytoma. She refused
therapy and was lost to follow-up.2 Another
paUent had an osteosarcoma in the femur
adjacent to a prosthesis that had been in place
for 5 years, and he died without undergoL"lg
tflerapy. 11 The final patient had a malignant
fibrous histiocytoma develop 4 years after
Insertion of the prosthesis. 11 In none of these
patients had there been a pre-existing
abnormality in the bone receiving the prosthesis,
nor did the patients have Paget's disease.
Between 1956 and 1980, lour sarcomas were
reported In sites where metal plates had been
inserted for traumatic fracture !
Recently, a
malignant fibrous histiocytoma that arose at the
site of a plate was reported." Even If there is a
direct cause-and-effect relation In some of these
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cases, tl\ey attest to the rarity of neoplasms
associated with prostheses.
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Intra-Articular Synovial Sarcoma
Intra-articular synovial sarcomas have been
the subject of an abstract publication of six
cases' and two case reports."' Patients have
ranged from 9 to 49 years of age. Presenting
symptoms relate to internal joint derangement'
and, occasionally, effusion. 3 All examples of
intra-articular synovial sarcoma have Involved
tl\e knee, except for a single case arising In tl\e
elbow.'
Typically, there is a well-defined, polypoid
mass with a small poinl of attachment to the
surrounding joint capsule . Alternately, there
may be diffuse involvement of lhe synovial
surface.'
SiX of eight have been blphasic tumors. The
two remaining cases had a "predomlnanlly'
monophasic, spind!e-<::ell pattern.' Immunohistochemical studies, o! botl\ Intra-articular and soft
tissue synovial sarcomas have demonstrated
strong cytokeralln and epithelial membrane
antigen positivity In the epithelial areas, as well
as clear-cut positivity tor these markers, along
with vimenUn, in the spindle cell elements.
Our patient had a polypoid lesion with a
small base of attachment to the joint capsule.'
He was treated by local excision and is alive
and well over nine years later. Diffuse synovial
involvement may require ablation of the Umb. In
one case with diffuse &ynovial involVement,
pulmonary metastases were found three months
after tile initial arthroscopic synovectomy, and
the patient died of respiratory failure seven
months after initial diagnosis.•
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CASE #9
Synovial Chondromatosls
Synovial chondromatosis Is the fotmation of
multiple, benign cartifagmous nodules in the
synovium, many oi which become detached and
float within the joint space. At least four loose
bodies in the absence of degenerative joint
disease is the generally accepted criterion. We
personally like to adhere to the more stringent
definition that requires evidence of a chondromatous alteration in the synovial membrane
itself." Synonyms include synovial osteochondromatosis and synovial chondroma/aplasia
Most authors believe that synovial
chondromatosis (SC) Is a reactive process of
unknown cause rather than neoplastic. Trauma
(e g. professional athletes) does not seem
causative.' There is good evidence that SC is
sclf-timlted and can resolve spontaneously."
Patients range from 14 to 67 years of age. with
a peak In ihe fifth decade of life." Males are
afflicted twice as often as females. Clinical
findings consist oi various combinations of pain,
swelling, and limited motion for durations of one
month to several decades. On the average,
patien ts are symptomatic for about five years.
The knee is the most common site of
Involvement, accounting for about two-thirds ol
pahents. with the hip and elbow being about
equally divided as the next most frequent sites.
There have been isolated reports of synovial
chondromatosis involving the joinls of the
shoulder, ankle, carpal and tarsal bones, and
mandible. About 10% of the knee, hip, elbow,
and shoulder lesions are bilateral and, rarely,
three joints may be involved. Two siblings wete
repot1ed who had bilateral knee disease!'
Radiographs are strongly suggestive of the
diagnosis if numerous calcified bodies are
visualized. However, not all loose bodies are
calclrled, and in about 10% of patients with
synovial chondromatosls no abnormal calcifications are seen.
Grossly, the synovrum may be diffusely
studded with hundreds of nodules or, less
commonly, only a few square centimeters may
be affected.'
The area near the synovialcartilaginous junction tends to be most heavily
involVed. The surface has irregular. ftat bumps.
polypoid nodules of various shapes, and
pedunculated masses on long delicate sta!ks.

The Individual nodules, whether free or
attached, vary in size from less than a millimeter
to 3 em. The loose bodies, which can number
over 1200, may have a smooth surface or be
granular. The tatter finding suggests fusion of
smaller nodules.
Extra-articular SC arising In a bursa has
been reported to coexist with Intra-articular
disease. The lac,k of a connection between the
cartilaginous bodies in the joint and the bursa
eliminate the possibility of soft tissue Invasion
from the joint lesion.20
Microscopically, the earliest stage of SC Is
the follllation of round, cellular islands of
cartilage in the connective tissue of the joint
capsule, beneath, but not involVing the synovia!
lining cells.
Occasionally, the smallest
microscopic foci consist of loosely arranged
trabeculae of bone. Most nodules consist only
of cartilage, but larger ones, Including those
protruding above the synovial membrane and
lying free In the joint. may also contain wellformed bone with iatty marrow.
Enlarged chondrocytes with pleomorphic
nuclei and btnucleated cells are found focally in
about two-thirds of cases. Free-floating nodules
may be covered with a layer of synovfum. The
cartilaginous component of detached nodules is
usually Intact, even when there Is necrosis of
the underlying bone and fatty marrow.
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
The most Important consideration in the
differential diagnosis of SC is synovial
chondrosarcoma (vide infra). Bertoni et al. have
identified several microscopic features from
cases of metastasizing synovial chondrosarcoma that are indicative of true malignancy.'
These Include: chondrocytes arranged tn sheets
without a clustering architecture; crowding of
cells, especially with spindle cells; myxoid
change In the stroma; necrosis: and, on rare
occasions, mitotic figures. Extension beyond
the joint capsule should heighten the suspicion
that the lesion is chondrosarcoma, but some
cases of synovial chondromatosls have extraartiCular extension. 14
The differential diagnosis also includes
secondary synovial chondrometaplasia that
occurs when pieces of bone or articular cart~age
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are chtpped off into the joint space due to
trauma or d egenerative joint disease. •• These
fragments become embedded in the synovlum
and may stimulate a secondary cartilage
metaplasia. The nodules differ from synovial
chondrom atosis by having a concentric layering
of cartilage, enchondral ossification, and a lack
of nuclear atypia.>>
Patients with synovial
chondromatosis may have secondary degenerative joint disease, and therefore, have some
nodules with features of secondary synovial
chondrometaplasla. Conversely, the diagnosis
of synovial cho ndromatosis can be made In the
absence of synovial disease if the loose bodies
consist of cartilage and bene lacking the
concentric layering.'5
There have been a few repons of Intraarticular osteochondromas. ·• These have been
large (up to 5 em) osteocartilaginous masses
attached to the synovium by a pedicle. The
surface of the lesion Is covered with cartilage
and the central portion is bone, In a pattern
resembling an osteochondroma.
It seems
doubtful that these unusual lesions are related
to dilfuse synovial chondromatosis.
Prog nosis. SC Is usually treated by the
removal of loose bodies and the Invol ved
synovial membrane.
Many authors have
pointed out that the disease appears to be self
limited, since even In the absence of total
synovectomy, recurrence rs uncommon.
A few cases of SC have had one to three
extra-arucular masses of cartilage that were
easily shelled out and did not recur."'" In other
cases, extra-articular extensions have enlarged,
even In the absence of lntrasynovial disease. 14
Sy novial Chondrosarcoma.
Synovial
chondrosarcoma, either primary or secondary to
synovial chondromatosis, is extremely rare. We
have identified 24 reported cases. Pabents
have ranged from 28 to 70 years of age. Most
synovial chondrosarcomas have involved the
knee with rare examples In the hlp, elbow, or
ankle. Fifteen of the 24 patients have been
males, suggesting a slight male predominance.
Symptoms of pain or swelling have been
present for one month to 25 years, and, in most
patients, the duration exceeds one year. About
half of the reported cases have evidence of

concurrent, and presumably pre-existing,
synovial chondromatosis." Two patients had
biopsy-proven synovial chondromatosis 24 and
25 years prior to developing a synovial
chondrosarcoma."·"
Radiographically , Intra-articular calcified
bodies may be present that are Indistinguishable
from those of synovial chondromatosis. The
major radiographic distinction, if pteSen~ is the
finding or calcified masses lying not only within
the joint space but also extending to involve the
surrounding soft tissues." Uncornmonly , there
Is radiographically detectable erosion of an
adjacent bone'
Grossly, the joint space contains variable
numbers or loose bodies, and the synovlum has
the nodular appearance of synovial chondromatosls. The diagnostic gross feature, if present,
is widespread extension of lobulated cartilagi nous masses far beyond the joint capsule and
Into the surrounding soft tissues• or bone• lhe
cartilage may be more mucinous and glistening
than that of synovial chondromatosis. In one
case, vein invasion was grossly evident
Microscopically, synovial chondrosarcomas
often have a lobular pattern With mall<.ed hypercellularity. Spindle cells at the periphery of the
lobules were seen in four of 10 cases in one
series.' The chondrocytes or chondrosarcoma
tend to be scattered In sheets and lack the
clustered pattern that is usually present in
synovial chondromatosis. Myxoid change is
often present In one case, an intrasynovlal
chondrosarcoma had the charactensl!c pattern
of myxold chondrosarcoma, as seen in soft
Ussues."
Synovial chondrosarcomas range
from grade 1 to grade 3. The diagnosis of
grade 1 chondrosarcoma should be made on ly
in conjunction ·with unequivocal Invasion beyond
the joint capsule, in order to distinguish it from
synovial chondromatosls w ith prominent nuclear
atypia
Treatment of synovial chondrosarcoma has
usually consisted of aggressive surgery In the
form of amputation or extra-articular resection
with reconstruction. Biopsies shOul~ be carefully planned, as poorly done procedures may
contaminate tissue planes and necessitate
subsequent amputation, rather than reconstruction. Nine of 24 reported patients with synovial
chondRlSarcoma have developed pulmonary
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metastases, usually wlthln 30 months following
diagnosis. Follow-up for the remaining patients
Is short in most instances.

4.

6.

Soft Tissue Chondroma.
Soft tissue
chondromas (STC) occur predominantly in the
They may be Intimately
hands and feet
associated w ith the synovial lining of· tendon
sheaths, and thereby may be thought of as a
cousin of synovial chondromatosls. Most soft
tissue chondromas (80%) ocour In the fingers.
The hands, toes, feet, and trunk are less
frequently involved. STC usually consists of a
slowly enlarging nOdule or mass. Most patients
are between the ages of 30 and 60. Although
usually so6tary, Dellon et at described baateral
chondromas in a patient with renal failure. •
Occasionally there Is radiograph ically
demonstrable calcification . The bones are not
Invaded, but some tumors cause compression
deformities.
Grossly, the excised STC is usually a
sharply demarcated round or oval tissue that Is
soft or friable. They rarely exceed 3 em in
greatest dimension, and may be attached to
tendon or tendon sheath. About two thirds
consist of mature hyaline cartilage with a lobular
pattern that may or may nol be well defined.
There may be broad zones of flbrosis and
occasionally ossification .
Hemorrhage and
myxold change are occasionally evident.
Roughly one third have focal or diffuse
calcification that may obscure the cartilaginous
elements and mimic tumoral calcinosis.
Approximately 15% of cases have a proliferation
of giant ceils and epitheHoid hist.locytes at the
margins ot the nodules.
Hypercenular foci including blnucleated cells
and cells with nuclear atypia are frequent but do
nol correlate with recurrence. We are unaware
of a case or STC associated with or followed by
chondrosarcoma. About 15% of patients have
a recurrence. •·•
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CASE #10
"Transitional" Carcinoma Arising In Inverted
Papilloma
There are several pieces of tissue on the
slide. Some of these are ordinary Inverted
papHioma (IP), and other pieces are from a
papillary carcinoma. Each of these components
will be described separately. Attention· will be
directed at the presumably pre-existing inverted
papilloma, which is one species of Schnelderian
papillomas.
Schneiderian papillomas Include fungiform
papilloma, inverted papilloma. and oncocytic
Schneiderian papilloma. More than 1300 1\ad
been repcrted by 1993.' The fungiform and
lllverted papiflomas are lined by the same
variety of epithelium. The most common type of
epithenum Is frequently referred to as
transitional because it bears a resemblance to
transitional cell epithelium of the urinary tract. It
does, however, lack an umbrella layer,
Therefore, It Is similar In appearance only.
Many of us prefer to call this intermediate
epithelium; intermediate between the columnar
cells of ciliated epithelium and the rounder cells
of squamous epithelium. IP may also be filled
by squamous epithelium or ciliated epithelium
(either of normal thickfless or greatly thickened).
The ciliated celts may form a single layer on top
of rntermediate cells or occasionally on top of
Mucous cells usually aresquamous cells.
Individually present but sometimes form small
clusters. Mitoses are usually sparse, but In
some lesions they are numerous.
When
present, they are predominantly located In the
basal or parabasal region, but sometimes occur
in the upper half of the epithelium as well.
Atypical forms are not seen.
Nuclear
pleomorphism is present In about 10% of IP,
usually as an isolated cell at any depth in the
epithelial lining. Occasionally, atypical nuclei
form small aggregates in the Inner third or the
As with lesions elsewhere In the
layer.
respiratory tract, this change must be
distinguished from basal cell hyperplasia in
which the oells have a high nuclear/cytoplasmic
ratio. Neutrophil& are often scattered in the
epithelial layer and sometimes are present in
large aggregates. This produces a disquieting
histologic appearance to the lesion, and there
may be mild nuclear atypia In the epithelial ceBs.

Presumably this Is inflammatory atypia. Marked
Inflammatory change has been well described,
and it has no correlation with recurrence.
The stroma of aUSchneiderian papHiomas is
either fibrous or edematous and contains blood
vessels of varying size. Inflammatory cells can
be absent or abundanl When present, plasma
cells. lymphocytes and neutrophils are predominant, but eosinophils may be numerous. The
Inflammation is identical to Inflammatory
(allergic) polyps. The stroma, however, differs
!rom that of inflammatory polyp by lacking
seromuclnous glands. Seromuclnous glands
are present in Schneiderian papillomas only at
their base at the site of origin from the mucosa.
Rarely, there are edematous nasal polyps in
conjunction with IP. This either represents
coincidental inflammatory polyps or is a
secondary change due to local physiologic
disturbances. There is nothing to suggest that
IP Is superimposed upon Inflammatory nasal
pclyps or arises as a consequence of that
common affliction.
Hfstologlcally, there are
differences such as the inconstancy of
lnnammation in IP and the sparsity of
seromucinous glands in the stroma of IP.
Moreover, the epithelial protilaration is much
thicker In IP, and transitional epithelium rarely
occurs in nasal polyps.
Therapy. In the past, at least 70% of the
patients with IP have had recurrences and at
least half of this group had two or more
recurrences. There are a few months to several
years between recurrences end the intervals
can be extremely variable. even In the same
patient.
As a very general statement.
recurrences are usually manifest within one y ear
after excision.
In recent years, more aggressive surgery
has reduced the recurrence rate to less than
10%. • The therapy cons•sts of removal of the
medial wall of the antrum which Includes the
lateral nasal mucosa. The procedure, called
medial maxillecl omy,
requires a lateral
rhinotomy, but there Is minimal If any cosmetic
defect. • The bones removed do not contribute
to the configuration of the face. Although the
Initial enthusiasm to; medial maxlllectomy was
great, a more recent report based on 20 patients
from the same instituUon showed that 6 (30%)
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had recurrence. 3 It is possible that their more
recent cases have more extensive disease and
are adversely selected thereby. It is Well to
keep in mine that clinical bias may result· in
different therapeutic outcomes. For instance,
the recent trend for endoscopic treatment of
sinusitis h·as been applied to the treatment of
inverted papillomas. Favorable resul($ have
b.een repor(ed, but the patients may be selected
because they have minimal disease.
There have been several attempts to
correlate histologic features with the risk for
recurrence, but 'most authors have not succeeded.•• On the other hand, Snyder and
Perzin felt that the presence of atypia rendered
patients at Increased rlsk.2 1 in their experience,
the recurrent tumor usually had even more
severe atypia, but sometimes the degree of
atypia remarned the same and occasionally was
less severe. They also 'found that the presence
of mucous cells seemed to be associated with a
high rate of recurrence.
Pathogenesis. The pathogenesis of IP is
unknown. An occasional patient will give a
niStOJY Of allergy or chronic sinusitis, but this is
probably not more than the frequency in the
population at large. Whether the lesion is
infectious or a reaction to noxious inhalants
remains to be determined. Epithelial papillomas
of the nasal cavity have been produced In
hamsters by parenteral and topical introduction
of carcinogens, but this information should not
yet be extrapolated to humans. HPV 6 and 11
have been found In IP using In situ
hybridization."
HPV 16 has been found in
squamous cancer associated with IP.23 In
another report, HPV 16/18 was found In one
case w~h invasive squamous carcinoma
superimposed on tP.' It was also seen in a
case with only mild dysplasia, but the histologic
findings are not well Illustrated Nonetheless, if
the diagnosis Is considered accurate it raises
t,he possibility that the viruses play a role in the
genesis of lesion and possibly in the
development of carcinoma. The number of
cases studied by in situ hybridization fs small,
but raise interesting questions. Can infection
with HPV 16/18 In the absence of HPV 6/11
result In formation of IP? Does HPV 16/18
infection in tP suggest there may be a greater

malignant potential analogous to genital
condylomata? On the other hand, can infection
with HPV 6/11 alone be associated with
dysplasia, or does it require other promoters
such as cigarette smoke or pollutants? In the
study by Brandwein et al, v)ral RNA was
detected only focally and confined 'to a few cells
in eaG:h focus wliether in the superbasal or
superfiCial epithelium.' Quantitatively, there
were fewer copies than are usually seen in
condylomas. Moreover, there was no detection
of capsid antigen. This suggests· that HPV
infection of IP rarely results in production of
virus in IP. which Is consistent with the minimal
keratinization seen in tP. This contrasts with the
keratinization seen in condyloma or exophytic
papillomas that have evidence of capsid antigen
virion production.
Judd et al used in situ hybridization on
paraffin embedded tissue." All three fungiform
papillomas wete positive for HPV using three
techniques:
lmmunohlstochemislJY, in situ
hybridization for HPV 6/11, and polymerase
chain reaction for HPV 11, None of nine
Inverted papillomas nor three OSP stained with
these probes. It Is obvJo!,JS th'at the role (if any)
o·f papilloma virus jn Schnelderian papillomas is,
to say the least, not understood ..
Oncocvtic Schnelderian Papilloma.
Oricocytic Schneiderian papilloma (OSP)' was
referred to in the older literature as cylindrical
The pattern of OSP is a
cell papilloma.
serpiginous epithelial proliferation over an
edematous or loosely fibrous stroma. There are
often lnvagrnallons Into the substance of the
polypoid mass, and 'the pattern is identical to
inverted papilloma. 'rhe epithelium is 3 to 6
layers thick and composed of columnar oF
slightly polygonal cells. The outermost layer
may have cilia. The cytoplasm 1s eosinophilic
and finely granular.
This is mitochondrial
hyperplasia that has been confitmed with
electron microscopy.1
In addition to the eosinophilic cells, the
epithelial. layer contains numerous round
mucous cells with the nucleus compressed
along the edge of the cell. In· othe·r foci the·
mucin appears· to be extracellular: Frequently,
lhe mucous deposits contain nuclear debris or
neutrophils. Sometimes the mucus is con-
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densed as sharply defined droplets that
resemble fungal organisms. They must be
separated from the organisms of rhinosporidiosis as well as other fungi.
The pathogenesis of OSP is unknown. The
epithelial change appears to be a hyperplastic
process with some alterations in the columnar
cells. The presence of mucous cells and
ciliated cells is fulther support for a hyperplastic
process involving multiple cell types.
The rarity of this lesion is reflected by the
tact that Hyams had only 10 cases compared to
more than 300 cases of inverted papilloma and
fungiform papilloma." OSP are undoubtedly
Included In other publjshed series as examples
of inverted papilloma. For example, Fig. 8 in the
paper by Snyder and Perzin has the appearance
of OSP." As discussed below, the behavior of
OSP appears to be. Identical with inverted papilloma, so that the inclusion of both histologic
types under the general heading of Schneiderian
papillomatosis is not a serious error.
Oncocytic Schneiderian papillomas occur in
adults who are usually beyond the age of 40
years.
Patients complain of obstruction,
epistaxis, or pain. The distribution, recurrence
rate, and association with malignancy parallels
that of inverted papilloma.
Although 1h8fe may be some slight variation
in the nuclei of OSP, severe dysplastic
changes are not seen. If there are marlle~
cytologic · abnormalities. the possibility that the
lesion Is associated with an invasive· carcinoma
must be thoroughly investigated. It may require
numerous sections to find a small focus of
unequivocal invasion. One of the ten cases
reported by Hyams was associated with carcinoma," and there are isolated cases reported. ~24
Carcinoma Associated with IP. As in your
study case. inverted papillomas are sometimes
associated with malignant neoplasms and this
combination often leads to diagnostic problems.
It is likely that many mverted papillomas are
overdlagnosed as cancer because of cytologic
atypia or because IP may erode bone and grow
between spicules of bone microscopically. This
is not, however, prime facie evidence of
carcinoma.
The diagnosis of carcinoma should be made
only when there is definite Invasion by cyto-

logically malignant cells. When the carcinomas
are keratinizing squamous cancer, they are easy
to diagnose.
The problem centers around
nonkeratinizing carcinomas. There are three
main histologic groups of true IP or IP-Iike
changes associated with cancer.
Group 1. The lesion is mostly cancer with a
minority of the epithelium looking like IP. These
patients rarely have a previous history of IP.
Whether the IP-!ike areas are pre-existing IP or
a synchronous mucosal change is unknown. It
is also possible that these IP-IIke foci are
extremely well differentia)ed non-keratinizing
carcinoma.'" For practical purposes (ahd ooncaptual purity) these patients should be kept
separate from those with tlistologlcally clear-cut
IP.
Group 2. The lesion Is predominantly a typical
IP but has small areas of either severe nuclear
atypia, ques!lonable superticial Invasion, or
definite Invasion by squamous carcinoma
(usually).
These patients do not develop
metastases and rarely have recurrenc~ after
radical surgery.
Group 3. The entire lesion is car:cinoma
develo·prng in a patient with one· or more prior
resections for pure, typical IP. Once there is
cancer the course becomes that of cancer
occurring de novo. Most develop fatal local
extension or distant metastases.
Because of different ways of interpreting
these groups and the exclusion of some groups
In dlf'ferent papers, the frequency of cancer In IP
is variably reported. In one study of 3!;1 patients
with inverted 'papllioma there were four cases in
Group 1, three cases in Group 2, and one case
in Group 3. 10 'fhus. about 10% of patients with
unequivocal IP (Groups 2 and 3) had carcinoma
in some form. Of these groups, patients in
Group 3 should be sharply separated since they
have a life threatening lesion unlike the patients
in Group 2. In combining the many series in
which one or more of these groups are ldenti·
liable, it appears that about 3% of patients with
IP subsequently develop fnvasive <:ancer (Group
3), about 3% have small foci of invasive cancer
(Group 2), and a number ·equal to about 8% of
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patients with IP are in Group 1.
The carcinomas associated with IP have
usually been squamous including one case of
spindle call cancer.•• A few lesions have had
poor1y
defined lumens and resembled
mucoepidermoid carcinomas;21
For practical purposes, IP in th·e absence of
carcinoma is not a metastasizing lesion. Two
patients have been reported who had involvement by IP in the neck.
Whether these
represent true metastasis to lymph nodes or a
transformation of branchial cleft epithelial
remnants is debatable.••.••
Carcinoma of Nose and Paranasal
Sinuses. The classification of malignant tumors
of the nose and paranasal sinuses is not well
standardized. From a diagnostic standpoint;
most lesions are not problems because they are
conventional squamous carcinomas with or
without prominent keratin . There is a variety,
however, of car.cinomas that do not lend
themselves to a neat classification. These are
architecturally papillary but with a considerable
mixture of cytologic populations including clear
cells.
In effect. papillary carcinomas can mclude
norikeratinizing squamous carcinoma, keratinizing squamous carcinoma, clear cell carcinoma
(with or without a focal squamous component)
and transitional cell carcinoma. Some object to
the term transitional carcinoma for lesions in this
area because the term implies morphologic
identity to transitional ~II epithelium of the
urinary tract. The epithelium of transitional cell
carcinoma of nose is different in that ii lacks
umbrella cells as seen in uroepithelium.
Nevertheless, the term transitional carcinoma of
the nose Is useful because it is ·a term that has
been .used in the literature. No better term
.exists. Secondly, It serves~ as a remind'er of the
histologic appearance of this type of epithelium,
and one should be alert to the diagnosis of
cancer In the nose or paranasal sinuses If the
tumor looks like transitional cell carcinoma of
the urinary tract.
Transitional Carcinoma. The malignant
component nas·a papillary configuration as well
as tangentially sectioned "lnvaglnatfons·. The
epithelium forms a fairly uniform band of cells

overlying the stroma, At low power; the archl·
tecture with the uniformly thick layer of cells is
indistinguishable from IP. Transitional carcinoma has epithelium similar to the intermediate
epi_thelium of inverted papilloma.'·'
The clinical presentation of transitional
carcinoma may be indistinguishable from
Schneideriim papilloma including· localized bony
destruction by radiologic examination.
The
radiographic destruction may Involve the
maxillary antrum especially the medial wall,
ethmoid sinuses. and occasionally frontal and
sphenoid sinuses.
Schneiderian papillomas
may erode the lamina papyracea to Involve the
orbit, or extend through the ethmoid sinuses to
expose the ·dura. Radiographic changes often
reflect a slow growing process. There may be
a fairly sharply circumscribed junction between
the destroyed bone· and ttie host bone. Thts
evidence of a slow growing process is common
to boih Schneiderian papillomas and papillary
carcinoma. At the time of surgery, transitional
cancer has a corrugated mucosal surface to the
surgeon's eye, and it appears identical to
Schneiderian papillomas. The consistency of
the carcinoma is the same as Schneiderian
papillomas. It is not the extremely dense or firm
tissue of ordinary squamous carcinoma, which
usually has a dense desmoplastic response.
The loose stroma of transitional carcinoma and
the delicate epithelial lining makes the
consistency of transitional cancer softer.
Therefore, if the clinician thinks that the lesion is
a Schnelderlan papilloma and puts ttils on the
pathology requisition card, the pathologist may
overlook carcinoma at low power and confirm
the clinical diagnosis. It is only when there are
either subsequent lymph node or pulmonary
metastases that the true nature of the lesion
becomes· clear. l ocal recurrence, of course,
can be seen both in Schneiderian papillomas
and ·carcinoma, and therefore Is not a
discriminator.
Transitional carcinomas of the nose and
paranasal sinuses <1re frequently underinterpreted as Schneiderian papilloma, The
difference lies only in the cytological population
of cells.
The nuclear pleomorphism and
hyperchromatism
of papillary carcinoma
distinguish the cells from Schneidenan
papilloma.
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CASE#11
Historv. A 62-year-old man presented with a
mass involving the region of his right tonsil. A local
excision and radical neck dissection were
performed.
Diagnosis, Intestinal-type adenocarcinoma (ITAC). As discussed below. tumors of this
type- far more frequently arise in the slnonasal
region. ln!esijnal-type· nasopharyngeal adenocarcinomas are distlnclly rare.
Microscopic Features.
Intestinal-type
adenocarcinomas of the head and neck region
(primarily the paranasal sinuses) display a Wide
spectrum of microscopic appearances. The
current case consists of an obviously gland-forming
adenocarcinoma which very closely mimics the
microscopic appearance of a conventional primary
colonic adenocarcinoma. As discussed below, this
is the most common patlem. The range of micrc>·
sooplc appearances for these ENT tumors. includes
neoplasms which , amazingly, recapitulate normal
intestinal mucosa at one end of the s:pectrum, as
well as high;Jrade, signet-ring adenocarcinomas at
the oppos~e extreme. ·
Extremely well differentiated forms· of
Intestinal-type adenocarcinoma are often com~
posed of a mixtur~ of papillary, villiform, and
glandular elements lined by a helerogenoous
population of columnar cells. On H&E section,
identifiable types may include cells With sin·gle large
cytoplasmic vacuoles, columnar cells with
homogeneous e-osinophilic cytoplasm and a refractile lumenal border, and cells containing coarse,
brightly eosinophilic cytoplasmic granules. The
coarsely granular cells are Panath cells, and they
stain bright red with a trichrome stain. In a.dd~ion,
this stain may focally reveal a layer of smooth
muscle present beneath the more well-formed
villous-like structures. Argentaffin and argyrophil
stains Will often show abundan~ basally oriented,
spindled cells with numerous granules,
representing Kultchitsky-like cells. In the more
well-differentiated areas, the pattern may be
unrecognizable as a neoplasm and perfectly
recaplluiate the histology of the normal small or
large inlestine, complet~ with a muscularis
mucosae (12,16). AIU10ugh it Is tempting to label
such proliferations as benign heterotopias, they are
highly aggressive, invasive lesions (16).
Another relatively common pattern is one of
elongate-d papillary fiends lined by stratified
columnar and goblet cells reml'nlscent of an

intestinal villous or tubular adenoma. Papillary
tumors may be invasive, or lntramucosal (3,5)
Although they may fall short of morphologic criteria
for colonic adenocarcinoma, these papillary tumors
are. also locally aggressive and frequently fatal.
The most common form of intestinal-type
adenocarcinoma, typified by the current case,
resembles conventional colonic adenocarcinoma.
In this variant, glands lined by more pleomorphic
columnar cells are often back-to-back, vary In size,
and invade the underlying stroma. Intracellular
mucin is present focally, but goblet cells are not
prominent (3,5). In Jess differentiated tumors, solid
sheets of tumor cells may be present with only
scattered glandular lumina (3). Completing the
analogy to intestinal neoplasms ere the less
frequent mucinous tumors that are identiC'al to
signet-ring intestinal carcinomas (3,5).
The
predominant pattern in this variant consists ·of large
glands distended with mucin or. pools of
extracellular mucin containing small clusters of
neoplastic calls. Signet-ring cells form a minor
compo'nent or, rarely, predominate (5).
Electron Microscopy. The resemblance of
Intestinal-type adenocarcinoma to normal and
neoplastic lntestlnal ·eplthellum is not limited to the
light microscopic level. Ultrastructural studies have
confirmed the presence of resorptive, goblet.
Paneth, and argentaffin cells Identical to their
[ntmlnal counterparts (1 ,4,18), and intestinal-type
hormones have been documented immunocytochemically (4). The rare Intestinal-type adenocarcinoma resembling normal Intestinal mucosa
and the papillary fotm resembling villous adenoma
can easily be recognized as primary nasal lesions.
Intestinal e~helium with this histology Is not
capable of metastasis. In a review of'82 tumors
metastatic to the nose anti parahasal sinuses, 5
were primary ·In the gastrointestinal tract and in
some patients the sinonasal ieslon was the Initial
clinical manifestation (6).
Immunocytolmmunoblstchemjstry.
chemical markers are of limited value to distinguish
nasal'tumors resembfing conventional or mucinous
adenocarcinoma from a metastasis. we· determined the immunohistochemical staining profile of
12 sinonasaiiTAC and compared their staining wilh
that of 12 hisiologically similar colonic adehocarclnomas (15). AIIITAC stained for cytokeratin
and epithelial membrane antlg.en. AddUional positive reaclions were as follows: 612:3 • 11 of 12·
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cases, Ser EP4 - 11 of 12, Leu M1 - 8 of 12,
HMFG·2 -12 ol12, BRST-1 • weak $talning in 7 of
12. All 12 ITAC were negative for vimentin,
synaP.tophysin and actin. Colonic carcinomas
stained similarly for these markers.
Three
additional antigens differed in their expression in
ITAC versus colonic tumors. Carcinoembryonic
antigen (CEA) was strongly present In only 2. of 12
ITAC, with f9cal posnivity In 6 of 12 and no Staining
in 4 of 12 cases . In contrast, all12 colonic adenocarcinomas were strongly positive for CEA.
Chromogranln-posmve cells were present and
often numerous in 9 of 12 ITAC, in contrast to only
rara posnive cells in 3 of 12 colonic tumors.
Neuron specific enolase was present in 5 of 12
ITAC, but was absent from all colonic tumors
studied. ITAC are less often and less strongly CEA
posHive and m ore prone to exhibit divergent
neuroendocrine differentiation. These features
may be of some value In distinguishing ITAC and
colonic metastases. Neuroendocrine differentiation
in ITAC was associated with higher mortality. Of
the ftve patients wnh ITAC having 1+ to 2+
chromogranln positivny, only one was free of
disease. In contrast, of lhe seven patients whose
tumors lacked more than rare chromogranin
positive cells, 6 were disease froe.
Following adenoid cystic
Discussion.
carcinoma, the second most common glandular
neoplasm of t~e sinonasal region is composed of
cells mimicking normal, adenomatous, or
carcinomatous
intestinal
mucosa
(3,5,10-12,16,17,19). Although the histologic
spectrum is broad, as discussed above, (he clinical
features are stereotyped and only slightly affected
by the microscopic form of intestin-al differentiation.
Nasal intestinal-type adenocarcinom a has a strong
associ_ation with long-term exposure to fins
hardwood dusts· in the woodworking industry
(1,1 1,14): in such populations the Incidence
approaches 1000 times that of the general public
(1). About 20% of cases occur in patients wnh
industrial wood dust exposure. Exposure to leather
dust has also been incriminated (2), as well as
several other chemical carcinogens,
There are minor clinical differences between
intestinal-type
adenocarcinomas
occurring
sporadically and those arising In woodworkers (3}.
Tumors related to Industrial dust exposure. occur
predominanUy In men (85% to 95%), show a
striking predllecUon for the ethmoid slnu~ (8,9,14),
and have a slightly better prognosis (50% at 5

years) (14). Tumors arising sporadically frequenlly
occur in women, often arise in the maxillary antrum
(20°/o to SO%) and ha•Je a worse· prognosis (20% to
40% at 5 years) (3). In both groups, the clinical
course may be quite protracted and 5-year survival
does not indicate cure. Local recurrences are
common (53%) (3), and death usually resuHs from
uncontrollable local disease with intracranial exten·
sian or exsanguination. Metasiases to regional
lymph nodes occur in about 8% of cases and
distant metastases are seen in about 13% (3). Of
the microscopic subtypes described below, the
papillary form may have a slightly better prognosis
or more protracted course than the colon
carcinoma-like form, which is in turn slightly less
aggressive than the mucinous form (3,5).
Kleinsasser and Schroeder developed a
grading & classification system for ITAC which
divided Ule·tumors inlo five groups: papiii<~IY tubular
cylinder cell (PTCC) grades I & II, alveolar goblet·
cell, signet-ring cell, and transitional or mixed call
(13). In a study of 79 patients, this gradingclassification system appeared to be of prognostic
value. Patients with well differentiated PTCC had
the highest three-year survival (13). We applied
this system to much smaller group or ITAC (15
cases) and also documented prolonged survival for
patients with PTCC-1tumors (7).
As discussed above under immunohistochemistry. Our ongoing studies suggest that the
d!lgree of neuroendocrine differentiaUon in these
tumors may also be of considerable prognostic
importance (15).

a

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Metastasis.
When the microscopic
appearance of ITAC ts that of an exquisitely well
differentiated neoplasm, resembling a colonic
adenoma or even normal intestinal mucosa . the
distinction from a metastasis is not a problem.
Corresponding colonic neoplasms are not capable
of metastatic behavior. More often, however, ITAC
resembles Intestinal adenocarcinoma and a
metastasis must be considered.
Colonic
adenocarcinomas have been documented to
metastasize to this region . As discussed abOve
under immunohl_stochemistry, lack of staining for
CEA and strong staining for chromogranln are
suggestive ofiTAC (1.5). In problemaUcinstances,
it is reasonable to perform barium radiographic
studies on patients suspected of having primary
sinonasal adenocarcinoma resembling colonic
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carcinoma.
Low-grade adenocarcinoma.
Adenocarcinomas of the sinonasa! region that do no!
re&Qmble saflvaJY-type neoplasms may be
subdivided Into !ow-grade adenocarcinomas (10),
and Intestinal-type adenocarcinomas.
The
clinicopathologic features of each group differ
Low-grade
markedly, warranting dlsllncUon.
adenocarcinomas are a somewhat heterogeneous
group, morphologically. In some, tha architectural
and cytologic uniFormity frequently leads to
misdiagnosis as an adenoma or papilloma. In the
majority of cases, small glands are lined by a
single layer of cuboidal or columnar cells, often in
a "back to back" arrangement wilhou11ntervening
stroma (1 0). Some glands are cystically dilated
and others cr>ntain papillary lnfoldings. Nuclei tend
lo be uniform, and mttotic figures are generally
rare. Most tumors contain br>th Intracellular and
extracellular mucin. Origin from surface mucr>sa
may be sean.
Lr>w-grade adenocarcinoma must be
distinguished from Intestinal-type adenocarcinoma
because Gf the more aggressive clinical course of
Distinction is usually
the latter lesion.
slrofgh1focward, given the nucloar stratifiCation and
intestinal appearance of the latter neoplasms. In
addiUon, Intestinal-type tumors are cytologically
more pleomorphic than low-grade adenocarcinomas with the exception of rare nasal
neoplasms resembling nr>rmal intestrnal mucosa.
Cylindric cell papilloma. Those loslons have
an architectural pattern of Inverted papilloma but
are lined by large cells with eosinophilic, granular
cytoplasm. They lack the papillary or complex
glandular arrangement and cytologic atypia of
adenocarcinoma.
Mucoepidermoid carcinoma. low-grade
mucoepidermoid tumors may have a large
mucinous glandular compr>nent. The low-power
pattern of mucoepidennold carcinoma, hr>wever,
consists of sheets of cells with squamous and
transitional, as well as mucoid forms.
~ g!! carcinoma.
Acinic cell
carcinomas consist of sheets and complex
glandular structures composed of rather uniform
eoslnophUic to clear. cubofdal to columnar cells
wi1hout cytoplasmic mucus. Cytologically, the cells
are quite different from the columnar goblet and

absorptive cells of intestinai·llke adenocarcinoma.
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CASE#12
Historv. A 47-year'Old woman Vvith a history pf
sarcoidosis presented with a mass in the left side of
the soft palate which had been present for four
years. The clinical impression was a benign tumor
of minor salivary gland origin. She underwent wide
local excision of the mass wllh. placement of a
palatal prosthesis.
Diagnosis. Plasmacytoid adenoma (plasmacytoid myoep~helloma).
Follow-up. The patient is alive and free of
disease two years after her excision.
Microscopic Features.
The tumor is
composed of polygonal, "plasmacytoid" cells
having large amounts of eosinophilic, hyalinlzed
cytoplasm w~ich, at least focally, displaces the
nucleus to the periphery of tho celL Nuclei are
round to oval with smooth nuclear membranes and
generally inconspicuous nucleoli. Mitotic figures
are rare. The plasmacytoid cells form nests and
sheets of cells se.parated by a fibrous stroma.
Scattered, more spindled neoplastic cells are
present Vvithln the cell nests. The stroma Is
predominantly fibrous v~th focal myxoid chango. In
multiple foci, the tumor forms so-callod
"collagenous spherules." These concentrically
laminated or stellate spheres of collagen have
been more frequently described In ·the breast.
They hav.e been recognized in salivary tumor.>,
however, and have been·sald to be associated with
myoepithefjal cells (21 ). Obvious ductal ep~helial
differentiation or chondroid stromal changes are
.absent from the current case. The margins of the
tumor are well-demarcated with at least partial
encapsulation. Vascular or perineural invasion is
not present.
Immunohistochemical Findings.
The
plasmacytoid tumor·cells are immunoreactive for
vimentin and cytokeratln. More specifically, the
anti-vimentin antibody tends to label the central,
hyalinlzed cytoplasmic mass. and the antlcytokeratin antibody tends to label the more
peripheral portions of the cell cytoplasm. Other
cells show more diffuse positivity'for both markers.
Diff\lse cytoplasmic positivity for S100 protein is
noted, as well as focal staining for glial fibrillary
acidic protein (GFAP) and epithelial membrane
antigen (EMA). Stains for desmin, muscle specific
actin {MSA) arid smooth rnuscle actin (SMA) are·
completely negative.

Ultrastructural Fjndjngs. The cytoplasm of
the· plasmacytoid cells is filled with aggregates of
hapha:zardly arranged filaments that displace the
nucleus· and spar.>e cytoplasmic organelles.
Imm ediately beneath the cell membrane are
elongate densities somewhat resembling smooth
muscle dense bodies.
However, on closer
inspection, these. are aggregates of Intermediate
filaments consistent with tonofilaments. Pinocytotlc
vesicles or true smooth muscle dense bodies fire
not Identified .
DISCUSSION
The term myoepithelial has been very broadly
app lied to 5alivary gland neoplasia. In fact, it has
even been implied that a neoplastic 'myoepithelial"
cell need not show evidence of myogenous
diNerentiatlon (7 ,8)! In part, this- oQvious paradox
relates to confusion regarding the distinction
between the differentiation ot a cell, a measurable,
objective criterion, and the histogenesis of that cell.
at best an unprovable inference. In the pa_st, a
main criterion for recognition of neoplastic
myoepithelial cells has frequently been 'S1 00
protein posllivity (4,9,12,15,16,20,23), but this is no
longer acceptable (6). A true myoeplthellal ceil
should show combined epithelial and myogenous
differentiation.
Salivary myoepitheliomas hava traditionally
been subclassified Into spindie cell and
"plasmacytoid" variants, despite a leek of evidence
that the plasmacytoid cell · type has true
myoepithelial features (1-3,5,7 ,8,13-19,22,24). In
fact, the immunohistochemical and ultrastructural
features of the plasmacytoid cells In salivary gland
adenomas indicate that they clearly lack myoepithelial features. Plasmacytoia cells in these tumors
are consistently immunoposltive for the epitheffal
filament cytokeratin, and they do not react with
antibodies directed against muscle anligens,
including MSA. SMA, and desmin. These antibodies specifically stain normal myoepithelial cells
(6',11,25), and the spindle cell myoep~hellomas
react with MSA and SMA. The plasmacytoid cells
are also immunoposllive for vlmentin, GFAP•.and
S1 00 protein. ltnmunopositivity for GFAP. also does
not suggest myoep~h elial dlfferenbation. GFAP
Immunoreactivity has been found In normal salivary
intercalated duct and serous acinous cells, as well
as myoepithelial cells, and monomorphic
adenomas are often GFAP-posilive (28). Simffarly,
·although S100 protein reactivity in normal and
neoplastic salivary glands has traditionally been
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viewed as evklence of myoeptthelial differentiation,
this has recently been refuted (6). Dardick et al.
demonstrated that normal parotid gland
myoepithelial cell's are MSA-posttive but S100
protein-negative.
The electron microscopic findings further
support the contention that the. plasmacytoid cells
lack
myoepithelial
features
(1-3,5;7,8, 13,
14,17,19,22,24). To our knowledge. dense bodies
characteristic of smooth muscle differentiation have
not been described In plasmacytoid cells. An additional finding In our study was the presence of
peripheral tonofilaments which corresponded to
intense
cytokeratln
positivity
by
immunohistochemislry. Barnes eta!. also reported
tonofilaments in plasmacytoid cells (1 ).
All studies confirm the epithelial phenotype of
the plasmacytoid cells, and we suggest that
plasmacytoid "myoepitheliomas" are better
classified simply as plasmacytoid adenomas. True
salivary gland myoepitheliomas are spindle cell
lesions with demonstrable features or myogenous
and epithelial differentiation.
Clinical Features. There are no clear-cut
clinical distinctions between the spindle cell
myoepitheliomas and the plasmacytoid lesions.
Because these lesions have traditionally been
lumped under the same rubric (myoepithelioma),
the following is a composite of both tumor types.
The age and sex distribution are similar to those of
mixed tumor. A review by Barnes, et al. of 41
cases noted the following distribution (1):
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The tumors present as slowly growing, usually
painless masses. TreatJTient consists of complete
surgical resection. As with ~mlxed tumors, lesions of
the peroljd gland require superficial parotidectomy.
Recurrences following complete excision are
distinctly uncomm on. There have been rare

reports of so-called m alignant myoepitheliomas
(3).
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Mixed Tumor, The distinction between mixed
tumor and "myoep~helloma• of true type or the
plasmacytoid varia ntis somewhat controversial. It
is clear that cells·-similar to t:ioth the spindle and
plasmacytoid forms may be frequently seen In
mixed tumors. Some authors regard the spindle
and plasmacytoid lesions as extremes in the
spectrum of mixed tumor, an approach with which
we basically concur. However, whereas some
authors label such tumors as "mixea tumors with
prominent myoepithelial cells (sic); we would
prefer to SEiiJregate these tumors as spindle cell
myoepitheliomas or plasmacytoid adenomas. We
reseNe the diagnosis of miXed tumor for salivary
neoplasms having a clear cut, neoplastic stromal
component, often with a prominent myxoid or
chondroid quality. From a clinical perspective, this
distinction is ·not, currently, of great Importance.
Multiple Myeloma. Plasmacytoid adenoma
("myoepithelioma") may be easily confused, at
least at first glance, with a plasma cell proliferation.
In fact, the author has received cases in
consultation with the query of why this "obvious
plasmacytoma" did not label with antibodies to
immunoglobulin light chains! Antibodies to EMA
are well known to label well differentiated plasma
cell lesions, so this antibody may add to the
confusion in either direction. Strong labetnng for
cytokaratir\ will greatly aid in distinction. However,
on H&E-stained sections alone, plasmacytoid
adenoma lacks the punctate "clock face" nuclear
chromatin, amphophlllc cytoplasm, and cytoplasmic "hor' (Golgi complex) characteristic of plasma
cells.
Oncocytoma.
The hyalinized cells of
plasmacytoid adenoma somewhat resemble
oncocytes. However, the former cells lack the
prominent cytoplasmic granularity due to m~o
chondrial hyperplasia (?neoplasia) 'that character:lzes true oncocytes. The cells of oncocytoma
also tend to be considerably larger with even more
prominent (granular) cytoplasm than the cells of
plasmacytoid adenoma. These distinctions can
usually be appreciated on H&E-stained secnons.
If necessary, the strong cytoplasmic posililie of the
plasmacytoid cells for vimentin and cytokeratin may

M yoepithelioma be a helpful distinguishing feature. lmmunohistochemislly lor anll-mitochondrial antibodies will
strongly label oncocytes.
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CASE#13
Historv. A 6-year-old boy had a one month
history of recurrent epistaxis, a 10 lb. weight loss
and decreased appetite. Radiographic study
showed a large nasopharyngeal mass with
'ex1enslon into the right anterior cranial fosss. An
incisions! t:iopsy onhe. nasopharyngeal mass was
performed.
Diagnosis. Embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma.
Follow-up. The patient was treated with combined radiation therapy and chemotherapy,
followed by further excision of his nasopharyngeal
and Intracranial mass. Seven months later, he was
known to have metastases Involving both humeri
and the lungs. A metastasis In the left humerus
was excised. His.pulmonary meiastases continued
to enlarge and he died of respiratory failure 11
months after diagnosis.
Microscopic Features. Traditionally, approxImately 80% of rhabdomyosarcomas In the head
and-neck have been embryonal in type, 10% have
been alveolar, 5% have had a mixed embryonal
and alveolar pattern, and 5% have been so-called
sarcoma boiryoides.
The latter has lhe
microscopic pattern c;>l embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma, and the term botry0ides refers only
to· the polypoid gross .appearance of the tumor.
The boiyroid pattern Is commonly encountered
when the rumors involve mucosal surfaces such as
the nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses, bladder,
vagina, ate. The more recently broadened
definition of al~eolar rhabdomyosarcoma now
includes solid variants and tumors with only focal
alveolar areas (see below} (37). With these
changes approximately 50% of orbital. head and
neck and parameningeal rhabdomyosarcomas are
of the alveolar type (37).
The histologic spectrum of rhabdomyosarcoma
is diverse, and miXtures of embryonal and alveolar
patterns In the same tumor contribute to further
diversity.
Embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma
frequently has alternating hypercellular and
hypocellular fields. The tumor cells are spindle
sl'ia~ or spindle shaped to round. Nuclei have a
round to oval shape and typically open chromatin
with jnconspicous nucleoli (37). A pure round cell
pattern is not seen In these tumors. Mitotic figures
vary considerably in numb·er. Occasionally, there
are scattered larger. elongated cells with abundant,
deeply eosinophilic Cytoplasm and rare, light microscopically detectable cross-striations. Anaplasia,

defined as the presence or markedly
hyperchromatic nuclei at least three times larger
than adjacent cells and clearly abhormal mitoses,
may be focallY present (16).
Alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma has fibrous septa
lined by a single row 9f neoplastic cells
with addnlonal tumor cells lying free between the
septa. The neoplastic cells are round wlth nuclei
showing variation In size and shape, usually with
coarse chromaUn and prominent nucleoli (37).
Occasional multinucleated tumor cells with
peripheral nuclei may be present Recently, II has
been recognized that some rhabdomycisa~comas
lack alveolar struct_
ures and cohSist of ~losely
packed nests of round cells cytologically identical
to 1hose lining alveolar -septa (36). Sometimes,
"nascent' spaces can be noted within the cell
nesls. No collagenous stroma ,is present within the
nests, but they are separated by dense collagenous bands. This pattern has been called solid
a/lieolar(halxf9myo81lrcoma. The solid areas·may
be at the periphery of otherwise more typical
alveolar rhabdomyosarcomas or they may occur as
a pure pattern. The importance or recognizing this
variant is !hat it canies the same higher therapeutic
failure rate and correspondingly worse prognosis
seen with inore conve·nuonal alveolar rhabdomyosarcomas, as compared to.lhe embryonal variant
(32,37). Even if the alveolar component (either
solid or typical) Is ·a minolity or the tumor, the
prognosis remains relatively poor when compared
to embry-onal rhabdomyosarcomas lacking any
alveolar features (15).
The pleomorphic subtype of rhabdomyosarcom.a is characterized by highly pleomorphic cells
with more abundant cytoplasm, frequent
multlnucleatlon, and often prominent nucleoli (37).
A background small cell comp,onent is typically
present but Is often overshado;yed by the larger,
more pleomorphic cells. Distinction ftom other
"small cell neoplasms" is not problematic. This
form of rhabdomyosarcoma is rare, partlcularly In
childhood and, overall, accounts for only a small
fraction or ail rhabdomyosarc:omas, Early
descriptions of Utis variant undoubtedly included
other entities such as so-called malignant fibrous
hisliocytoma (19}. lmmunohistoGhemical staining
(or electron microscopy) should allow ready
recognaion of these rare tumors (39).
Recently, an additional, prognostically
favorable subtype of rhabdomyosarcoma has beeQ
identified and labelled as spindle cell rhabdomyosarcoma or as spindle cell embryonal rhabdomyo-
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sarcoma (2,24). The presence of spindled cells Is
a common feature of most embryonal
mabdomyosaromas and tile spindle cell subtype
has a specific definition. The latter tumors are
characterized by medium-sized, spindled cells,
often showing a stoliform configuration Cellularity
is typically low, and the neoplastic cells have ovoid
nuclei with prominent nucleoli. Abundant collagen
separates individual tumor cells (24). Some of
these tumors may have a distinctly leiomyosarcoma-like or fibrosarcoma-like appearance {24).
This subtype accounts for approximately 4% to 7%
of all rhabdomyosarcomas (2.24).
The
parateslicular region is the most common Sl1e for
this va~ant, followed by the head and neck region.
In the paratestlcularreglon, the 5-year survival for
this subtype Is 95%, as opposed to 80% for
conventional embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma (24).
Improved survival is also noted at other anatomic
locaUons. Only 'pure forms" of this spindle cell
variant have the Improved survival. MiXed-pattern
lesions have the survival of conventional embryonal
rhabdomyosarcoma.
After chemotherapy or radiation therapy,
rhabdomyosarcoma can contain a population of
"matured" cells v.ith large quantities of eosfnophlllc
cytoplasm. Even this cytologic ''differentiation" is a
sign of active, persistent tumor, and has been
demonstrated in metastases at autopsy {14).
Possible hypotheses for this phenomenon havo
been discussed by Molenaar at al (28).
Cytogenetics.
The alveolar subtype of
rhabdomyosarcoma has a distinct t(2;13)(q35;q14)
chromosomal translocation (1 0). Other studies
have shown loss of chromosome 11 heterozygosity
with the embryonal and botryoid subtypes, with
retention of the conslitutional genotype rn alveolar
rhabdomyosarcomas (30). These fundamental
distincUons reinforce the microscopic separation of
alveolar and non-alveolar subtypes.
lmmuno hjstochemlcal Features. The tialr
nosis of rhabdomyosarcoma often requires substanUaUon with Immunohistochemical staining
{1,6.7 ,26,29.31 ,35), or electron microscopy (17).
In one study, cross-striations were demonstrable on
sections stained with hematoxylin and eosin or
phosphotungstic acid hematoxylin In 25%,
myoglobin was stained In 50%. and 4 7% had
striations on ultrastructural study (17). One or
more of these features were present In 80% of !he
tumors. The following Table summarizes the

literature regarding Important Immunohistochemical sialnlng In these tumors:
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Myoglobin is often negative in poorty
differentiated, small cell tumors; those neoplasms
causing the most diagnostic dift!culty (6,7).
Accordingly, we find this marker of less value than
Recently,
desmin or muscle specific actin.
ant'bodies directed against a gene inducing mliSCie
differentiation (MyoD1) have been shovm to be
shown to bo a sensitive marker for rhabdomyosarcoma {8).
Obviously, not all tumors diagnosed as
rhabdomyosarcoma are fully documented as
having skeletal muscle differentiation {11). Care
must be taken to be sure that cells staining for
myoglobcn are actuatry cells of rhabdomyosarcoma. Myoglobin from necrotic mliSCie can be
phagocytosed by nonmyogenous tumor cells and
hlsUocytes {12). There have been reports of embryonal rhabdomyosarcomas focally expressing
~;afn {3,27). The alveolar subtype h~n; been
said to be particularly prone to such "aberrant
expression; with about two-thirds of cases In one
study containing scattered cytokeratln-positive
cells, as compared to 23% of embryonal
rhabdomyosarcomas (27). Other authors have
quest1oned the reported high positivity lor
cytokeratin when appropriate antibOdy dilutions are
uVJized.
Clinical Fea tures. Rhabdomyosarcoma In
lhe head and neck typically arises In the orbit,
nasopharynx, middle ear/mastoid, and nose/paranasal sinuses regions. In some studies, orbital
involvement has been most common {34), whereas
in other series, tumors arising in the sinuses have
predominated {37). Symptoms depend on location
and Include epistaxis, rhinorrhea, ear pain, or
proptosis. Mucosal tumors consist of small red
nodules, or a polypoid mass (so-called sarcoma
bolryoides). About three-quarters of the patients
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are 12 years of age or less. but sporadic tumors
occur at virtually any age.
The overall five-year surv;val for all patients
with embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma currently is approldmately 55% (25). Overall survival fot patients
with alveolar or mixed rhabdomyosarcoma is approldmatety 35% at
years (37). It appears to be
prognostically important to separate rhabdomyosarcoma Into three anatomic groups: the orbit,
paramanlngeal (which includes nose, sinuses and
nasopharynx). and other head/neck sites. The roveyear survivals for patients presenting with rhabdomyosarcoma confined to U1eoo sites at presentation
aro as follows (25,34): Orbit: 90-92%; Parameningeal: 4S.69%; Other ENT: 75-81%.
Cellular 'anaplasia" In rhabdomyosarcomas
prior to treatment will chemotherapy has also been
associated vA!h markedly decreased survival (16).
In one study which included alveolar. embryonal
and 'poorly d:fferentiated' forms of rhabdomyosarcoma (the last group distinct from "pleomorphic'
rhabdomyosarcoma), patients with "anaplasia" had
a 10% five-year survival, as compared with 65%
fiVe-year suNfVal lor tumors without anaplasia {16).
For their purposes, the authors defined narrowly
anaplasia as "nuclear enlargement. hyperchromasia, and m~otic abnormalities" {16).
Multinucleated cells were distinct lrom · anapl asia."

me

OIFFERENT1AL DIAGNOSIS
The differential diagnosis of embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma Includes the ramify of small cell
neoplasms: Ewing's sarcoma, PNET, malignant
lymphoma, olactory neuroblastoma, and others.
These can o~en be distinguished by light microscopy. Nevertheless, immunohistochemistry may be
crucial, and sometimes electron microscopy is
helpfu, as welll. Malignantlymphoma consists of
non-cohesive cells that stain with leukocyte
common antigen. Olfactory neuroblastoma usually
has neural filaments, and stains lor neuronal
antigens. Ultrastructurally, neuroblastomas have
long,ln!e(digilating cell processes and dense-core
secretory vesicles.
Fetal Rhabdomyoma.
This variant or
rhabdomyoma often presents In patients under
three years of age, al though older patients and
adults with this lesion are not rare. The majority
are located in the superficial soH tissue in the
region of the subculis. The neck. particularly the
posterior auricular region is a common site.
Microscopically, !he classic form ol the rumor

consists of lobulated nests of small, embryonic
spindled mesenchymal cells, admixed with immature but recognizable skeletal muscle cells,
replete with cross striations. The background
stroma has a prominent myxokl character. Mitotic
aelM!y Is sparse and nuclear pleomorphism is
minimal. The latter features are ccftlcal to
dls~nguishlng !his lesion from rhabdomyosarcoma.
lmmunohrstochemical stains for myogenous marl<·
ers, Including muscl e specific actin, desmin, and
myoglobin will be strongly positive, and do not aid
In the distinction from rhabdomyosarcoma (18).
There have boan rare reports of tumors which
closely resembled fetal rhabdomyomas on their
Initial presentation bu~ in recurrences, were typical
embryonal rhabdomyosarcomas (21). Scattered
cells of fetal rhabdomyoma may express $-100
protein or GFAP, suggesting a relaUonshlp to socalled benign Triton tumor (neuromuscular chorlstoma) (18). The more mature "Intermediate' and
adult forms of rhabdomyoma are less likely to be
confused with rhabdomyosarcoma (5)..
Rhabdoid Tumor. Recently, It has been
recognized lhat embryonal rhabdomyosarcomas
may have a focally rhabdoid-like appearance, due
to lhe presence of large cytoplasmic aggregates of
intermediate fdamenls (22). The biologic beh!Mor
of these tumors (55% s.year survival) is indislingulshabla from !hat of conventional rhabdomyosarcoma and considerably better lhan that of
extrarenal rhabdoid tumor (15% S·year survival),
making the distinction of clinical relevance. In
rhabdoid rumor,lhe cytoplasmic Inclusions stain for
vimontin and cytokeratin, with EMA often positive at
ltle coli membrane (23). Some examples may
show occasional cells staining for ac!ln or desmin,
but diffuse staining for these markers is absent
(23).. In the rhabdoid-like rhabdomyosarcomas,
the inclusions stain strongly for aclln and vimentin
with 1/Crtualty no cytokeratin staining (22). Staining
for muscle specific creatinine kinase and
myoglobin, both positive in rhabdomyosarcoma
and lacking in rhabdoid tumor, has also been of
value (22).
Ewing's Sarcoma I PNET. The distinction Qf
any) between Ewing's sarcoma and PNET is
currently problematic, with the former probably
ropresenting the least differentiated elrtl'eme of the
latter. The celts of Ewing's sarcoma are more
uniform than those of rhabdomyosarcoma, and
have a negligible amount of cytoplasm (9). Ewing's
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sarcoma Is currently recognized, lrnmunohlstochemicelly, JXedominantly based on its lack of
staining. Any myogenous marker expression
excludes this diagnostic possibility.
Antrochoanal Polyp. The "botryoid" form of
embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma has a distinctly
polypoid oonfigura1ion and, when occurina in the
nasal cavity or sinuses, could be undetdiagnosed
as a nasal polyp. The reverse Is far more likely,
however. Inflammatory or allergic-type nasal
polyps are uncommon In childhood, with the
exception of patients having cysUc fibrosis. This is
the age range most commonty effected by
sinonasal rhabdomyosarcoma . In contrast to
"allergic" polyps, antrochoanal polyps are common
In childhood, increasing the potential for clinical
confusion with rhabdomyosarcoma. Furthermore,
both "allergic" and antrochoanel polyps, but
parUcularty the latter, may contain scattered
atypical to overtly bizarre stromal cells leading to
the catastrophic possibility of overdlagnosis as
"botryoid"
rhabdomyosarcoma
(4,33).
Microscopically, lhe changes are similar to those
seen In radiation-induced stromal atypla (38).
Although the stromal cells are atypical, there is no
Increase in cellularity or stromal vascularity. A
"cambium· layer Is not present. The atypical cells
have ' smudged" hyperchromatic nuclei without
mitotic activity. Although seldom necessary,
Immunohistochemical stains may be ol value. The
atypical cells oflhe polyps have been said to have
"flbrohistiocytlc" features with staining lor alpha-1
anlltrypsln and lysozyme (20). Staining for
myoglobin was negatiVe (20). We are not aware of
studies looking for desmin or MSA In these cells,
but we would not be surprised il local "myofibrcr
blastic" differentiation were found . Thus, weak
MSA positivity, in particular, should not be overly
Interpreted in these stromal cells.
Myxoma,
The myxomatous stroma ol
rhabdomyosarcoma may le~d to an erroneous
diagnosis of myxoma. Myxomas virtually never
occur In Children. A tumor, especially in a child,
with a predominantly myxomatous background
should stimulate a prolonged search for cells
showing muscle differentiation and the use of
appropriate immunohistochemical studies.
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CASE#14

l
Hlstorv. A 41-year-old woman p-resented
with nasal obstruction of approximately six montl\s'
duration. On physical examination, \he upper
portion of the nasal cavity was completely filled by
a large, deep red, granular tumor which bled easily.
The mass extended through the posterior choanae,
Into the nasopharynx and grew do>Nnward,
obstructing the right Eustachian tube opening, ancl
displacingihe soft palate.
Diagnosis: Malignant melanoma of nasal

cavity

)

Microscopic Features. This case is an
excellent .example of the "epitnelioid" pattern of a
mucosal malignant melanoma (see below). As
such, its diagnosis may be confused with that of a
carcinoma, although In thl~ case the focal
pigm entation is a "give away." The tumor is
composed of variably sized nests and sheets or
large cells with prominent cytoplasm. The latter
varies from densely eosinqphilic to pale and
granular to water dear. The nuclei are large and
modetately pleomorphic, with focally prominent,
brightly eosinophilic nucleoli. M~otic f~gures are
easily found. The supporting stroma is highly
vascular.
Follow-up. The tumor was Initially lnter_preled as a j:)igmented, malignant ameloblastoma
or a retinal analage tumor. Two months following
inttlal bloj:)sy, a submental lymph node was
removed and contained metastatic tumor. Seven
months alter initial diagnosis, recurrent tumor was
removed from both frontal sinuses. Additional
tumor was removed from the frontal sinuses
approximately 10 months after initial diagnosis. At
that time, distant metastases had not been
documented.
DISCUSSION
·clinical Features. Approximately 1% of
all malignant melanomas arise In the nasa! cavity
and
para nasal
sinuses
(1-4,7,8,12, 13,16,
18-21,23,25-31): PaUents are typielliiY adults, over
SO years of age. There is no male or female
predilection. Presenting complaints are nonspecific, typical of a nasal mass. and Include
obstruc1lon, epistaxis, and pain Favored locations
for sino nasal malignant melanoma, in decreasing
order of frequency, include the ethmoids, nasal

cavtty, maxillary antrum, and sphenoid sinuses.
Within the nasal cavity, SMM predilects the anterior
nasal septum, as well as the middle and lower
turbinates.
Complete excision is the treatment of
choice, as radiation and chemotherapy have had
liUie or no value.
Five-year survival is
approximately t 0%, and median survival is 2 years.
Death ls typically due io both widespread
metastases and J:)ersistent or recurrent local
disease ~h intracranial extension. Five-year
survival should no be equated w~h cure, as a
significant number oftumor-related deaths occur
after that time (1\,13,18,23,27,29).
Pathologic Features. Sinonasal malignant melanoma (SMM). often has a grossly
polypoid configuration. On cut section, areas of
grossly visible pigment may be present, although
many microscopically J:)igmented examples lack
gross pigmentation.
Common microscopic j:)Btterns encountered in SMM include (in order of decreasing
frequency) small blue cell,_spindle cell, epiihelioid,
and pleomorphic (7).. Other patterns may be
encountered less commonly, Including one in
which dissociated cells have prominent, refractile
eosinophilic cytoplasm and eccentlically placed
nuclei, mimicking rhabdoid tumor or eJ:)ilhelioid
sarcoma. Each of these patterns is associated with
specific differential diagnoses (see below).
Aboui 30% of SMM are microscopically
weakly pigmented or nonpigmented, causing
considerable diagnostic difficulty (see below) ~7).
J uncUonal change, ·a helpful diagnostic feature, is
present in ·only about- one4hird of cases, due to
frequent surface ulceration (7). In the absence· of
intact surface mucosa, junctional change should be
sought surrounding the underlying seromucinous
glands. A nesting or theque-like growth paUern is
also suggestive, but is. again, seen In only about
one-ttilrd of cases (7}.
lmmunohistoctiei'nlc'id Features. Strong
immunohistochemical staining for S-1 00 protein,
vimentin, and with HMB-45 is typical of SMM and is
of considerable diagnostic value (5-7 ,1 0, 11.,
14,22,30). Rare SMM may contain scattered cells
posilive for cytokeratin and epithelial membrane
antigen, but diffuse staining, as seen in
carcinomas, Is absent (7,28,31) .
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DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Olfactory Neuroblastoma. In our exper •
lence, confusion of SMM with olractory neuroblastoma is most common. One should be particularly suspicious of the latter diagnosis In· tumors
occurring low in the nasal cavity, beyond the realm
of normal olfactory m ucosa. A .number of factors
conspire to further the confusion created by H&Ebased similarities. Rarely, SMM may exhibit a
distinctly fibrillar background, as well as. forming
structures resembling Homer Wright rosettes of
olfaCtory neuroblastoma. Focal staining for neurofilament may also be encountered In SMM.
Conversely, olfactory neurobl astomas may contain
scattered S-100-pos"ive cells, particularly a! the
periphery of well-formed cell ne~ls (5, 15). The
diffuse S1 00 positivl~y of malignant melanoma is
lacking In these tumors, however. Furthermore,
olfactory neuroblastomas lack any staining with
HMB-45, In our experience (7,30).

)

Malignant Lymphoma. The small cell
pattern of SMM, in the absence of pigmentation (a
common scenario), Is virtually Indistinguishable
from malignant lymphoma on H&E-slalned
sections. Because Of the markedly different
treatment modalifies and associated prognostic
differences, this distinction is of considerable clinical importance. Application of appropriate Immunohistochemical stains for lymphoid neoplasia
(LCA, etc) will allow ready distinction. The pitfall Is
to forget to consider the possibiflly of ·malilJnant
melanoma. It Is, arguably, malpractice in today's
environment to diagnose an extr-anodallymphoma
without confirmatory immunohistochemical studies.
Rhabdomyosarcoma . As with malignant
lymphoma, the small cell pattern of SMM may be
Indistinguishable from embryonal or solid alveolar
rhabdomyosarcoma. Both tumors may present as
polypoid lesionS', although rhabdomyosarcomas
are typically (but no! Invariably} childhood tumors
and SMM lend to occur In older adults. Again,
considering the possibility and applying approprlaie
immunohistochemical stains will allow ready
recognltion. As discussed elsewhere in this course,
embryonalfalveolar rhabdomyosarcomas will at
leas\ fo·calty express myogenous markers, pa·rticularly muscle specific actin and desmin. They
ob,;ously lack staining for S1 00 protein or HMB-45.

Melanotic Neuroectodermal Tumor of
infancy. This very rare, benign, partially melanocytic tumor is known by a great variety of
synonyms. iocludihg retinal analage tumor,
melanotic progonoma, melanotic adamantinoma,
melanoameloblastoma, and pigmented epulis.
Over 95% oi'ca~es pr~sent in the head and neck
region. About 70% arise in the maxilla, 6% in the
mandible, and 10% within the skull. Over 95% of
patients are In their first.year of life at the flme of
p(esentation. Up to 45% of these tumors may
recur Jocally,.but metastases from head and neck
primary tumors virtually do not occur (17), The
Intra osseous origin and occurrence in the first year
of life are clear-cut clinical distinctions from SMM.
Microscopically, melanotic neuroectodermal
tumors have a stereotypical tubular/alveolar pattern
with a biphasic populafion o( small, neuroblastomalike cells and larger, pigmented cells.
lmmunohistochernlcally, the tumors show a highly
specific staining pattern with strong positivity for
cytokeratin and HMB-45 In the ·larger cells;
synaptophysin, NSE and other neural markers stain
primarily !tie srnaUer cell population (17,24). S1 00
protein positivity is rare, and mainly confined to \he
smaller cells (17,24).
Lymphoepithelioma I Undifferentiated
Carcinoma. The epllhel!oid pattern of SMM may
be confused with carcinoma, particularly the
lyrnphoepitheiioma-like neoplasms. The syncytial
growth of SMM; oHen coupled with a prominent
can closely mhnlc
inflammatory stroma
lymphoepithelio.ma. Location of the tumor is of
value. SMM, as the ·term Implies, is a sinonasal
lesion and lymphoepithelioma almost Invariably
arises In ·the nasopharynx, or tonsil. As noted
above, SMM may rarely show weak. cytokeraHn
positiVIty and, .conversely (7), lymphoepithelioma
may show patchy 5-100 protein staining. DiffuseS100 positivity and HMB-45 staining are diagnostic of
SMM. This distinction is of corislderable clinical
Importance, given \he relative radiosensitivity ·o f
lymphoepi thelioma.
Sinonasal Undifferentiated Carcinoma
(SNUC). This highi)rade f orm of carcinoma is
composed of intermediate to larger cells with
moderate amounts o( eosinophilic cytoplasm and
large nuclei with often prominent nucleoli (9). The
tumor often grows in a distinctly nesting pattern.
The resultant image may strikingly mimic that of a
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malignant melanoma. Rare cells In SNUC may be
5100 protein posilive. but diffuse or strong positivity
is absent (9). SNUC express cytokeretin and EMA
In most cases, although staining may be somewhat
focal. SNUC occurs in a broad Ill)& mnge. like
sinonasal maiGnantmelanoma, SNUC Is a mpidly
progressive, highly fatal neoplasm that responds
poorly to conventional means of therapy.
Accordingly, distinction of SNUC from the ' better
behaved" olfactory neuroblastoma Is of more
clinical Importance than lis distinction from
mallgna.n t melanoma.
other Sarcomas. The spindle cell pattern
of SMM may be confused with a sarcoma such as
malignant fibrous histiocytoma or fibrosarcoma.
Malignant melanomas may also have a distinclly
•mabdold" appearance mimicking rl\abdoid tumor
or epithelioid sarcoma. Typically, consideration of
the correct diagnosis, coupled with immunohistochemlstry allows for stmlghUorward distinction.
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CASE#15
History. A 72-year-okl woman presented with
a 3--monlh history of tenesmus with decreasing
stool caliber. Colonoscopy demonstrated an
lntmlumlnal adenocarcinoma. Abdominal CT-scan
showed an •omental cake" and diffuse abdominal
metastases. Ascites wero also noted. She had
had an abdominal hysterectomy and unilateral
salpingo-oophorectomy a number of years earfier.
M. the time of laparotomy, tumor diffusely Involved
the serosal surfaces of the abdomen, wilh
extension through the colon in the region of tile
slgmold. The omentum was densely repjaced by
tumor. The remaining right tube and ovary had
serosal Involvement by tumor. A debull\lng procedure was performed.
Microscopic Features. Microscopically, 1his
tumor has lhe classic features of a s erous papillary
adenocarcinoma. Its distinction from serous
ovarian papillary carcinoma (SOPC) wilh
dissemination Is based on the gross and microscopic ovarian findings. The tumor hos focally
we!l-formed glands and P3Pillae in a desmoplastic
stroma with clear-cut Invasion of omental fat
Psammoma bodies are present in variable
numbers. The tumor cells are moderately to
markedly pleomorphic, and have a cuboidal to low
columnar shape wllh moderat& amounts of
eosinophilic cytoplasm. Mitotic figures, includcng
atypkal fonms. are easily found. Necrosis is focally
present The small excrescences on the surface of
the ovaries were seen, microscopically. lo be small
foci of neoplasia confined lo the ovarlan surface,
without invasion of lhe underlying stroma.
piaqnosis.
Serous
carcinoma (SSPC).

surface

papillary

Clinical Features I BIQ.!.9.gi~ Behavi.P.l:! It is
now well accepted lhal serous papillary adenocarcinomas microscopically Identical to their
ovarian counterparts can alise from the pernonea!
surface (4,6,9,11-13,15). By definition, these
serous surface papillary carcinomas (SSPC) have
onl y minute macroscopic or microscc>plo ovarian
involvement with little or, preferably, no invasion of
the underlying stroma (6,9, 15). Although It has
been argued by some that these small foci of
ovarian involvement arc, In fact, the primal'( sile of
neoplasia, this argument cannot be applied to
SSPC with no ovarian component or patients 1•ho
have had prophylaclic oophorectomies bec;Juse of

strong family histories of ovarian carcinoma and
later developed SSPC (12). Furthermore, areas of
SSPC often show apparent transitions from normal
mesolilelium to atyp!cal s erous mesothelium and
oviirt carcinoma (6); and microscopically Identical
serous neoplasms have been described arising
from the tunica vaginalis in males (2.14).
SSPC seem to be assoclat.ed with other forms
of Mullerian neoplasia.
Gooneratne et al.
documented endometrial neoplasia In 3 of 16
SSPC and a fourth patient had an occult
endometrioid ovarian carclnoma (6). Three of 10
patients In our study, had endometrial serous
papillary adenocarcinoma end a fourth had
lnlramucosel serous carcinoma of the lallopian
tube (9). We Interpret lheso multiple lesions, at
least in most Instances, as separate prlmarf
neoplasms, suggesting that SSPC is assoc:Jated
wilh a "field effect" for Mullerian neopjasia.
Given b apparent origin from the peritoneum,
some authors have suggested that SSPC be
considered as a mesothelioma (10). Indeed,
similar arguments have been presented for ovarian
serous neoplasms (10). Regardless of their origin,
it seems clear. based on light microscopic, ultrastructural, and immunohistochemical features
(discussed below) that SSPC Is an "epithelial"
neopiasm IMth foalures which allow distinction from
mesothelioma. Lumping SSPC with mesolholioma
would also obscure epidemiologic studtes dealing
with asbestos and other carcinogens.
SSPC are Invariably Stage Ill or IV neoplasms.
The mode of presentation 11! Identical to that of high
SOPC
or
peritoneal
malignant
stage
mesothelioma. Abdominal distention, pain, and
ascites are Invariably present Initial studies of
SSPC suggested llhal these tumors hod a
signlfi~ntly poorer prognosis than SOPC (6,1S). A
study of 10 SSPC from our Institution, compared to
16 stage-matched SOPC, treated by ldenUcal
protocols, seemed to confirm that finding (9). The
median survival for SSPC In our study was 12
months, as compared to 24 montis for SOPC. All
10 patients with SSPC in our study were dead at 52
months, Vv11ereas the predicted r.ve.year survival for
patients wllh SOPC was 23% (9). Other studies
have shown no apparent diffarence in prognosis for
SSPC and stage-matched SOPC (4). Most
recently, a relatively large series (n~29) of SSPC
again snowed a poorer prognosis when compared
to slage-malched SOPC. The median survival time
was 19 months for SSPC vs. 31 months for SOPC;
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disease-free Intervals were also slgnlficantly shorter
for SOPC (8).
Differential Diagnosis. The light microscopic
features of this case, particularly the focally
columnar nature of !he tumor cells, allows for distinction from mallgnant mesolhelioma. Raju et al,
in a comparative study of SSPC and m alignant
mesothelioma noted that SSPC typically trad well
differentiated papillae with dlsHnct fibrovascular
cores, columnar, crowded cells with overl apping
nuclei having their long-axis perpendicular to the
papilla, and numerous psammoma bodies (11 ). In
conlrasl, epithelial malig nant mesotheliomas have
tubulo-alveolar structures, solid cell nests, poorly
fOillled papillae lined by well-spaced cuboidal cells
wHhout nuclear overlap, no nuclear polati!y. and
Infrequent psammoma bodies (11).
In some instances, however, the tumor cells in
SSPC may be reminiscent or mesothelium, and the
norfd desmoplastic stroma may suggest a blphasic
neoplastic component.
In such cases,
hnmunohlstochemistty (or eleclron microscopy)
may be or value in making the disttnctlon of serous
carcinoma and malignant masolhellorna. Electron
microscopy, considered in tho past as the •gold
standard" is more time consuming, expensive, and
sulfers from sampling error. Ultrastructurally, the
cells or mesothelioma have elongated, often

branched surface microvilli with a length to
d iameter ratio (LDR) of 10 to 1 or greater. Cells
are c losely apposed and bound by well-formed
junctional complexes.
Broad aggregates of
fntermediate filaments are usually presen t (3) .
Serous carcioomas have mk:nMIII v.ith lower LOR's
and do not contain well-formed bundles of
tonofilaments.
Histochemical and Immunohistochemical
stains can be of consldereble value in
distinguishing serous carcinoma and malignant
mesothelioma. As can be seen from the table
below, neutral mucin positivHy is of some value in
this regard, but there is an assoclaled high false
negativlly. CA-125, al though a good marker t>f
Mullerian neoplasia, is also posltlva In malignant
mesolheioma. This should not be surprising, given
the known elevation in CA-125 in association with
peritonitis.
The best Immunohistochemical
markers currently availabl e for distinguishing
peritoneal malignant mesothelioma and serous
adenocarcinoma are 872.3, Leu M1, placental
alkaline phosphatase, and CEA. Because the
Immunohistochemical diagnosis of malignant
mesothelioma is essentially one of exclusion, stains
for cytokeratin andlor EMA should be performed in
tandem with discriminatory stains to verily the
antigenic "viability" of the tissue.

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STAINING PROALES
Determinant

SSPC !%+)

SOPC !%+1

Cy1okeratin

100%
100%

100%
100%

B72.3 antigen
CA-125 antigen
S 100 protein
Leu M1
Placent.alk.phos.
Amylase
CEA

100%

17%

85%
100%
71%
38%
15%
8%

90%
94%
71 %
s1•k
32%
16%

Neutral mucin

50%

50%

EMA

Peritoneal
Epith. Mesothelioma !%+1
100%
86%
0%
14%
11%
0% (')
0%
18%
0%

0%

Basad on studies of 13 SSPC, 31 SOPC, and 28 mesotheliomas In two reports (3,16) . (') 3 of28 malignant
m esotheliomas expressed very l ocal staining with Leu M1 , no mesothelioma showed diffuse staining (3).
Other "markers• including human milk-fat
globulin (HMFG-2), blood group antfgens, Vimentin,
epithelial membran e antigen, and various teclins
h ave also been applied to the distinction of

In our
mesothelioma and adenocarclnoma.
experfenco, these have not been as helpful as
those markers high(ghted above, partlcularly CEA,
L eu M 1, and B72.3. HMFG-2, originally touted as
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valuable adenocarcinoma discriminant, has more
recently been reported as positive in a high
percentage of mesotheliomas (7) . It seems likely
that
the
list
or
useful
disct!mlna!ing
antibodies/antigens will continue to grow, however.
Recent adenocarcinoma determinants awaiting
further study in this regard include 8er· EP4 and
BRST-1 . Currently, the Immunohistochemical
diagnosis of matignant mesothelioma rem ains one
of exclusion.
What is most needed is a
mesothelioma-positive m arker which works on
paraffin-embedded tissue and does not cross-react
wfth any adenocarcinomas.
It should be noted that, at this time,
Immunohistochemistry Is of no value in
distinguishing mesothelial hyperplasia from
malignant mesothelioma. Likewise, Immunohistoche mistry is currently of no value for
distinguishing endosalpingiosls, borderline serous
proliferations, and serous carcinomas. Flew
cytomeb'y holds some limited promise for the
disUnction of reactive and proliferative mesothelial
lesions. In our experience, reactive mesothelial
proliferations invariably have been dipfold, but only
53% of malfljnant m esotheliomas were aneuploid
(5). Thus, although aneuploidy strongly suggests
malignancy, diploidy does not exclude it.
Distinguishing SSPC from benign serous
"m etapl asia" of the peritoneum, also known as
endosalplnglosis, should not bG a diagnostic
problem. Endosalplnglosis consists of benign
glands resembling normal tubal epilholium.
Although there may be rare paP!l latlons and
nuclear pseudostratlncation, pleomorphism is
minimal and mitotic figures are rare. Occasionally,
more eX\Jberant s 9rous proliferations \'oi!h features
an alogous to ovarian borderline tumors may
involve t he p~ritoneum , often In association with
endosalpinglosls, but with Tittle or no ovarian
disease (1). The desmoplastic variant o r these
serous borderline par~oneat tumors may be easily
confused with SSPC. However, the desmoplastic
borderfine lesions are "stuck on" the peritoneal
surfaces with smoothly contoured margins and no
evidence of destructive invasion . Allhougn such
desmoplastic foci mey extend be!Ween tho septa of
omental fat, they maintain their smooth marginal
contours (1 ). Borderline serous per" oneaf tumors
may manifest moderate nuclear pleomorphism, but
mitotic f;gures are absent or very Infrequent. Dis·
tinction of peritoneal serous borderline tumors from
SSPC is Important. Of 25 patients studied by BelT
& Scully, only four developed recurrent disease (1).
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Two recurrences remained borderline lesions and
two progressed to serous carcinoma. This biologic
behavtor is clearly qu~e different from that ot
SSPC.
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CASE #16
Lobular Carcinoma In Situ
The term carcinoma In situ was coined by
Broders in 1932, and he Olustrated an indubitable case of lobular carcinoma In situ,' The
term 'lobular carcinoma in situ" was first used
b~ Foote and Stewart in 1941, '" but It was not
until the late 1960's and ea~y 1970's that lobular
carcinoma in situ (LCIS) was widely recognized
In the pathology community. Debate continues
as to the (1) definition of what Is included In
LCIS and '(2) whether the. term "lobular
neoplasia" Is better than LCIS. We are in the
habit of using the tenm LCIS, because our
surgeons do not consider it to be a true
carcinoma any more than we do. The term
lobular neopla.sia, however, has considerable
merit ana is encouraged for surgeons who take
the diagnosis of LCIS to literally mean "genuine
carcinoma."
LCIS should be viewed as a morphologic
eXP.resslon of a state of increased risk for
Invasive cancer when that patient is compared
to the population at large.
This risk is
approximately 10 times the risk of the general
population. LCIS Is not to be considered an
obligate precursor for Invasive cancer.
Cvtoloav {Quality) and Architecture
IQuantiM of LCIS. The ductules are capable
of considerable enlargement due to ordinary
hyperplasia. The cells and their arrangement
are no different than what is seen in larger ducts
with ordinary hyperplasia. Cell boundaries are
indistinct, nuclei are predominantly ovoid, and
irregularlY distributed. They frequently overlap.
By contrast, LCIS is populated by a clearly
monomorphic population of cells. They have
round nuclei, powdery cytoplasm, well defined
cell borders, and are evenly spaced one to
another. The overlapping, irregular appearance
of hyP.ei'plasla is missing. In addition to this
populali!ln of small, uniform cells, larger
abnormal cells have been included in the
definition 33 There may be a mixture of large
and small cells in the same ductule. A modest
amount of pleomorphism is thereby permissible.
TYpically, the cells are closely approximated, but
sometimes they lack cohesion. The ductules
should be enlarged and the lumen obliterated.
When a monomorphic population of cells wfth

distention and lumen obliteration occupies more
than half of the ductules of a single lobule, the
diagnosis of LCIS can be made. Although the
ductules of only half the lo·bule have to be
distended, the entire lobule must be populated
by U1e characteristic cells.'"
Target cefls have a clear, round space in the
cytoplasm. If there are sufficient secretions in
the space. an eosinophilic dot Is seen.
Ultrastructurally,, the lumens are lined by a cell
membrane and do not communicate with
extracellular stroma or other cells. Target cells
are· seen rarely in ordinary hyperplasia, and, in
effect. they are almost pathognomonic of LCIS.
Prevalence of LCIS. The prevalence of
LCISAs not known. In 200 patients undergoing
breast reduction, seven cases cif LCIS were
found by submitting two to 40 blocks. 3 Six' of 70
patients (8%) Peyond the age of 40 had LCIS.
In a medicolegal series, five out of 110 (4%) of
women hai:l LCIS:25 In another series, none of
101 ·women had LCIS although 9% had DCIS.'
The subgross method of examination was used.
Risk for §I'J:!.!I9quent Invasive Carcinoma.
Risk for subsequent invasive ·cancer in a patient
with otherwise untreated LCIS has ranged as
high as 30%. 33 The invasive ·carcinomas have
been In the contralateral breast in 50% of
patients, Nevertheless, some series have not
found a strikingly high risk. In one series, only
one of 25 women followed for an average of 17
years developed invasive carcinoma." In this
same series, there were 31 women who had
been treated with mastectomy for Lcrs. Three
of these 31 w.omen (9.7%) with a contralateral
breast at risk developed Invasive carcinoma
from 10 to 13 ,years after LCIS in the opposite
breast. This figure Is simllar to the 8.5% found
by Haagensen.'0 Eusebl' et al. recently reported
13 women viith a minimum of 14 years followup, none of -whom has developed invasive
carcinoma after the diagnosis of LCIS." They
admit that the small sample makes this
experience of limited value. Conversely, a
recent study· of 69 Incidentally found LCIS
showed that 8 (12%) patients developed
invasive cancer within 42 months."
Page et al. iound a risk of 17% invasion at
15 years.30
In most series·, the invasive
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carcinoma nas been infiltrating ductal type. In
the series by Page et al. , seven tumors were
Infiltrating lobular (three classical, four variants);
two were tubular, and only one was Infiltrating
ductal. This may reflect the fact that· Page
requires, for the diagnosis of LCIS, the "gold
standard" small cell uniform population with
major distention of ductules. Less classical
Images constitute a fair number of cases in
other series, and although they correlate with an
increased risk tor cancer, they do not necessarily select for a high risk of infiltrating lobular
carcinoma.
A family history of invasive carcinoma and
the use of estrogens does not correlate· with an
increased risk.""·33
Lobular Carcinoma In Situ in
Fibroadenoma. By 1985, about 100 cases of
either noninvasive or invasive carcinoma had
been reported in fibroadenomas'• Approxl·
mately half of the carcinomas have been LCIS,
35% have been infiltrating (either Infiltrating
lobular or infiltrating ductal), and 15% have been
ductal carcinoma in situ (DC!$). The DCIS. is
usually a small cell cribriform or mlcropapillary
carcinoma. Comedocarcinoma is rarely found.
In one series. carcinoma was found in two of
73 fibroadenomas removed from women
between the ages of 40 to 60" About 40% of
patients with LCIS in a fibroa~enoma have LCIS
in the breast tissue adjacent to the nodule.
Carcinomas arising in fibroadenomas do not
seem to differ from the corresponding forr'n of
carcinoma arising de novo. For example, some
patients with LCIS in a fibroadenoma have had
long term disease-free intervals without further
therapy, Others have subsequently developed
Invasive carcinomas either in the ipsilateral or
contralateral breast. Based on this Information,
it seems reasonable to treat a patient with LCIS
In a fibroadenoma the same way that one would
treat a patient who had the diagnosis of LClS in
the absence oi a .fibroadenoma.
Lobular Carcinoma ln Situ In Sclo~rosing
Adenosis. LCIS In sclerosing adenosis can
raise the issue of invasive carcinoma. " It may
mimic the ·alVeolar variant of ILC. The diagnosis
of sclerosing ad enos is as the background lesion
is critical. The ductules at the periphery of

sclerosing adenosis tend to be larger than those
centrally. There is a rounded or pushing low
power margin.
Sclerosing adenosis is
aocompanjed by fibrous tissue to the edge of
the focus.
The epithelium of sclerosing
adenosis virtually never el<tends into fat
unaccompanied by fibrous tissue. On the other
hand, Infiltrating carcinomas usually have at
ieast a few ep~helial cells insinuated in the fat
beyond the desmoplastic response.
A much more difficult problem Is when there
are small ductules in sclerosing adenosis that
are not distended. The cells may appear to be
in single ·fife or form such small tubules that they
look like aggregates of Invasive carcinoma. The
lack of a desmoplastic response. and the recognition of a faint architecture of sclerosing
adenosis are the only features that are helpful.
Treatment of Lobular Carcinoma In Situ.
The therapy of LCIS depends on how one views
its natural history. As time has gohe by, It Is
obvious that the majority of patients with LCIS
never develop Invasive cancer. Moreover, at
least 60 to 70% of invasive cancers that develop
are. not lobular carcinoma. As Gump has
pointed out, "The small round cells [of LCISf
with pale cytoplasm that fill and distend the acini
are not the enemy." 19 They are a marker of
Increased risk for invasive cancer when
compared to the risk in the population at farge.
tf LCIS is foun(l in a biopsy, there Is no reason
to do a wider excision, because the risk of
cancer is approximately equal In both breasts.
One cannot surgically excise a "risk factor."
Radiation has no role. because one cannot
successfully irradiate an increased risk.
Tamoxifen has been suggested as therapy.
There are no data as .to Its long-term benefit (if
any), and ii appears to cause endometrial
carcinoma.
Essentially the options consist of (1)
observation (2) subcutaneous mastectomy (~)
total mastectomy with or without contralateral
biopsy (4) bilateral mastectomy.
A suivey of s~rgeoils in 1988 showed that
the most common recommendation was
otiservatlon (55%), th·e next was unilateral
mastectomy (33%), whereas 9% advised
bilateral mastectomy. These recommendations
are mirrored in reality. Ab0ut 55% of the
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patients accepted observation and 40% had
mastectomy.
Haagensen was the early
champion of observation, noting that the relative
risk of observed-to-expected ratio lor invasive
cancer was 6.9:1. A similar nsk ratlo exist; for
women whose mothers have bilateral breast
cancer before menopause. ObviouslY this is of
great concern to the daughters, but prophylactic
mastectomy is rarelY recommended ln this
clinical setting.
It Is probably useful to report the presence of
LCIS in a breast that contains any form of
Invasive cancer. There is a hint that such
patients are at greater risk for contralateral
cancer than if LCIS were absent.

may occur together producing a pure classical
I LC, or the cytology and the pattern may be
used as Individual criteria. In other words, one
can use cytologic criteria to the exclusion of
architecture, and for other tumors use
architectural criteria and dis regard cytology.
The amount of a tumor required for the
diagnosis of classical ILC (small cell plus singleflle or targetoid architecture) has varied in
different series. Dixon et a!. used 80% or more
of the tumor as the threshold, and this seems
reasonable...• Tumors with less than 80% of
classicel ILC are placed in their "mixed group•;
a less favorable prognostic category. Rosen
requires 85%.7

Mammographic Findings of Lobular
Carcinoma.
LCIS has no distinctive
mammographic appearance. , When LCIS is
found in a mammographically generated biopsy,
it Is always due to mlcrocalclfocatfons. Infiltrating
lobular carcinoma (ILC) often has an unusual xray compared to the sharply defined stellate
mass that characterizes most infiltrating ductal
carcinomas. " ·'" These ILC are • neldfire• tumors
that pepper the breast with tumor cells but fail to
make a discrete mass. Mastectomy specimens
from such a paliem look like nonnal breast, cr
there may be scattered fibrocysUc changes as a
coincidental finding."' Diffuse invasiVe cancers,
(most of which are ILC) made up 8% of tumors
in one study. In another study, only Indirect
signs (not a mass) led to biopsy. 23 Almost 25%
of I LC lacked a mass In a study of 402 cases.
Lack of mass correlated with 100% residual
disease after biopsy. "

Cytologic Criteria. The strictest cytologic
criteria limit the tumor cells to a single population of small cells defined as 8-12 microns.""
The cells may occur singly or in groups of two
or three. The classic single-file pattern often
results In distortion of the cell nuclei in whtch
they are molded. The cytoplasm may or may
not be demarcated by conspicuous cell
membranes as is often seen In LCIS. Target
cells occur in about 65% of cases.0 Target cells
are most often seen in ILC, but are not limited to
ILC. On occasion, they occur In !DC Including
cytologically high grade tDC wtth great
pleomorphism. Mitoses are almost never seen
in classicaiiLC. One unpublished study showed
that only about 0.5% of cells were In S or G2-M
(By contrast, 30·60% of cells in
phase.
comedocarcinoma are in these phases),
Using only the above cytologic criteria (Le.
small, uniform cells), different architectures of
ILC have been described be;iinnlng in 1975.
These Include a solid variant, ' a tubulofobular
variant, 17 and an alveolar pattern."
In the
original descrfptions, all ol these subtypes had
a population of small, uniform cells. Tavassoli,
Page and Anderson, and Rosen do not consider
tubulolobular to be a variant of lobular
carcinoma.
The pleomorphic variant is diagnosed
archlteclurally. There may be e classic singlefile arrangement of cytologically grade 2 or even
grade 3 cells. The other architecture that Is
a.ccepfed for ILC is individual scattered ceUs.
These may surround ducts (just as classical ILC
may have this "1argetoid" architecture). The

Infiltrating Lobular Carcinoma. Invasive
lobular carcinoma (JLC) varies from less than
1% to 20% of invasive cancers in different
series, which obviously reflects different
histologic criteria. Azzopardi stated in his book
in 1979, "There was no single criterion which
was uniformly valid In the differential diagnosis
between ILC and IDC Several cr~eria have to
be considered together and the overall structure
and cytology accorded mora importance than
any particular fJelds of tissua."2 We agree with
Page and Anderson that ILC must be re<:ognized as having two basic features, namety the
cytology or the pattern of infiltration. 21 These
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cytologic appearance is completely different
from prototypical LCIS -cells because their size
is greater, and as the name implies, the(e is
variation in the size of the nuciei. In addition,
there is often considerably more cytoplasm than
In the classic, small cell type described above.
In contrast to the classii:al ILC, pleomorphic ILC
always has one to three mitoses per 10 HPF."
The problem of classification of pleomorphic
ILC is seen in the Legend for Figure 13.46 In
the excellent book by Page and Anderson.?<> It
reads, "I rregular small aggregates of diffusely
infiltrating cancer cells suggest a pleomorphic
lobular carcinoma. However, Ibis could also be
interpreted as poo~y differentiated carcinoma of
no special type. Fortunately there is no proven
prognostic difference between these diagnoses."
In 1984, Eusebi et al. accepted· apocrine
differentiation as a part of LCIS. 12 Eusebl et al.
recognized an infiltrating variant of pleomorphic
lobular carcinoma that has apocrine differentl_atlon ano is· aggressive, The tumors in their 10
cases ranged from 4 to 8 em in size and all
except one had lymph node metastases. Most
patients were dead of disease within three
years. The one survivor at two years was the
patient with negative nodes. although she had
an 8-cm tumor."
Architectural Criteria. If one. uses only
architectural criteria (single file or dissociated,
scattered individual cells), there will tie' a larger
percentage of tumors classified as ILC because
it wfll Include c9.tologic score 2 and even score
3 cells such as found by the Nottingham
Group., They point out that they have a broad
definition of lobular carcinoma, thus resulting in
14% of their invasive cancers being ILC. One of
their categories of ILC " has the infiltrative
pattern of classical lobular carcinoma but shows
cellular atypia and pleomorphism. The cells In
this type may also be larger and contain more
cytoplasm than in the classical type."
The data from the Nottingham group are
very useful because they have studied
thousands of Infiltrating carcinomas since 1970.
They nave the advantage of a longstanding
standard form of therapy (total mastectomy plus
node sampling) Without ad)u'.'anl therapy of any
kind . Parenthetically, this has resulted in a
powerfully discriminating prognostic index

(calculated as 0.2 x size of tumor + 1-3 node
status + histologic grade 1-3).
Infiltrating lobular carcinoma makes up 14%
of the operable tumors In Nottingham. Their
grades for ILC are: 13% are grade 1, 75% are
grade 2, and 12% are grade 3.10 (They use a
modified Scarff-Bioom-Richardson Histologic
Grading System as detailed in Page and
Anderson pp 300-311 ). "'
Prognosis of
Infiltrating Lobular
Ca.rcinoma. The prognosis of classical ILC is
better than IDC In the sense there is a longer
disease fr¢e interJal. •
In the study from
Memorial Hospital, patients with stage-I !LC had
a sigriificanl!y longer disease-free interval tharr
comparable patients with IDC. but there was no
significant difference In disease-free interval with
stage II ILC versus IDC .7 In the No)tingham
study, patients with I LC did be!ter than 1DC,
desptte a large number of ILC lesions with
Scarff-Bioom-Richardson grade II and even
grade Ill. " The patients were not' stratified by
clinical stage, however. About 80% of ILC are
diploid, and 70-90% are ER positive, especially
the alveolar variant that approaches 100% ER
positivity."'
Di xon et at. suggest that there is an
Increased risk for bilateral invasive cancer in
ILC. •
This is probably the greatest for
pleomorphic ILC_ They did observe, however,
that even with an increased rtsk of bilaterality,
ihe prognosis does not seem altered when the
second tumor is metachronous. Dixon et el
found increased risk of bilaterality (20%) for ILC
compared to· 8% for to e • In another study
carried out between -1970 and 1980, contralateral biopsy was performed in 47 ~atients
undergoing mastectomy for ILC.
Random
biopsies occurred in 108 patients and directed
biopsies In 22 patients. Ten percent of random
contralateral biopsies revealed invasive cancer,
and another 6% had DCIS. Corresponding
figures for the directed biopsies were 32% and
5% respectively." The finding of mutrlcentric
invasive disease in the ipsilateral .breast was a
significant predictor of positive contralateral
biopsy. The age and nodal status of the
lpsllateral mastectomy had QO effect on the
findings of contralateral disease. The authors
suggest routine, random contralateral biopsy in
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patients with JLC.
The distribution of metastases of ILC differs
from I DC'' This suggests a difference in the
biologic behavior, which warrants narratiVe
separation of ILC and IDC (rather than merely
relying on grade). For example, metastases to
the adnanal were seen In 91% of patients with
ILC as opposed to 58% of patients with IDC.'
Multiple endocrine organ involvement was more
common In ILC than IDC.' Bone metastases
are much more common in ILC and were the
most frequent site in the series from Memorial
Hospital' IDC tends to metastasize to the
parenchyma of the CNS, whereas ILC has a
predominantly meningeal spread.
Another
s111klng tendency is to metastasize to the
peritoneal surface. ILC (InCluding SRC) evokes
a pronounced desmoplastic reaction with
invasion into the underlying gut wall.
Prognosis of Variants of Infiltrating
Lobular Carcinoma. The varlanls Include solid,
alveolar, and mixed, and proportions vary from
series to series.
Dixon et al. found that the classical ILC did

well compared to the variants as a group. This
held up even when the clinical stage of disease
was removed as a variable.
The Meme>rial group also concluded that
there was a trend for the variant tumors to
behave worse than ctasslcal JLC.' Their results,
however, were not statisticaDy significant
Conversely, the Nottingham group found that
tubulolobular and alveolar did significantly better
with 80o/o to 90% survival at 10 years." (This
contrasts with 60% for classic and mixed types.)
The numbers in each subtype are small (except
tor the mixed group) and additional cases are
needed.
The mixed group parellelled the
survival curve for classical ILC. In a study from
Norway, 13 of 163 had an alveolar componenl"'
This ranged from tess than 25% to mona than
75% of the tumor. There was no discernible
difference regarding nodal status, distant
metastases, or overall survival when compared
to the classical JLC.
Data from three major studies that have
looked at prognostic slg nlflcance are
summaMzect as follows:

RATIO OF CLASSICAL TO VARIANT ILC

CLASSICAL
VARIANT

Dixon et at,•

Memorial'

Nottingham"

31 (30%)
72 (70%)

178 (77%)
54 (23%)

97 (40%)
146 (60%)

Signet Ring Carcinoma.
Signet ring
carcinoma (SRC) is v iewed by most as a variant
of ILC. 2' Merino and LNolsl felt that SRC was
properly considered a variant of ILC because of
Its single-file pattem and high association (46%)
with LCIS. They classified a tumor as SRC
when 20% of the tumor had signet cells. One
case had signet cell CIS. A signet ring cell Is
not the same as a target cell. A signet ring cell
has the cytoplasm almost completely replaced
with mucin pushing the nucleus to the periphery
of the cell A target cell may have the nucleus
at the periphery of the cell, but tnis is because

It contains an intracytoplasmic lumen. The two
types of mucus-secreting cells can occur ill the
same tumor.
Fourteen of 24 patients with signet ring cell
carcinoma were dead or disease; seven
surviving less than one year. The eight alive
without disease at the time or reporting had
been followed from one to four years."
Raju et al noted that the metastases in two
patients contained signet ring or target ceUs
Whenaas the primary consisted of prototypical
small cells tacking these features.,. In all of
their ten breast cancers with signet ring features
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the GCDFP-15 was positive. Only five of ten
prototypical ILC tacking signet cells were
positive for GCDFP-15. GCDFP-15 is a fairly
specific marker for breast cancer. at least when
It presents in sites that might otherwfse be
considered primary. None of ten signet ring
carcinomas of the stomach and none of two
signet ring carcinomas of the colon stain with
GCOFP-15. Five of the ten cases with signet
rfng features had unusual metastatic patterns,
namely the pattern seen In ILC In general. They
concluded that the presence of GCDFP-15 in
some ILC without signet ring cells plus the
distribution of metastases indicated that signet
rfng carcinoma was "usually a variant of lobu!ar
carcinoma and not a distioct entity.•
Signet ring cells sometimes predominate in
metastases, even in the absence of signet ring
cells In the primary tumor. This attests to the
morpho-functional heterogeneity of lobular
carcinoma.
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CASE .#17
Apocrine Ductal Carcinoma In Situ
The abundant granular cytoplasm of
apocrine epithelium is due mainly to osmiophilic
droplets that are membrane-bound. The apocrine snouts cao contain droplets or merely the
cytoplasmic p[otrusions devoid of droplets. The
cells also have many mitochondria, buf these
are not nearty as numerous as In oncocytes•·"
The case that you have available for study
has Involvement of the· lobules as well as the
large ducts. Apocrine metaplasia begins in the
ductules of Individual lobules and on occasion is
seen In lobules that are of normal size.
Apocrine·lined ductules are a prolneratlve
process, and they enlarge to form the widely
dilated ducts and the grossly apparent cysts that
we see so frequently.
In the case under discussion, there· is
involvement by neoplastic epithelium at every
level of the lobular and ductal system. Ductules
without distention show markedly abnormal cells
with high nuclear cytoplasmic ratios and nuclear
abnormalities. The latter are most conspicuous
as irregulariy shaped ve.sicular nuclei. In the
larger ducts, there are other patterns of ductal
carcinoma in situ (DCIS). These Include bands
of epithelium that bridge the ducts. Bridging
bands are rarefy seen in ordinary hyperplasia,
and any bridge of epithelium across a duct
lumen should raise the possibility of DCIS •. Tnis
mus~ of course, be accompanied by the proper
cylologic population of cells.
Rare foci of necrosis are seen in your case.
These are tiny aggregates of cytoplasm and
nuclear debris. They niust be searched out at
medium or high power. When present, they are
an invaluable aid to making the diagnosis of
apocrine DCIS. For praclical purposes, they
can be considered pathognomonic of DCIS.
Noninvasive apocrine carcinoma poses a
special problem because of the cytologic
spectrum of pleomorphism that ordinary, benign
apocrine metaplasia assumes. Cytologically,
apocrine metaplasia may have nucleoli that are
often large, and the nucleoplasm is frequently
clumped along the nuclear membrane. Architecturally , apocrine metaplasia has little
variation. Even the la·rgest cysts are often lined
only by a single. layer of columnar apocrii\e
cells. The only complex formations are small

tufts three to five cells thick and occasional tufts
with a single capillary, thus forming a true
More complicated
miniature papilloma.
configurations do not occur such as
interconnecting bridges. columns of cells
c'rossing the duct lumen, or markedly elongated
papillations in contrast to the small tufts just
mentioned.
It is this limited array of
architectural expressions that is !he major clue
for recognizing different proliferations that are of
important biologic potential compared to
ordinary apocrine metaplasia.
Apocrine ductal carcinoma in situ (DC IS) can
assume most of the patterns found in DCIS
lacking apocrine features including solid growth,
irregular cribriform pattern, papillary (with distinct
fibrovascular cores), mlcropapillary, and a solid
pattern. The onlY pattern that apocrine DCIS
lacks is the sieve-like pattern of cribriform DCIS
composed of smaJI cells that form small, round
lumens.
Many comedocarcinomas are
characterized by cells having eosinophilic
cytoplasm and could be considered apocrine
cells, but these are excluded from this
discussion because they pose no diagnostic
problem.
There are two main cytologic trends In
apocrine DCIS. Paradoxically, I have observed
that architecturally typical apocrine DCfS Is often
composed of cells that are actually more
unifonn than the spectrum seen In apocrine
metaplasia. Page et at. noted that the cells of
apo~rine DCIS lacked a vesicular appearance."
To be sure, some cases have considerable
pleomorphism.* The other cytologic appearance
is the presence of cells with apparent increased
nucle~r/cytoplasmic ratio In which the nucleus Is
located In the apical portion of the cell and
"attached" to ttie basement membrane by a narrow width of cytoplasm. This creates a hobnail
appearance and can Involve the ductules within
a lobule as well as the large ducts. These cells
frequently have dense nuclei in which the
nucleolus is obscured or completely unrecognizable. There Is considerable pleomorphism
when this cytologic population is present. Orten
the nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio is high.
Architectural types of apocrine DCIS vary.
The Irregular cribriform pattern with its complex
interconnecting bridges and vertical paptllatio!>s
is easily recognized. A much more subtle but
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equally diagnostic pattern is to have ducts (often
small ones) completely filled with apocrine
epithelium. This is a phenomenon that does not
occur in ordinary apocrine metaplasia. A lesser
fDfm of duct involvement by apocrine OCIS Is to
have a concentric mural layer of ceUs three to
riVe cells thick without any tufting. F•,ally,
apocrine OCIS may occur simultaneously in a
duct with a papilloma. The papilloma is liRed by
conventional low or tall columnar epithelium that
has scant cytoplasm. The apocrine cells stand
out because of their voluminous cytoplasm,
more complex architecture (the irregular
cribriform architecture), and often thin strands of
attenuated cells making looping bridges. The
latter may be seen in the irregular cribriform
apocnne DCIS that Involves ducts. This is
somewhat paradoxical fn that it is not the
•stone-like" rigid bridge architecture of small cell
DC IS. It fits the description o! "streaming," a
criterion that is often used to characterize the
epithelial proliferation of ordinary hyperplasia. It
should be emphasized, however, that the
streaming that takes place in ordinary
hyperplasia does not form these "bUcket hand!.e"
or "looping bridges" that occur In aoocrine DC IS.
The biologic behavior o! apocrine OCIS is
analogous to other noncomedo types of OCIS.
Abati et al found recurrence ln three of 20
patient treated by biopsy alone. ' However, one
feature is shared with comedo-type carcmoma,
to wit, one patient had axillary metaslasas at the
lime of treatment by mastectomy and died of
disease five years later. This frequency of one
In 55 is similar to the approximate 1% rate in
which axillary nodal metastases are found in
patients with comedocarcinoma without
identifiable Invasion. In the recently published
series by Tavassoll and Norris, two women
treated with lumpectomy !or apocrine DCIS
developed mvasive carcinoma 2.5 and 4 years
later, respectively. The original lesions are not
Illustrated, but were said to show necrosis.'"
I have seen several cases of infiltratlng
apocrine carcinoma that contained apocrine
DCIS with one or more patterns o! the above.
Often, infiltrating apocrine carcinoma lacks
apocrine OCIS but may be accompanied by
lobular CIS' and apocrine sderosing adenosis.
Apocrine metaplasia In sclerosing adenosis
can raise the question of Invasive apocrine

carcinoma.'·'
One must fall back on the
architecture o! the lesion recognizing that
sclerosing adenosis has very little architecture.
Nonetheless, in sclerosing adenosis, there is a
tendency for the cells to be arranged, at least
focally, in fairly evenly spaced parallel rows, and
the ductules at the periphery o! the sclerotic foci
tend to be mildly dilated. Thus, when atypical
cells (Including apocrine epithelium) are seen
within such foci, they can be distinguished from
an Invasive lesion. Otten, it Is possible to find
Individual ductules partly lined by the large.
pleomorphic apocrine cells and partly lined by
ordinary epithelium. If one is lucky enough (and
this doesn't happen as often as one would like),
there may be a recognizable myoepithelial layer
around the apocrine epilheflum.
Apocrine
epithelium can occur not only In sclerosing
adenosis, but in radial scars and also in ductal
adenomas. Apocrine adenosls was found in 3%
of consecutive series of breast biopsies for
benign disease and atypical hyperplasia.
Mlcrocalclflcations were twice as common In
these cases as in cases lacking apocrine
adenosis.15 The lobuiocentrlclty of sclerosing
adenosls In general including Involvement with
apocrine change is also helpful.
We have also seen apocrine DCIS develop
In pre-existing papiUomas. The fibrovascular
background is maintained, but both the epithelial
and myoepithelial layer of the papilloma is
replaced by apocrine epithelium. The apocrine
cells may be only one or two cells thick or may
form broad bands. The slgnltlcance o! local
DCIS in papillomas is unknown. Wa assume
that there Is replacement of the normal
epithelium {I.e., the papillomatous epithelium) by
OCIS. Th•s would be analogous to replacement
of normal epithefium in small ducts by OCIS.
Certainly, in small ducts there may be
involvement of only a sector or a small segment
as the most minimal amount o! disease.
Presumably the foci of DCIS in papillomas are
analogous to thls. The intracys!ic carcinomas
occasionally have a small remnant of papilloma
and probably represent the most extreme
transformation of papilloma to papillary DCIS
whether or not It has apocrine features.
Invasive Apocrine Carcinoma. Deciding
what constitutes invasive apocrine carcinoma
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may be arbitrary to a certain extent One can
take the proteins that have been Isolated from
gross cystic disease nuid (GCDFP), which is
p.roduqed by apocrine metaplastic cells lining
cysts, and use them as markers. Of the three
proteins thus isolated (GCDFP-44,·25,·15), the
latter has been most extensively investigated by
immunohistochemistry 1 1
In a large · retro·
spective study of 562 patients with Infiltrating.
carcinoma, 55% stained with GCDFP·15. Of
tt'le 334 cases histologically judged to have
apocrine features, 75% ·demonstrafed positivity.
On the other hand, 205 cases judged to be
nonapocrine· by hematoxylin and eosin criteria,
only 23% had positive staining. Thus, there is
a trend, but obviously not uniformity in judging
what constitutes apocrine "differentiation" as
measured by this particular criterion.'
In the study alluded to above, patients with
positive staining for GCDFP·15 did not show a
different outcome stage for stage tlian patients
lacking the stain. ~' This fits with the earlier
study by Frable and Kay who demonstrated that
Infiltrating carcinomas with apocrine features did
not behave differently, a conclusion also
reached by Abati et al. '·'
This logically raises the question as to why
one would bother to identify carcinomas with
apocrine ·features. One potential reason is that
there may be a unique response to the
admin istration of androgen (specifically
Halotestin). tn a study by Miller et at. on 120
breast cancer explants. apocrine morphology
correlated with the amount of GCDFP-15
released by the breast cancers, and the
presence of androgen receptors but not
estrogen receptors. • H appears the estrogens
repress the rate of production while stimulating
cell growth. " Conversely, androgens stimulate
production of .GCDFP·15 but slow division
activity."
Clinical data indicate that Halotestfn will also
result in an increase in serum GCDFP"15
levers• The antHumorigenic effect remains to
be evaluated.
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CASE #18
Ductal Carcinoma In Situ -Multiple Types
General Considerations
The purpose of the mic~oscopic diagnosis of
ductal carcinoma in situ (DCJS) is to Identify the
patient who is at the hlgh~st risk for the
subsequent development of invasive cancer
when compared to o.ther microscopic images. It
does not mean that every untreated case
diagnosed
DCIS will become invasive
cancer. Nevertheless, we are certain that one
fonn of DCIS has a high rate of subsequent
Invasive carcinoma if not treated. It is the
cancer with a large, pleomorphic cell population
usually accompanied with necrosis; the
prototypical "comedocarcinoma" as we have
traditionally used that term.
The syllable
''comedo" simply means that there is necrosis,
and it does not take into account either the
cytology ·or tl)e architecture of the cells. To be
sure, many "traditional" comedocarcinomas
haVe large pleomorphic cell populations, but this
is not always the case For instance, a uniform
small cell cribrifonn DCIS may have extensive
necrosis and to call that "comedocarcinoma"
could lead to totally inappropriate excessive
therapy.
The. rubric •comedocarcinoma" is
progressively being abandoned as a specific
diagnosls."·' 6·"
As stated above, the value of diagnosing
ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is to identify a
patient who is at the maximum risk for
developing Invasive carcinoma if no further
therapy is carried out. In one series, this risk
was 10x or 11xthat of the population in general
tor non-necrotic cribriform or miCfopaplllary
DCIS." It Is the same relative risk as shown in
patients with untreated lobular carcinoma In s~u
(LCIS). Relativ.e risk is derived by taking !he
number of patients with untreated DCIS who
develop invasive cancer and dividing that by the
numl:ier of age-matched patients actually found
to have invasive carcinoma In the population at
large with the same ddration of follow-up. Page
et al. found that 28% of patients wllh micropapil·
iary/cribriform
DCIS developed
invasive
carcinoma during en average 16 year followup'" This is a 10x or 11x relative risk compared
to a woman In the general population of the
same age followed for the same length of time.

as

Microsc2pic Features on Your Slide. This
is.an exceedingly variegated lesion that can be
broken into several components. These include
adenomyoepitheliomatous proliferations, papillomas with cytologic a1ypia, ducts with· sieve-like
and/or Irregular cribriform carcinoma, clinging
carcinoma. ana the pr.esence of cyto!~;~gicaliy
abnormal cells confined to ''resting" and
unfolding lobules.
In addition, portions of
lobules (that are otherwise ·populated by normal
cells) have dilated ductules lined by cells with
enlarged basally oriented nuclei.
The adenomyoepilheliomatous pmliferations
have cytologically benign epithelium lining
fibrovascuiar stalks that are rich in myoepithelial
cells. An occasional myoepithelial cell is In
mitosis As far as I am concerned, this is a
coincidental finding.
Some papillomas on your slide have welldefined fibrovascuiar stalks with an occasional
sector still lined by uniform small cells with
elongated nuclei seen in typical. benign
papillomas.
However, a totally different
population of cel!s with broad, vesicular nuclei
line most of the papillae.
The cells are
irregularly spaced. and the nuclei are often
closely packed together Indicating a high
nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio. Moreover, t:nere is
necrotic cytoplasm and nuclear debris In a few
ducts.
In other fod, many expanding ductules or
unfolding lobules are closely approximated to
one another and are almost indistinguishable
from a papilloma because the Individual
ductules are surrounded and separated by thin
fibrovascular strands. These strands <)re the
residual intralobular stromal and vascular
components rather than newly proliferated
intraluminal' stalks that occur in true papillomas.
We have seen several cases In V1hich epithelial
pr'oliferations resembled a solitary intraductal
papilloma at low p01>1er. However. they lacked
a circumferential duct wail. and fibrous septa
interrupted the nests of epithelium. We believe
that these are unfolding lobules that have an
eptthelial proliferation similar to tha~ seen in your
sections. In our study, the tumor formed a
solitary mass, and we referred to them as
"solitary mass due to uhlolding lobules Vlith
papillomas" (SMULP). "
The importance of
separating SMULP from papilloma is that the
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database dealing with patients wllh true
papHioma should not be applied to these lesions
that are mimics of papilloma. Their biologic
significance (if any) Is unknown at this time.
Another Image on your slide consists of
ducts lined by abnormal cells three to five cells
in thickness. The vesicular nuclei, the crowding.
and the lack of orientation separate these from
normal cells or the cells of ordinary hyperplasia.
Their appearance raises the diagnosis of
clinging carcinoma (CC). Clinging carcinoma
has received little attention in the literature since
Azzopardi first described It in his book in 19792
Eusebi et al. have recently included several
patterns under CC, many of which would be
dlagnosed by others as mlcropapillary or cribri·
form carcinoma.' They consider the latter as
CC when the papillations or Roman bridges are
confined to the periphery of the duel Another
type of CC has a proliferation of abnormal cells
forming a layer three to five cells In thickness.
In their study. the cases of CC were divided Into
two groups. One group had only a nat layer,
and the other had a nat layer with an additional
component of micropapillary proliferation. None
of the patients w ith a pure flat layer had
subsequent disease during a follow-up period
that ranged from 15 to 25 years (median 19
years). This brings up the appropriateness of
calling CC a carcinoma
Three patients w!th combined nat and
micropaplllary carcinoma developed invasive
ductal carcinoma 6, 6, and 11 years tater. In
two patients, the cancer was in the site of the
original biopsy. whereas In one patien~ the
carcinoma was in the opposite breast. All three
patients died of disease. II Is highly pertinent
that in all three patients the nuclear grade of the
DCIS was high grade pleomorphic. If Is also of
Interest that the relative risk for developing
cancer was 1, indicating that these cases did
not exceed the number expected In th~
population at large. 7
In other areas from your case, individual
ductules have celts with scant cytoplasm and
falrfy uniform nuclei. These appear to be a
monomorphic population of cens which has
been considered a criterion for DCIS for many
years. Moreover. the architecture of these foci
corresponds to "rigid bridges" and '·Roman
bridges" in some areas. In other areas there is

a sieve-like pattern with well-formed lumens and
cells having a good orientation to the lumen.
The elegant three-dimensional studies of Ohuchi
et al. indicate that these are completely
Therefore. there Is a
enclosed spheres''
double layer of nuclei between each of the
spaces. This ts an excellent criterion to assist in
recognizing lhls paJticular pattern as DCIS on
coniiast with the residual, passively formed
spaces of ordinary hyperplasia. The studies by
Ohuchi et al. and Faverty et at.•" show that
DCIS may be a localized process.
lnterobserver Variability in Q_lagnosis of
~ The lnterobserver variabiUty of DCIS has

been a subject of much conversation, and 11 has
been an issue In medical malpractice cases In
which the pathologic diagnosis has been tn
question.
Rosai sent glass sNdes to l'i\le
pathologists with special Interest in mammary
pathology." Each slide had a small area circled
In Ink and the pathologist was given the choice
of making the diagnosis of usual hyperplasia,
atypical hyperplasia, or carcinoma In situ. In
only three cases (18%) did four of l'i\le pathologists agree on the exact category, and rn only
nine cases (53%) did three of five pathologists
agree.
Moreover, six cases (35%) had
diagnoses that spanned the spectnum from
usual hyperplasia, atypical hyperplasia and CIS.
To top it off, two of the pathologists were
polarized. One pathologist called every lesion
atypical hyperplasia or CIS and the other
pathologist never diagnosed CIS and considered
only four as atypicallll
Schnitl and coworl<ers organized a similar
study using 24 slides of ductal proliferations with
a single small area visible on a slide that was
otherwise covered with masking tape. 21 In contrast to the Rosai .study, the six participating
pathologists (three of whom had been In the
Rosai study) were given narrative and diagrammatic information regarding the criteria of Page.
Page circulated 15 tissue slides diagnosed as
usual hyperplasia, atypical hyperplasia or
nonoornedo DC IS for review. After this preparelion, the study slides were sent oul AU six
pathologists agreed on the diagnosis In 14
(58%) of the 24 cases. Five of six P,athologlsts
agreed In 17 (71%) of cases, and four of six
pathologists agreed in 22 (92%). The majority
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of discrepancies were between atypical hyperplasia and DCIS. Only two cases covered the
atypical
spectrum of usual hyperplasia,
hyperplasia and DCIS. Furthermore, and this is
of great importance, no pathologist was more
• malignant• or "benign• as measured by kappa
analysis.
Although there was not perfect
consensus on every case, this study oectainly
demonstrates that a higher degree of reproducibility can be attained when standardized
criteria are applied.
It is also important to

realize that the cases selected by Schnltt and
coworkers for their study were selected because
of their morphologic complexity and unusual
appearance. They did not represent 24 conseamve breast biopsies accessioned as day to
day specimens. In this latter, real life scenariO,
it is likely that there would have been complete
agreement among all experts including the
practicing pathologist in at least 90% (and
probably 95%) of cases.

INTEROBSERVER VARIABILITY ON DUCTAL LESIONS.
AGREEMENT AS TO WHETHER HYPERPLASIA, ATYPICAL
HYPER PLASIA, OR DUCTAL CARCINOMA IN SITU
Standardized Criteria"

No Standardized Criteria ••

(24 cases} (6 f28!bologists}

(10 cases} (5 12athoiQ:gists}

No. of Pathologists
in Exact Agreement

No. of Pathologists
In Exact Agreement

6 of 8
5 of8
4 of 6

Cases
(%)
58

71

92

5 of 5
4 of 5
3 of 5

Cases
(%)

0
20
50

Conservative Therapy -The Lagios Exeerifmce.
Lagios and colleagues have been following
women with DCIS treated only with tylectomy. ' 2
They divided their cases into four subtypes
using a comblnatron of cytologic and architectural features. Type I has large pleomorphic
cells in solid sheets usually accompanied with a
large central area of necrosis Type II has an
Irregular papillary or cribriform pattern consisting
of less pleomorphic cells associated with a
central area or necrosis. Type Ill consists of
smaller cells with mild pleomorphism.
Necrosis, If present at at~ is only in minute focl.

Type IV Is OCIS with small, uniform cells In a
cribriform or micropaplllary pattern and lacking
necrosis.
The pallents of Laglos et al. have been
followed lor a variable period wnh eight or the
79 developing subsequent OCIS or invasive
carcinoma.
All new lesions have been
ipsilateral. Correlation of type and recurrence Is
below. Meyer has shown that the type IV DCIS
has a low thymidine labeling Index, whereas
lype I DC IS Is high.,. Therefore, tt>ere Is good
correlation of histology and kinetics.
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DCIS - Recurrence after Local Excision Alone
(Original Lesion <2.5 em)
Subtype
Comedo (solid)
I
II
Comedo (glands)
Ill
Cribriform (high grade)
IV
Cribriform (low Ql'?de}'
• Includes mlcropaplllary
•· 4 DCIS 4 Invasive

PaUents who have DCIS presenting with a
palpable mass have been treated by
lumpectomy followed with XRT. In one series,
patients with a comedocarcinoma componen:
had a high rate of local recurrence ( 16%).
whereas 28 patients with pure cribriform or
micropapillary small cell carcinomas had no
recurrence. ''
It i s interesting that this
recurrence rate Is· very similar to the recurrence
rate of impalpable mammographic detected
DCIS as illustrated in the above Table.
DCIS In Autopsy Studies. Recent autopsy
studies show that a surprisingly high percentage
of women wi thout a previous history of breast
disease have so-called in-situ cancers. Alpers
and Wellings found that 6% of women have
DCIS, ' and the study by Nielsen et al. showed
that 14 (18%) of 77 consecutive autopsied
women had DCIS, LCIS, or both. 10
It is therefore not surprising that there should
be an appreciable yield of these lesions on
mammographic generated biopsies. The crucial
Issue is how many of these so-calfed in si1U
•cancers" are of any biological importance as
opposed to those that are of no importance to
the majority of women.
This will remain
unanswerable until It Is possible to identify a
truly malignant cell (transformed cell) and
distinguish it from a morphologically identical
benigll cell. The stain lor a "cancer cell" does
not exist.•
Quant ificati on Of DCIS.
A frustrating
shuation is to find only one duct showing
classical OCIS oi noncomedo type. It Is unfortunate to label a patient as having carcinoma

!::!Q,

Be current

31
5
10
33

5

79

8"

2

1
0

%
16
40
10
0
10%

Laglos et al. Cancer 63:618, 1989

In situ with such minimal disease. There are
two ways around this. One Is to use the
criterion of Page et al. who require that at least
two ducts be completely and unequivocally
involved. 18 The other Is to use the criterion of
Tavassoll and Norris. 13 They require that the
diameters of the Involved ducts be greater than
2 mm In the aggregate. A nything less than this
Is called atypical hyperplasia. The follow-up on
their patients with quantatively diagnostic OCIS
with less than 2 mm of involvement Indicates
that the risk for invasion Is only 9'JI. (as opposed
to ordinary hyperplasia where the risk of
Invasion is 5%). The studies by Dupont and
Page, however, showed that atypical hyperplasia wi th a positive family history for breast
cancer raises the risk for subsequent cancer
almost as high as patients who have the full
criteria lor DCts.•
The treatment ofDCIS with lumpectomy and
radiation therapy has been followed with
recurrence rates ranging from 6-20%. Using
current techniques of pathology examination of
margins. tumor recurrence Is probably in the
range of 10%. Approximately 50% of recurrences are Invasive. and, at least 50% of these
Invasive lesions can be salvaged with
mastectomy. Thus, the risk of breast cancer
mortality is In the renge of 2% to 3% lor patients
treated lor DCIS with lumpectomy and radiaUon.6·22 Undoubtedly, there will be a greater risk
as years go by and patients are at risk for
longer periods of time with this reoenUy
introduced technique.
The risk of developing rnvasive contralateral
breast cancer also exists In patients with
DCIS.1'
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RISK FOR INVASIVE CANCER IN PREMAMMOGRAPHY ERA
Lobular · carcinoma fn s~u·
Non-comedo DCIS
Atypical hyperplasia (+ Fam. Hx)
Atypical hyperplasia (No Fam. Hx)
Hyperplasia (no atypia)
No hyperplasia

The Association of " Biological Markers"
with PCJS. A number of studies have correlated the presence of p53, cerb8 2 , estrogen
and progesterone receptors, and Kl-67...:~• Not
surprising ly, the cytologically high grade level
tumors have high expression of cerbB 2 and p53
as well as considerable proliferative activ~ as
measured by Kl~7. Estrogen and progesterone
receptors tend to be absent. The converse is
tumors, with
true for well-<lifferenUated
intermediate tumors falUng In between. The
diagnostic uti!ity of these observations is thus far
nil, and whether there will be prognostic

30%
28%
10%

20
18
6
6

4%

6

2%

6

25%

ramifiCations remains to be determined.
Histologic Correlation of Infiltratin g
Cancer and OCfS.
Lampejo et al. have
altampted to evaluate the clinical relevance oi
DCIS vis-a-vis invasive carcinoma. ,,
They
looked at 215 cases of infiltrating carcinoma that
also containeo DCIS. Only 14 (7%) ol their
cases had tow grade DCIS. Most (11 of 14) of
the Invasive carcinomas were grade I and the
remaining three were grade II. Overan findings
are summarized below.

Invasive Cancer
Grade*

DCIS Type*

14 Low grade
52 Intermediate grade
149 High grade
215 cases

REFERENCE

11
9
3

II

Ill

3
41
73

0

2
73

• All numbers are numbers of cases

The fact that there 1s such a small number of

tow grade OCIS compared to Its large proportion
In mammographically detected OCIS may wen
Indicate that a small number of this lyf!e of

OCIS ever evolves into carcinoma. (This has
already been shown by Lagios vld8 supra.) This
Is further reason to subdivide OCIS and to foCow
these patients for a very long time period.
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CASE #19
Spindle Cell Carcinoma

)

Spindle cell proliferations· of the breast
include two major categories. One group lacks
an epithelial component Including nodular
fasciltls, aggressive fibromatosis, myofibroblastoma, and sarcomas (e.g ., fibrosarcoma or
malignant fibrous histiocytoma). These are not
discussed fUrther. The second group has a
spindle cell element Combined wittl epithelium.
This broad definition includes cystosarcoma
phyllodes and metaplastic carcinoma (sarcomatoid carcinoma). Realistically, cystosarcoma
phyllodes does not enter Into the differential and
is described In ttle next section.
The term metaplastic carqlnoma has been
used for neoplasms of the breast containing a
malignant epithelial element and a malignant
stromal element that may either be nonspecific
(spindle cells without further differentiation) or
heterologous elements such as cartilage, bone,
striated muscle, or fat.
It Is a very
heterogeneous group. The assumption has
been made that epithelial cells differentiate into
the mesenchymal elements, i.e., "neoplastic
This Is an outdated concept.
meiaplasia."
Another problem that has ·existed is to refer to
breast neoplasms are carcinosarcomas. The
therapy may well end up being directed at the
"sarcoma" component of the diagnosis, and the
utility of this term seems to have run its course.
In order to get around conceptual and
potentially therapeutically harmful proolems, the
term sarcomatoid carcinoma has gained favor.
This term presumes that a totipotential stem cell
g1ves rise to both an epithelial population and a
"mesenchymal" population of cells. This has
been articulated well by Wick and Swanson' •
and it has been expanded upon by Foschini et
al. 2 dealing specifically with biphaslc tumors of
the breast. The value of the term sarcomatoid
carcinoma is to focus on the concept of
divergent differentiation of the neoplastic stem
cell.
The usefulness of any diagnosis depends on
the availability of a pertinent literature giving
Information regarding therapy and prognosis
regardless of the terminole>gy. Spindle cell
carcinoma with the constellation of ,findings seen
In this case was well described in 1981 by
Gersell and Katzenstein.>
They provided

ultrastructural evidence of squamous
differentiation of the spindle cells. Bauer et al.
presented four additional cases in 1984, 1 and in
1989, Wargotz et al. reported 100 cases of
spindle cell carcinoma with follow-up. •
Diagnosing our case as spindle cell carcinoma
makes It congruent with the terminology used in
lhe above papers because it has the features
that are identical to the morphologic congeries
of changes described in these papers. One can
use. these reports for prognostic purposes
thereby.
Microscopic Findings. The tumor has a
,spindle cell background with minimal nuclear
atypia. Mit0 ses average 2110 HPF. The'splildle
cell component is focally storiform and in other
areas has >a more meandering configuration.
Three different epithelial elements are irregularly
distributed within this fibrous background. The
most conspicuous epithelium is mature,
completely cytologically normal squamous
epithelium. It frequently shows·small extensions
of.cells into the adjacent spindle cell component
where they blend imperceptibly. In other areas,
the squamous epithelium partly or totally lines
small, irregularly shaped spaces sometimes only
forming a single layer of cells. At first glance
they appear to be vascular spaces, but they do
not contain blood.
l ne second epithelial component consists ·ot
sparse glands In which the epithelium appears
jumbled.
The nuclei are "active" and
A distinct
occasionally mitoses are· seen.
myoepithelial layer is not evident either by H&E
or · on Immunohistochemical staining.
The
possibility that these might be entrapped
ductules is unli~ely because the glands are
widely scattered, and there Is no Indication that
they are related to terminal duct lobular units or
adjacent larger ducts .near lobules. A third
epithelial element has an irregular epithelial
proliferation frequently associated with
hyallnized stroma Immediately beneath or
intenmlxed with t~e epithelium. At first glance
these appear to be papillomas.. However, t~eir
irregular shape and widely scattered distribution
makes this type of change. appear to be part of
the tumor. On some of the sections, a true
papilloma is -present in a duct measuring
approximately 3 mm In diameter, which Is
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viewed as a coincidental finding.
The spindle cell· component is focally
positive for S -100 and muscle-specific actin.
Although only a small percent of the cells stain,
they are clearly neoplastic based on the
placement of the cells and their abnormal nuclei.
Wargotz et al. noted similar staining in some of
the spindle cells In their series. • These cells
can be viewed as differentiating towards
Epithelial
myoepithelium or tnyofibroblasts.
markers In the spindle cell component has been
clearly documented in another study.6

Twenty-nine of the 30 with distant metastases
died of· cancer, and five of 17 with local
recurrence died of cancer; presumably due to
uncontrolled local growth.
The initial therapy consisted of local excision
only (78%). Eventually 38% of patients had
partial mastectomy, 56% had
simple
mastectomy, and 46% had radical mastectomy
or modified mastectomy. Radiation therapy or
chemotherapy was given in eight patients, and
six of these eight patients died of disease.

REFERENCES
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
The only lesion that might be considered
under the ·differential diagnosis would be an
infiltrating myoepithelial carcinoma. Because of
the immunohistochemical staining of the spindle
cells suggesting myoepithelial differentiation,
myoepithelial carcinoma could be considered.
These lesions, however, lack well-formed
glandular or squamous elements. Only five
cases of myoepithelial carcinoma have been
reported, one o f which metastasized-' We have
seen one case of infiltrating myoepithelioma that
had rounded epithelial-like cells arranged in
solid aggregates that blended with the spindle
cell component. They were not a discrete
component, nor did they make a lumen. From
an immunophenotypical standpoint, both the
round and spindle cells were a single
population.
Pro9nosls. Fifty-six of the 100 patients of
Wargotz et al. with follow-up had recurrence. •
Local recurrence or metastases occurred three
wee~ to 11 years after diagnosis with a median
of one year. Forty-seven patients had nodal
dissection and three (6%) had positive nodes.
The· most common course of events was local
recurrence followed by metastasis to pleura and
lungs. Metastases to bone and other sites
occurred late In the disease. Of the 56 patients
with recurrence, 44 (79%) died of disease.
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CASE #20
Malignant Phyllodes Tumor
Phyllodes Is the Greek word for leaf and
refers to the irregular stromal protrusion_s into
the ducts. The term phylloldes may also be
used. One of these words Is singular and one
Is plural, although I am unsure which Is which
(having been told both ways).
The definition of a phyllodes tumor (PT)
requires that there be (1) stromal hypercellularity
and (2) a teaf-til<e configuration to the epithelial
lined spaces. The stromal hyperceflularity must
resemble a low grade fibrosarcoma, although
may be seen onty In a few foci. In many areas,
the cellularity often does not exceed that of an
ordinary fibroadenoma, and broad areas of
almost acellular collagen are common. Stromal
hypercellularity can ba accentuated beneath the
epithelium, but often the stroma Is sparsely
cellular beneath the epithelium. In short, the oft·
quoted "criterion• of perfeplthellal dense stromal
cellularity is unreliable. Areas of paucicellular
myxold stroma are common. The stromal cens
are fibroblasls and myofibroblasts.•
DMdlng PT into lowiJrade, border1ine, and
malignant categories has some merit, although
It Is never prognostlcally applicable to an
Individual patient with 100% certainty. The
classification is made in the area of greatest
stromal cellularity and mitotic activity. The low
grade group has four or less mitoses per 10
HPF, the border1fne group has five to 10
mitoses per 10 HPF, and the malignant group
has greater than 10 per 10 HPF. The borderline
group is Important because these rarely if ever
metastasize and in common with the low grade
category. are only at risk for local recurrence.
Malignant PT with mitotic counts exceeding
10 per 10 HPF are usually characterized by
dense cellularity and marked pleomorphism with
bizarre cells. Moreover, there Is usually stromal
overgrowth, which is defined as one low power
field or stroma Jacking epithelium. (This Is
based on a low power field with a 1Ox widefield
eyepiece and 40x objective.) The term stromal
overgrowth was used in 1954 In a paper by

n

Lester and Stout" and Is emphasiz.ed as a
feature seen in most metastasizing tumors by
Ward and Evans. 14 In the case available to you,
bizarre cells are not present. There Is a modest
degree of pleomorphism with enlarged, vesicular
nuclei. The designation of malignant phyllodes
tumor is based on the mitotic count that
exceeds 10 per 10 HPF.
The death raie from PT Is undoubtedly
exaggerated, because most reports stem from
referral institutions. For instance, in the study
by Ward and Evans from M.D. Anderson
Hospital, seven of 26 patients dled. 18 In my own
literature review of multiple series In which
tumors have been divided Into benign,
borderline, and malignant categories, only about
4% of tumors metastasize. All of these tumors
are In the malignant group, but only about 15%
of "mallgnanr• tumors metastaslled.
Multiple parameters have been Investigated
In an alfort to prognosticate. Patient age, tumor
size, necrosis, mitoses, slromal overgrowth,
pleomorphism, and the quality of the margin
(pushing vs. circumscribed) have been
analyzed
There Is a trend in most
metastasizing turners to have many of the
above features. High mitotic count, stromal
overgrowth, Infiltrating margin, tumors greater
years,
than 4 or 5 em, patients older than
and the presence of heterologous sarcoma
(liposarcoma or osteosarcoma) are markers of
metastasizing lesions. Nevertheless, there are
exceptions to every rule.
The use of flow cytometric data has been
inconsistent (see table below). In the study by
EI-Naggar et al, no patient with diploid tumors
developed metastases, whereas all but 3 of 12
patients with aneuploid tumors had metastases. 5
On the other hand, Palko et al, found no
correlation between tumor ploidy and clinical
outcome. However, they showed that an Sphase >5% correlated with metastases. These
and one other study failed to find con'81ation
between clinicopathologic features and flow
cytometllc data ••

eo
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FLOW CYTOMETRIC DATA
S • PHASE
Ref. 1

>5%

3/5 metastasized.

PLOIDY
Diploid • 2/12 metastasized.
Aneuploid - 213 metastasized.

<5%
1/B metastasized.

Ref. 2

:.:5%
10/17 recurred.

Diploid - 0117 metastasized.
Aneuploid - 9/12 metastasized:

<5%
1/12 recurred.
1. Palko et al. Arch Palhol Lab Med 115:949, 1990
EI-Naggar et al. Am J Clln Pathol 93:460, 1990

2.

Suffice it to say, ther~ are some general
statements that can be made, but no single
tumor respects any criterion.' ·" ·"·" A classic
example is one of the metastasizing tumors
reported by Norris and Taylor that was low
grade, lacked mitoses, was not necrotic, had a
sharply circumscribed border and measured 2
em'' There Is a trend, however, for some
features to correlate with outcome.
For
example, three out of four patients over the age
of so developed metastases in one series, 10 but
this is not verified in others• Tumors greater
than 5 em with an infiltrating margin and
necrosis are more likely to metastasize.
Stromal overgrowth Is seen In most cases
with metastases (six out of seven in the study
by Ward and Evans), although two other
patients lacking stromal overgrowth had
Hawkins et al. reviewed
metastases."
published serie~ anc;l concluded that 72% of
patients with stromal overgrowth developed
me!astases. •
Some patients with metastases have had
local excision as the initial surgery, suffered
local recurrence and then developed
metastases.
Nonetheless, some patients
treated with mastectomy as the first therapy
have· had metastasis indicating that recurrence
Is not· a requisite or a necessary siep in the
progression of disease. Metastases are usually
to the lung and pleura only. although

occasionally there is dissemination to abdominal
viscera or bone. Lymph node metastases are
unknown. The metastases always consist only
at the sarcomatous component and may appear
from six months to 10 years after the initial
surgery (median tfme Is about two years). One
patient had a solitary pulmonary metastasis
resected and she lived free of disease for 15
years.
Phyllodes Tumor in Young Women. The
diagnosis of PT should be made with extreme
caution before age 30.
When adequately
illustrated, nearly all reported cases of phyllodes
tumor In this age group are giant fibroadenomas
of ordinary histologic type Or juvenile
fibroadenomas with their characteristic focal
Only a lew cases of
hypercellularity.
metastasizing PT have occurred In adolescents·
or young adults."
Local recurrence of
malignant PT In adolescents is equal)y raie.'
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Fibroadenomas are the only lesions that
enter into the differential diagnosis of PT. This
usually occurs when the stroma is more cellular
than expected. The term cellular fibroadenoma
has been used for fibroadenomas With a stroma
as cellular as seen In PT. The difference lies in
the architecture of the lesion. The gaping
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spaces of PT are absent as well as the leaf-like
shapes of stromal proliferations. To be sure,
these can occasionally be seen In two or three
foci, but always represent a tiny minority of the
lesion. Most fibroadenomas occur in patients
less than 35 year of age, whereas most PT are
beyond the age or !10 years. Rarely, multinucleated cells with moderately bizarre. nucler occur
in tile stroma of fibroadenomas.3 The remainder
of the stroma, however, Is not densely cellular,
and the leaf-like pattern of stromal proliferation
characteristic of PT is absent
A separate group of fibroadenomas has
been termed juvenile fibroadenoma (although
the term cellular fibroadenoma is sometimes
used for this group as well). 16 The lesions have
stroma ti)at may have tl\e density of PT with an
occasional focus having an irregular stromal
growth producing small leaf-like projections.
This is uncommon, and overall, they do not
architecturally resemble PT. Juvenile fibroadenomas do, however, have one other feature
similar to PT, namely a prominent epithelial
proliferation.
The irregular piUng up of
epithelium often with small micropapillary
protrusions is identical in juvenile fibroadenomas
as well as In most PT.
J uvenile and fibroadenomas tend to be large
(mean of 5 em) and markedly distort the
breast. 16 They hav~> also been referred to in the
literature as "cellular fibroadenomas" because of
the stromal hypercellularity. 7 One other term
that Is sometimes used is giant fibroadenoma.
In the past, this has been used interchangaa,bly
with benign PT, but this is inaccurate. A giant
floroadenoma (something larger than 8-10 em)
has only the features of fibroadenoma and racks
the gross and microscopic characteristics of
PT.6
Mosl juvenile fibroadenomas occur before
the age of 30, but they have been reported In
women as old as 70.
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